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A Message From The
HEAD OF CORPS

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN ENGINEERS

SCHOOL OF MILITARY ENGINEERING
Training for the Future

Fellow Sappers, welcome to another edition of Australian Sap-
per magazine. Last year’s resurrected magazine was a huge hit 
and I have received great feedback from many of you. The 

magazine is a credit to the hardworking team at the School of 
Military Engineering who put it together. Mr 
Warren Ennis, Major Stu Pemberton and Lieu-
tenant Colonel David Rye have produced a first 
class magazine which I hope you will enjoy read-
ing.

 This year’s magazine continues to record 
the great work our sapper-based Reconstruc-
tion Task Forces have been doing in Afghani-
stan. The Reconstruction Task Force experience 
has been good for the Corps and it has demon-
strated to the world the quality of the Australian 
sapper. In this edition we are also highlighting 
the Corps’ Army Aboriginal Community Assis-
tance Program (AACAP) activities. The AACAP 
has been of enormous benefit to Australia’s Ab-
original communities; however, projects past 
2009 are currently unclear. It was our AACAP 
experience that shaped the foundation ideas 
for our Reconstruction Task Force campaign in 
Afghanistan, which demonstrates that our activities in peace are 
preparing us well for operations in conflict.

At the last Corps Committee meeting it was directed that RAE 
Corps subscriptions would be centralised in order to manage the 
funds more equitably. Details on how to subscribe to the fund are 
contained in this edition of the magazine.

You will read in the pages that follow about the current devel-
opments with the Modular Engineer Force. We have briefed the 
Army Capability Management Committee and the Chief of Army 
Senior Advisory Group about our thoughts for the future shape 

and structure for the Corps. This work is impor-
tant to our Corps’ future and we seek to balance 
the shape of units with our ability to equip the 
force while we address deficiencies with com-
mand and control. The decisions that will be 
made this year will shape the work of staff for 
the next few years as we undertake a measured 
transformation of the Corps that keeps pace 
with Army’s growth and equipment acquisition 
programs.

I thank all units and individuals that have 
prepared articles for this edition of Australian 
Sapper. It is your magazine and the editorial 
committee seeks to present supplied informa-
tion in an enduring format.

In closing, I would like to congratulate Mr 
Paul Godbolt of the School of Military Engi-
neering for his achievement of 40 years service 
in the Australian Public Service and for serving 

all of those 40 years as a staff member at the School. Our Corps 
benefits greatly from the dedicate service of long-term, committed 
individuals like Paul.

Enjoy reading this edition of the magazine.
 

BRIGADIER WAYNE BUDD, CSC

As with most units in the Army, the School of Military En-
gineering (SME) once again has had a very hectic schedule 
since the 2007 edition of Australian Sapper. In addition to 

our already significant scheduled course program, 2008 has seen 
us develop and implement the Training Commander’s Explosive 
Hazard Awareness and Protection (EHAP) training initiative. This 
is an all Corps training continuum based on three modules com-
mencing at recruit and officer cadet training establishments and 
concludes at operational planning courses for both senior NCOs 
and officers. SME is the centre of expertise for this training. Of 
particular note is the creation of an all Arms Corps explosive entry 
capability and for Royal Australian Engineers (RAE) specifically, 
new explosive breaching techniques. The School has also contrib-
uted to a similar Headquarters Training Command – Army (HQ 

TC-A) initiative for urban operations and from 2009 an RAE in-
structor will be established at the School of Infantry to provide 
subject matter expertise in this field. In addition to our training 
responsibilities, SME has also invested heavily in the promotion 
of the Corps’ heritage in the last few months. Utilising a combi-
nation of training funds and profits from the RAE Corps Shop, 
the Adult Trade Trainees have been busy increasing the overhead 
protection available for our larger historic vehicles. The construc-
tion of a Strarch Hangar at the western end of the heritage park is a 
significant enhancement for the Corps museum. The Adult Trade 
Trainees have also commenced the internal development plan for 
the museum and constructed a theatrette, new Corps shop and 
office accommodation for museum staff. This work is of an excep-
tionally high standard and I encourage all members of the Corps 
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to drop in a see these new additions the next time you visit the 
‘Home of the Sapper’.

SME continues to provide essential engineering training and 
support in the continued preparation for personnel deploying 
on operations. The School’s workload is not conducive to releas-
ing large numbers of personnel for operations but SME has been 
asked, and been able to, release essential personnel for operational 
positions. These vacancies place an additional burden on the re-
maining instructors, who in turn accept the additional workloads 
without complaint.

Support to external agencies such as the Counter Improvised 
Explosive Device Task Force, Defence Materiel Organisation and 
Defence Science and Technology Organisation is ongoing and the 
School’s efforts have directly contributed to the capability enhance-
ment of the Corps. This includes our continued role of promoting 
the Corps through active participation in practical demonstrations 
and undertaking activities such as Exercise Chong Ju, the Com-
bined Arms Training Centre (CATC) conducted combined arms 
exercise. Of significance, SME has provided over 1,900 days of ex-
ternal support to date in calendar year 2008.

I would like to acknowledge the excellent achievement of the 
School’s RSM, Warrant Officer Class One Mick Kerr for plan-
ning and conducting some long overdue professional junior leader 
development training for the Corps. The requirement for this es-
sential training was identified through the RAE Corps Capability 
Committee in 2007 and was to be delivered by one of the Land 
Command RAE units. Operational commitments prevented this 
from occurring but at the behest of the Corps, RSM SME offered 
to plan the activity rather than let the opportunity slip by. This was 
to be a Corps conducted activity for the benefit of the Corps. How-
ever, it was only through the professionalism and drive of Warrant 
Officer Kerr that over 30 young sappers from across the Corps ben-
efited from the opportunity to participate in an excellent training 
activity that was completely planned and conducted by Warrant 
Officer Kerr.

The following extracts from the Wings provide an update on 
the training and support issues faced by the School since the 2007 
edition of Australian Sapper.

COMBAT ENGINEERING WING
Since the last Australian Sapper, Combat Engineer Wing (CEW) 
has continued to deliver high quality combat engineer training 
throughout the full suite of combat engineer courses. Initial Em-
ployment Training (IET) of our new sappers is now being con-
ducted in a new suite of modules. This new Training Management 
Package (TMP) sees our sappers leaving for regiments qualified in 
various weapons systems, introduced to the Fixed Modular Bridge 
(FMB) and qualified on the Reverse Osmosis Water Purification 
Unit (ROWPU). This last piece of equipment has meant finding 
an extra five days of training time to allow them to become com-
petent ‘water point operators’. The ROWPU was first introduced 
into the School in November 2007 and since that time Basic Com-
bat Engineering section has run six courses for staff instructors and 
IET courses, with IET Squadron running a further three sessions 
on their courses.

The training over the last year has been intense with CEW cur-
rently running the second Subject 4 Corporal Combat Engineer 
Course for the year. The panel for this course more than doubled 
to 53 to meet the Corps’ demand for corporals. The new Subject 
4 Corporal Combat Engineer TMP includes an Ordnance Hazard 
Reduction phase which is a 19 day subset of the Explosive Ord-
nance Reconnaissance Course. This is not to detract from the im-
portance of the Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance courses but 

to enable our new corporals the ability to carry out tasks such as 
battlefield area clearance and disposal to a greater degree required 
whilst on operations.

Demolition Section is conducting the pilot/trial four-day De-
molitions Requalification course. This course will enable members 
of the Corps to more easily maintain their currency in demoli-
tions. Further details will be published once the course TMP has 
been endorsed. Please monitor the SME Website for further infor-
mation or contact the Wing direct for any clarification.

The Wing has been working closely with the Defence Mate-
riel Organisation on various projects which include the ROWPU, 
Bridge Erection and Propulsion Boat repair and modification pro-
gram, the Medium Girder Bridge (MGB) refurbishment program, 
the modifications and updates to the Lucas Portable Sawmill and 
more recently on LAND 144 Counter Mines program. The Water-
manship and Bridging Section is working with Defence Support 
Group on the upgrade and repair of the Camp Sapper training 
area, which should be completed by end of year, funds willing. Our 
new American Master Sergeant in the Mine Warfare Section has 
been travelling the countryside supplying good quality training to 
organisations in Brisbane, Townsville and the Australian Defence 
Force Academy (ADFA) open days.

CEW has taken the lead in constructing a forward operating 
base (FOB), FOB Sapper, which is being constructed in the old 
Jacquinot Court married quarter area of the School. The FOB has 
two primary functions, firstly, to provide a range of physical ex-
amples of Force Protection measures for training and, secondly, 
to provide a training venue for units to use for mission rehearsal 
exercises and collective training serials. The end state will see the 
FOB established as a 50-man camp complete with accommodation 
and ablutions.

To date, the manpower allocated to the FOB has come from 
courses conducted at SME. IET courses, Subject 4 Corporal Com-
bat Engineer courses and ROBC have all contributed to the devel-
opment. Geomatic Engineering Wing has provided area survey, 
Construction Wing has provided plant and trade support and 17th 
Construction Squadron has also contributed extensively with the 
construction of the internal ring road. The completion date is de-
pendant on availability of funds and manpower. The construction 
of the FOB provides an excellent opportunity for all RAE units 
to achieve Mission-Essential Task Lists directly applicable to the 
contemporary operating environment.

INITIAL EMPLOYMENT TRAINING SQUADRON,
COMBAT ENGINEER WING

2008 started off with the normal induction training, TAA, weap-
ons and BEPB qualifications for most of the staff. As the IETs are 
now taught M72A6 (66mm) Light Anti-Armour Weapon; MAG 
58 General Machine Gun; F1/F3 Grenades; 9mm Pistol; and Gre-
nade Launcher Attachment, it is necessary for all instructors to be 
qualified on these weapons, as well as having enough personnel to 
operate the BEPBs during the bridging phase. This creates a sig-
nificant burden on the staff here so if you are being posted to IET 
Squadron then you can expect to hit the ground running.

The IET course has undergone some subtle changes since we 
ran the pilot course at the end of last year and the subsequent 
round of courses at the start of this year. Phase One remains es-
sentially the same with Basic Combat Engineering and Chemi-
cal, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear Defence (CBRND). The 
Basic Combat Engineering module has not changed significantly 
from what many of you would remember; however, there is a bigger 
focus on such things as working with plant, structures, stabilisa-
tion and de-watering techniques. The soldiers now have some extra 



time on the syllabus for simple maths and they are now taught the 
basics of using levels. This has replaced the use of Boning Rods and 
the now out-of-service Field Service Level. Phase One of the course 
remains at 16 working days.

Phase Two has undergone some changes that have now in-
creased the phase from 20 working days to 24. This was necessary 
to incorporate the new water supply equipment, the Water Puri-
fication Unit (WPU) and the ROPU into training. Water supply 
takes a total of seven days to complete and the results from the 
soldiers on the new equipment have been promising. At this stage 
it remains to be seen if the WPU/ROPU stays in the TMP or if 
it becomes a specialist skill. There were also some small changes 
to Explosive Hazard Reduction and the Claymore has moved into 
the Phase Four weapons package. Demolitions have undergone 
some changes with less of an emphasis on Reserve Demolitions 
and Urban Breaching now being taught to all soldiers. Some sig-
nificant work has been done by the Demolitions Cell at Combat 
Engineering Wing in setting up training aids and targets on the 
demolitions range. These targets have shown that training aids 
can be set up at minimal cost and with little effort to provide an 
effective result.

Phase Three remains unchanged with all aspects of Waterman-
ship and Bridging now covered. This has allowed more time for the 
sappers to gain experience on the tillers of outboards as the W1 
training is incorporated into the Floating Support Bridge training. 
This phase also incorporates the MGB from single storey through 
to link reinforcement and two-span with pier. Finally, the last part 
of the phase is the FMB which gives the Corps a further heavy 
mobility and counter mobility bridging option. Phase Three runs 
for a total of 14 working days.

Phase Four is primarily split into three areas. The communica-
tions package has been shortened and at this stage the only radio 
taught is the RT-F500; however, all other aspects of communica-

tions are still taught. The weapons module encompasses all the 
weapons taught as described above and with pyrotechnics thrown 
into the mix. Finally, the sappers take part in a small field phase 
where they confirm some of the skills they have learnt on the 
course under arduous conditions by day and by night. Phase Four 
is a total of 17 working days and incorporates weekends.

The IET course has increased in total from 59 working days to 
its current format of 71 working days. At some stage we expect that 
an Urban Operations module will be placed into the course. This 
is not too far away and will provide our sappers with skills that will 
equip them to move into the future as part of the competencies of 
being an Australian Soldier and as part of the Modular Engineer 
Force.

ENGINEER OPERATIONS WING
Since the last update in Australian Sapper, Engineer Operations 
Wing (EOW) has seen significant changes in the conduct of the 
Subject courses. This year has seen the introduction of the new 
TMPs for the Subject courses and EOW no longer delivers a stand-
alone Subject 2 course for corporals and sergeants. Operations 
are now taught as modules within the respective Subject 4 courses 
for combat engineers and construction trades. This significantly 
reduces the amount of time sappers spend away from their units 
in training and streamlines promotion courses. Additionally, new 
TMPs for Subject 2 (All Trades) and Subject 4 (Combat Engineer) 
Warrant Officer courses are running as pilots. We have identified 
several learning outcomes that are in need of revision or change 
and are pursuing those through Trade Policy to finalise the TMPs 
for these courses to deliver the best combination of learning out-
comes for the benefit of the NCOs and RAE as a whole.

Tied with changes in the NCO suite of courses, the officer suite 
of courses offered by EOW are also undergoing changes. The Aus-
tralian Regular Army (ARA) ROBC course TMP has not been re-
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vised since running as a pilot in 2005. In coordination with Trade 
Policy, a systematic review of the TMP has occurred and we are 
currently undertaking a major rewrite of the existing TMP to capi-
talise on the revisions that have occurred since the first pilot course 
and codifying those changes in the new TMP format. While what 
RAE lieutenants are learning has not significantly changed, the 
capture of the pertinent learning outcomes and the competencies 
gained through this demanding course have been aligned with the 
established policies and guidelines to meet the requirements of the 
national training framework. What this means to officers in the 
Corps is that there is potential for officers to earn a diploma in 
engineering. Trade Policy is attempting to align as many learning 
outcomes with civilian competencies as possible to allow for an 
officer who has completed ARA ROBC, the Engineer Operations 
Officer Course, and Combat Officer Advanced Course (COAC) 
the ability to qualify for a diploma. Trade Policy continues to ex-
plore this great opportunity and we will keep the Corps informed 
as this initiative further develops.

Additionally, EOW, in conjunction with CATC undertook a 
review of the RAE officer training continuum to better align the 
learning outcomes across all three RAE officer courses and have 
recommended refocusing them at the appropriate level to achieve 
the desired skills and knowledge for employment of RAE officers 
through to the rank of major. In particular is how we teach the 
Military Appreciation Process (MAP) from the individual level at 
ROBC through to the staff level at COAC in a combined arms 
setting. The most significant challenge identified in terms of pro-
fessional development of RAE officers is the understanding and 
application of the MAP process. There are recurring trends in the 
application of the MAP that SME, RAE instructors at COAC, and 
Trade Policy believe are linked to the current method in which they 
are instructed and evaluated coupled with not enough practice and 

application of the process at the unit level. In coordination with 
the parties mentioned, several initiatives have been proposed to 
help eliminate this gap in knowledge. The first is the introduction 
of an RAE specific planning annex to the Individual MAP (IMAP) 
chapter of LWP-G 0-1-4 Military Appreciation Process, this will focus 
the engineer on engineer specific planning while conducting the 
IMAP. Additionally, we identified the need to maintain one stan-
dard planning pocket-book or aide-memoir for the Corps. There 
are numerous versions of staff planning books used on the various 
suites of courses to include the subject courses and they all do not 
mirror each other. It is intended to develop a common planning 
guide and this will take coordination with Schools outside of RAE 
to make it a reality. Of particular note are the ORBATS used for 
Australian units. Currently what we use at SME differs from those 
used at Canungra and at COAC. While there are similarities across 
all three, there are differences significant enough to cause angst 
and frustration as our members progresses through the various 
courses.

In conclusion, it has been a dynamic year in EOW. We have 
seen significant changes to the way we deliver operations training 
to the Corps and this will require us to be responsive and inge-
nious in the revision and further delivery of these courses in order 
to meet the needs of the Corps and Army as a whole.

GEOMATIC ENGINEERING WING
Geomatic Engineering Wing (GEW) has continued its efforts from 
last year and, through major reviews of TMPs, has done consider-
able course development and introduced new work practices in 
order to increase the operational relevance of training.

GEW are awaiting the arrival of the new TMP for the Survey 
Technician Course, designed to replace the two existing survey 
courses; Engineer Survey (three months) and Operational Geodet-
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ic (three months). They will be combined to make the new course 
approximately four months in duration. The pilot course is now 
scheduled to commence in Training Year 2009/2010 and will in-
troduce students to current Differential and Real-Time Kinematic 
Surveying (RTK) work practices.

Through professional development last year, Multimedia Tech-
nician (MMT) staff broadened their skill set in Operational Sup-
port Photography. Building from the success of last year, GEW has 
restructured the MMT Basic Course by extending, what was an in-
troduction to PsyOps three-day module, into a comprehensive one-
week PsyOps module delivered by instructors from the Defence 
Intelligence Training Centre. This will see an increase in capability 
and ensure that MMTs are fully qualified as MMT PsyOps Opera-
tors and their skills recognised. This positive move will reduce the 
training liability of further courses, should a MMT be posted into 
a PsyOps role.

The onerous task of obtaining new equipment commenced in 
November 2006 with the submission of a business case for com-
puters and plotters. However, by January 2008 it was recognised 
that little progress had been made. By this stage GEW’s IT equip-
ment had been out of warranty for two years, so as a result of a 
concerted push and considerable coordination of effort, GEW are 
now in an enviable position. New servers, the heart of the training 
network, are installed and undergoing software configuration and 
new workstations are ‘in the post’. This will enhance training and 
improve productivity for the trainees who often spend an inordi-
nate amount of time waiting for data to be processed by the old 
computers.

The IT requirement for the MMTs is a separate equipment up-
grade through an amendment to the Equipment unit Entitlement. 
This equipment will enhance the capabilities of the trainees and 
ensure that the equipment will keep some parity with modern tech-
nology. The expected delivery date for this equipment upgrade is 
still to be determined. GEW look forward to this situation being 
resolved soon.

The staff of GEW continue to support numerous displays con-
ducted by SME for the IET March Out parades, special visits and 
Exercise Chong Ju at Puckapunyal. Being ever present at these 
displays not only promotes the trades but also educates personnel 
on the capabilities that Geo Techs and MMTs can deliver to the 
Army.

GEW continue to strive for technical excellence and one way 
of assisting the instructors to develop and enhance their technical 
knowledge is to enable them to attend professional development 
courses and conferences. This keeps them aware of current civilian 
practice. The professional development training covers photogra-
phy, surveying and geomatic information systems.

The Royal Australian Survey Corps (RA Svy) historical collec-
tion, on display in the Corps’ museum, continues to take shape. 
GEW’s Wing Sergeant Major, Warrant Officer Class One Bob 
Hopper, has recently refurbished the Survey Corps collection’s 
designated area in the museum and has also added new display 
cabinets. Over the next few months more of the collection will be 
unpacked and put on view to the public. Consultation is underway 
to have a team of former serving RA Svy members return to the 
museum for a working bee in late September and early October 
2008. (See the RA Svy website at www.rasurvey.org)

Even though GEW has taken steps to reinvigorate what and 
how geomatic engineering is taught, the one thing that cannot be 
controlled is the ‘who’. With regards throughput, minimum tar-
gets are not being met, let alone assisting the trade to grow as is 
required through Hardened and Networked Army (HNA). To sup-
port the HNA initiative, we ask you to seek out and actively encour-

age any personnel interested in becoming a geomatic technician to 
contact GEW for further information.

SPECIALIST ENGINEERING WING
Specialist Engineering Wing (SEW) continues to manage and run 
Counter Surveillance and Deception courses. However, with the 
advancement in technology and the vision of signature manage-
ment for the ADF, this course is now intended to be handed over 
to the School of Artillery in 2009, with a pilot course being run 
in the 2009/2010 training year. CATC, in consultation with SME, 
will develop the TMP and assist with the development of new doc-
trine. The handing over of this course will enable the CBRND sec-
tion to concentrate their efforts on their primary role of CBRND 
training and the implementation of the EHAPT continuum.

The CBRND Section has been responsible for implementing 
the Explosive Hazard Awareness Instructors Course as part of a 
Commander TC-A directive with the first course conducted in July 
2008. The course was a success and received very encouraging feed-
back. With further direction and guidance the Explosive Hazard 
Awareness Instructors Course has evolved into the Explosive Haz-
ard Awareness and Protection Instructors Course.

The CBRND Section reviewed and amended the CBRND 
TMP in between conducting courses and providing support to vari-
ous RAE promotion courses. A major focus of the section has been 
the introduction of a modularised CBRND training continuum 
throughout the combat engineer soldier promotion cycle. This will 
enable sappers of the rank of corporal (Subject 4 Corporal Combat 
Engineer) to become qualified to plan and set up personnel and 
equipment decontamination stations while sergeants (Subject 4 
Sergeant Combat Engineer) and lieutenants (ROBC) will be quali-
fied to provide CBRND training and conduct Mask Test Facility 
exercises within their units. The CBRND section is continuing to 
update subjects and information as it comes to hand and is tak-
ing an active role in the procurement of new CBRND and explo-
sives training aides. If you require assistance with any CBRND or 
EHAPT please do not hesitate to contact the cell.

The Search Section is in the process of raising a Subject 4 Ser-
geant Search TMP to create a modularised training continuum. 
Currently, the Subject 4 Corporal course trains combat engineers 
to Search Team Commander level. The Subject 4 Sergeant course 
will enable combat engineers to be conversant with the planning 
requirements of a wider range of search tasks and on completion 
of the courses be a qualified Search Adviser on promotion to ser-
geant.

This year’s ADF Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Phase 
Two Course was poorly supported with only six starters, four 
Australian Regular Army (ARA) and two Royal Australian Navy 
(RAN) personnel. This was despite the Corps as a whole requesting 
more qualified EOD Technicians in order to meet operational re-
quirements. Subsequently, three ARA and one RAN trainees were 
qualified as ADF EOD technicians. As a gentle reminder, there are 
twelve positions on an ADF EOD Phase Two Course and we can 
only train the people you want if you release them.

In addition to the EOD courses, the EOD Section had its usual 
commitments to RAN and the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) 
for Leak Seal and Package instruction as well as Search familiarisa-
tion. As always, close liaison with our tri-service counterparts will 
ensure that the ADF suite of EOD courses are continually updated 
in order to provide the most current training. This is especially 
pertinent on the Improvised Explosive Device front where enemy 
Tactics, Techniques and Procedures continue to evolve.

The future promises to be an exciting and innovative time at 
EOD Section. There is new equipment coming into service and 
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we need to get trained up prior to teaching it. New equipment in-
cludes the LIN and MiniMace for the tEODor and new radiation 
dosimetry. There has also been much talk about the way ahead for 
the EOD trade and with the completion of Warrant Officer Class 
One Pete Ferguson’s EOD Trade Review there should be a change 
in attitudes, funding and equipment that will see us through well 
into the future.

CONSTRUCTION WING
Manning levels remain a major concern within Construction Wing 
(CW) with six positions not filled in 2008, equating to 16 per cent 
of the Wing. This was despite the extensive establishment review 
undertaken at the start of 2008. However, two additional trade cor-
poral slots (electrician and plumber) within Trade Training Troop 
were successfully justified and endorsed onto the unit establish-
ment from 2009. Against this backdrop the Wing has continued, 
within the resources allocated, to maintain high levels of output but 
has not always been able to meet Directed Training Requirement 
(DTR) for some courses. Regardless, the Wing remains focused on 
achieving its mission of: Train personnel in plant and construction 
skills and management in order to support operations.

Building Squadron
Building Squadron has been showcasing its construction skills 

through a number of construction projects ranging from basic 
building apprentice tasks to larger, more complex construction and 
project management activities such as the construction of a Strarch 
Redeployable hangar at SME. The Squadron has also utilised these 
construction projects as a practical training aid to further enhance 
its training courses.

Works Training Section (WTS) has been working very closely 
with CATC in order to update and finalise all of Building Squad-
ron’s TMPs to ensure the identified training competencies accu-
rately reflect Defence’s needs as well as their civilian equivalencies. 
Work has also been undertaken to finalise the Subject 4 Warrant 
Officer Construction Course, with a pilot course run in October 
2008. To aid in the delivery of courses, WTS have been assisting 
the RAE doctrine cell of the Land Warfare and Development Cen-
tre with the review and completion of construction related RAE 
doctrine. WTS have also undertaken its own professional develop-
ment through the running of a project management team for the 
delivery of the Strarch Redeployable Hangar project for the Corps 
museum at SME.

Trade Training Troop (TT Tp) has been extensively affected by 
shortfalls in manning, resulting in two corporals receiving Higher 
Duties Allowance for extensive periods whilst covering a vacant 
Sergeant Supervisor Construction positions within the plumbing 
and electrical sections. This, along with the increased duration that 
trainees remain at the SME in order to meet the new National 
Competencies, has increased the statutory workload on all. Not-
withstanding this, more emphasis is being placed on apprentices 
gaining valuable work experience through internal projects benefit-
ing Steele Barracks and the wider Defence community, including 
the Strarch Hangar and improvements to the Corps museum. The 
benefit of these internal projects are that trainees, prior to being 
posted to Land Command units, are exposed to how the Army 
manages construction sites.

Civil Squadron
The Squadron has continued to train RAE and RAAF person-

nel on all aspects of horizontal engineering but has been forced 
to reduce the DTR of the Squadron’s flagship course, the Civil 
Construction Plant Course (CCPC), by 25 per cent because of in-

structor shortfalls.
The structure of the CCPC has been remodelled with the aim 

of improving training outputs through the modularisation of the 
course into eight sections covering the primary license codes re-
quired by operators. The main changes are that each code will 
have its own autonomous TMP and students will train on one 
variant of the equipment at SME, thereby becoming more profi-
cient, competent and confident. The only negative is that units 
will now be responsible for providing familiarisation training 
on equipment variants held within units. Overall, the modulari-
sation of the CCPC is a big step forward and will increase the 
hands-on exposure to equipment, improve the flexibility of train-
ing and the skill levels attained by individuals. It is planned that 
the next CCPC will be run as a pilot course and commence in 
February 2009.

Despite a lot of good work, little progress has been made in 
this challenging and time consuming initiative of plant licensing 
but a recent development may add greater inertia and horsepow-
er. Defence has recently taken ‘ownership’ of this nutty problem 
as it does not just pertain to C Vehicles but also D Vehicles and 
will have to be addressed at Federal and State legislative levels. 
The work undertaken so far will not be nugatory but will be 
passed onto TC-A and DOHS-A to inform their decision making 
process and negotiations with awarding bodies. Civil Squadron 
will remain heavily involved and the subject matter experts for 
C Vehicles.

It is now a firm aspiration of SME and RAAF Engineers to of-
ficially establish the RAAF Plant Instructors position within Plant 
Section as this will improve interoperability between services and 
benefit manning levels at SME.

A new soils TMP is being developed in conjunction with CATC 
which will increase course length to ten weeks allowing for greater 
assessment and a practical testing phase. Work is also ongoing 
with the Defence Materiel Organisation to produce a new Soils 
Complete Equipment Schedule (CES) to meet operational require-
ments and provide a self contained Field Laboratory for the Soil 
Technicians.

It is of concern that not all DTR are being met by CW, of 
particular note is the Subject 4 Sergeant Construction Core Mod-
ule. Last year only 44 per cent of the DTR on the Subject 4 was 
achieved, this year it is down further with only 14 per cent — one 
course was cancelled because of a lack of interest. The net result 
is that the 44 slots on the Subject 4 Sergeant Construction Core 
Module have not been filled over the last two years! This may 
be a result of high operational tempo; however, it is imperative 
that DTR is met otherwise the future structure of the construc-
tion trades will be adversely affected. It is therefore requested that 
commanders recognise the training requirement and plan to fa-
cilitate suitable candidates to attend courses and enhance their 
career profiles.

CONCLUSION
Once again, it is time for a leadership change at the School. I would 
like to acknowledge the efforts of the staff at SME and thank them 
for their outstanding contributions during my tenure at the School. 
Your professionalism and enthusiasm to deliver the best training 
possible has been a key component of the most rewarding posting 
I have enjoyed throughout my military career. It will be my great 
privilege to serve with all of you in the future.

LIEUTENANT COLONEL DAVE RYE
Commanding Officer/Chief Instructor,
School of Military Engineering
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Reconstruction Task Force Four (RTF-4) deployed to Uruz-
gan Province, Afghanistan in April 2008 to continue the 
mission of protected reconstruction as part of the Interna-

tional Security Armed Force. The command team was headed up 
by Headquarters 6th Engineer Support Regiment with the Com-
manding Officer, Lieutenant Colonel Stuart Yeaman, steering the 
last of the official Engineer-led missions. Other key contributing 
units consisted of 3rd and 6th Battalions The Royal Australian 
Regiment and the 2nd/14th Light Horse Regiment.

On arrival in the province, many of the advance troops de-
ployed on the last of RTF-3 missions before commencing RTF-4 
specific tasks. All were aware of the primary mission, which was to 
construct a patrol base in Baluchi. This task was also to include the 
construction of an all-weather crossing over the Dorafshan River 
and the reconstruction of the Baluchi School.

The Task Force initially concentrated on reconnaissance of the 
sites, design work, prefabrication of structures for the project and 
the continuation of Operation Takht which provides local infra-

structure in the township of Tarin Kowt.
The planning for the Baluchi operation was finalised and the 

first of the troops rolled out of Kamp Holland on 16 May 2008 for 
what promised to be the biggest task in RTF history. The operation 
was aptly named Operation Baray Pul, meaning ‘Victory Bridge’ 
in Pashto.

Baluchi is located approx 30 kilometres north of Tarin Kowt in 
the heartland of Uruzgan’s Taliban region. The timing of the RTF 
operation was essential for the operation’s success. It was the time 
of the annual poppy harvest, which meant that many of the local 
fighting aged males and key Taliban leaders were absent from the 
area. This allowed RTF-4 to move unchallenged and to establish a 
foot hold on one of the most valuable pieces of land in the region. 
Before long, RTF-4 had secured the local area and quickly began 
work on the construction of the patrol base.

The construction of the patrol base and all-weather crossing was 
completed in approximately ten weeks. The patrol base consisted 
of five security towers; powered accommodation connexs with 

Looking north over the echelon area with Patrol Base Qudus dominating the high ground over the Baluchi Valley

AUSSIE ENGINEERS IN TALIBAN 
HEARTLAND

Reconstruction Task Force Four
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lighting and air-conditioning; a kitchen and mess facility, includ-
ing cool storage for sustaining fresh food supplies to the occupants; 
a medical treatment room; and a suitable landing zone.

Nearing the completion of the patrol base the Commanding 
Officer named the site ‘Patrol Base Qudus’ at the request of the 
commander of the 4th Afghan National Army Brigade honour-
ing a fallen Afghan soldier. It was designed by Lieutenant Anneke 
Kerklaan, with the work site being managed by Major Niall Pigott 
and supervised by his troop commanders Lieutenant Kerklaan and 
Lieutenant Pittman.

The combat engineers of the Engineer Task Group were respon-
sible for the construction of the gabion basket perimeter, the secu-
rity towers and the mortar line. The construction engineers were 
responsible for the construction of the functional areas within the 
patrol base.

Assisting RTF-4 was a section of Afghan National Army (ANA) 
Engineers, who after completing basic combat engineer training 
with the RTF, deployed to Baluchi to assist in establishing the 
patrol base. The ANA section was outstanding in their efforts, 
running between each task throughout the day. The section was 
responsible for emplacing about 1,000 metres of wire obstacles 
around the patrol base, laid in near perfect lines, as well as assist-
ing with construction of the patrol base walls and assisting with 
the crossing site.

The all-weather crossing was the next major task undertaken on 
Operation Baray Pul. The crossing was designed by Captain Marc 

Heggart and was commenced in late July. It was ably constructed 
by the combat engineers, with valuable assistance provided by the 
ANA Engineers, the Security Task Group (CT Dagger), and civil-
ian labour from the surrounding areas.

This project was complicated by the fact that a number of per-
manent irrigation canals flowed within the river bed. These could 
not be blocked off without causing significant disruption down-
river. The canals were placed within Armco culverts that were built 
underneath the ford’s concrete pavement.

The project consisted of a reinforced concrete pavement with  
protective structures on the upstream and downstream faces and 
three distinct culverts to allow the irrigation canals to flow unim-
peded. The sizeable nature of the task, a 100-metre long concrete 
ford and its approaches, posed unique challenges to the RTF. The 
sheer quantities of bulk engineering material, such as select fill, 
cement, sand, aggregate, and gabion rocks, resulted in regular 
convoys to the site in order to meet the demand. These convoys 
travelled to and from Baluchi without incident and without any 
requirement for security from the RTF – a first in the province. 
Local labour worked in conjunction with an ANA section and the 
RTF Engineers to fill gabion baskets and construct culverts to allow 
irrigation canals to flow under the ford.

During the operation, the RTF was unsuccessfully targeted 
on a number of occasions with 107mm rockets, RPG and small 
arms fire. The Security Task Group (CT Dagger) provided an 
impeccable level of security to the engineers on task during this 
time.

Operation Baray Pul concluded on 5 August 2008 with the re-
turn of the final elements to Tarin Kowt. Task Force – Uruzgan 
(TF-U) soldiers, consisting of personnel from the Netherlands and 
Afghan national armies, were handed control of the patrol base to 
maintain security in the region. The robust, all-weather crossing 
was completed allowing local and military groups alike to manoeu-
vre freely during any seasonal climatic changes. The task employed 
three quarters of the Task Force in the field, over an 11-week pe-
riod. The logistical support to such an operation proved to be chal-
lenging; however, with the support of the TF-U, the operation was 
sufficiently sustained for its duration.

After the conclusion of Operation Baray Pul, RTF-4 was plan-
ning to complete a further three major construction tasks in the 
Uruzgan Province during their tenure. However, because of an 
urgent request by Regional Command – South and with the ap-
proval of the Australian Government, RTF-4 was the first of the 
reconstruction task forces to deploy outside the Uruzgan Province; 
the task to rebuild vital bridges that had been destroyed along their 
main supply route. At the time of writing this article, the task force 
was still employed on this mission.

The RTF-4 has built on the great work of the previous RTF 
rotations. The full integration of Infantry and Engineers and other 
supporting corps to establish two standalone combat teams has 
proven that the all-corps environment is effective in fighting the 
Taliban and assisting the locals in providing valuable infrastructure 
to help build a future.

The last of the Engineer-led Reconstruction Task Forces will 
rotate out of the Uruzgan Province in October 2008, handing the 
reigns over to the Mentoring and Reconstruction Task Force to 
uphold the proud tradition of the reconstruction of the Uruzgan 
Province.

CAPT DEL MADGE
Adjutant, Reconstruction Task Force Four
Contributions from MAJ David Sienkiewicz, XO; CAPT 
Rachael Brennan, 2IC Engineer Task Group; CAPT Marc 
Heggart, Works Section IC Reconstruction Task Force Four.

Below: Building Patrol Base Qudus at Baluchi which is about 30 kilome-
tres from Tarin Kowt, Afghanistan.

Bottom: The crossing site where the Reconstruction Task Force built an 
all-weather crossing at Baluchi, Afghanistan.
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Introduction
The trend for operations to become more dispersed and fought 

in an increasingly complex environment has demanded the in-
troduction of additional capabilities within the Army and, more 
broadly, within the Australian Defence Force (ADF). Nonetheless, 
the importance of the engineers in achieving success in the land 
environment remains unchanged.

The enduring task of the engineers is to provide geospatial, mo-
bility, counter-mobility, survivability and sustainability support to 
the ADF.

On 20 November 2008 the Chief of Army’s Senior Advisory 
Committee (CASAC) endorsed the Modular Engineer Force Con-
cept of Employment for progression and also approved the new 
Corps role as:  to provide geospatial, combat and force support 
engineering capabilities to enable joint manoeuvre and survivabil-
ity. CASAC also committed to investigate investment in future en-
gineer capability through currently endorsed projects. Capabilities 
not able to be provided through existing projects will be considered 
by the Army Capability Evaluation in February 20102 for consider-
ation in the 2011-2021 Defence Capability Update.

This article aims to explain the endorsed concept of operations 
and the future capabilities being considered as part of the Modular 
Engineer Force.

Engineer Operational Context
Adaptive Campaigning[1] is defined as ‘Actions taken by the 

Land Force as part of the military contribution to a Whole of Gov-
ernment approach to resolving conflicts.’ Adaptive campaigning 
comprises five interdependent and mutually reinforcing lines of op-
eration. The key to the Land Force’s success will be its ability to ef-
fectively orchestrate effort across all five lines of operation. Broader 
analysis of ADF and Army doctrine and warfighting concepts has 
resulted in the development of an operational context model to 
portray the environment in which a future engineer force would be 
employed as part of a Joint Inter-Agency Task Force (JIATF).

Engineers are capable of being a key enabler in all the lines of 
operation by applying the appropriate engineer effects to support 
the combat functions in the right place, in the right amount, at the 
right time, throughout the battle-space.

However, the context model represents only part of the picture. 
The operational environment in which the lines of operation are 
executed is dynamic and, although it is anticipated that there will 
be a persistent requirement for joint land combat, it is also ex-
pected that changing priorities will cause the main JTIAF effort to 
oscillate between the lines of operation in much the same way as a 
compass will spin in the presence of changing magnetic fields.

In order to manage the engineer risk and effectively deliver en-
gineer support concurrently to all of the lines of operation, cen-
tralised command, control and planning are required. This will 
enable the rapid shift of appropriate resources to adapt and act to 
meet the requirements of the commander’s main effort.

Engineer Functions3

LWD 1, The Fundamentals of Land Warfare [2] identifies the com-
bat functions as Know, Shape, Strike, Shield, Adapt and Sustain.

The Engineer functions associated with Know are:
Enable common knowledge of the battlespace through • 
reconnaissance and the provision of terrain visualisation 
and decision support products.
Determine the current status of the physical dimension by • 
actual or remote visit to the area of interest.
Acquire geospatial data from extant databases and reports, • 
reconnaissance, airborne and space-borne sensors and geo-
detic survey.
Undertake targeted intelligence gathering, reconnaissance • 
and surveillance on enemy capabilities that threaten mobili-
ty and survivability of our own forces and non combatants.
Fuse and process geospatial data to gain and understand-• 
ing of the effects of terrain and weather on operations.
Fuse, process and disseminate mobility and survivability • 
threat data to gain an understanding of the effects of ter-
rain and weather on operations.

An historical example of the Engineer function of Know is re-
lated in an article titled, Royal Engineers Close Support on Operation 
Telic 10 by J.R. Kerr, published in The Journal of Royal Engineers, 
Volume 121, Number 3, December 2007. The article reads:

As a part of the wider ISTAR group, engineer reconnaissance 
was notably one of the most critical assets. Commanding Officer 
4 RIFLES, Lieutenant Colonel Patrick Sanders, when reflecting 
on his battle group’s extraction from Basrah Palace in the particu-
larly ‘fractious’ period of August and September 2007, remarked 
on how vital it had been to trust only the sapper reconnaissance 
elements prior to executing each part of the mission[3].

The Engineer functions related to Shape are:
Influence movement within the battlespace by denying • 
freedom of manoeuvre in order to set the conditions for 
decisive action.
Create and enhance lethal and non-lethal obstacles to con-• 
strain physical movement within the battlespace.
Conduct explosive and non-explosive destruction of struc-• 
tures, facilities and equipment.
Contribute to deception operations in support of informa-• 
tion domination and influence operations.

As an historical example of the Engineer function of Shape, 
the formation of the Counter Threat Working Group provides an-
other example of sapper influence in the information intelligence 
sphere. Led by a Royal Engineer, it provided a single forum for 
the analysis and dissemination of information on developing IDF, 
IED and direct fire threats. Drawing information and expertise 
from the Weapons Intelligence Section, forensic scientists in the 
UK and Corps HQ in Baghdad as well as from battle groups on 
the ground, this forum looked closely at each serious incident to 
determine patterns, identify changes in insurgent methods and 
develop amendments to Multi-National Force tactics, techniques 
and procedures in order to counter the developing threat. This 
form of threat analysis plays a critical part in enabling manoeuvre 
and providing force protection and as such sits comfortably in the 
Engineer world [4].

Engineer Functions associated to Strike are:• 
Enhance force mobility to allow the commander to apply • 
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tailored effects at the commander’s discretion.
Enhance the combat mobility of manoeuvre elements.• 
Reduce battlespace hazards that represent a risk to the • 
force and or other parties.
Enhance the mobility of all elements of the force both into • 
and out of the area of operation.
Reduce battlespace hazards that represent a risk to the • 
force and or other parties.

An historical example relating to the Engineer function of Strike 
can be found in article titled, Hizbollah Missile Swarms Pounded Ar-
mour, Infantry, published in Defence News. The articles states:

The layered system of Hizbollah defences robbed Israel’s ar-
moured forces of proper combined arms integration, preventing 
them from making a swift thrust into southern Lebanon. Instead 
they became bogged down as they slowly chewed through Hizbol-
lah’s layered defensive system of bunkers, fortified villages and 
hilltop firing positions. In response, the Israelis beefed up their 
frontline forces with combat engineers who specialize in assaulting 
bunkers and fortified positions [5].

Engineer Functions associated to Shield are:
Protect own forces from the effects of enemy and environ-• 
ment hazards. This includes force protection works, advice 
on signature management and deception measures and 
toxic hazard management.
Construct physical force protection measures.• 
Support and advise on measures taken to reduce the en-• 
emy’s ability to detect, identify and engage the force.

An historical example of the Engineer function of Shield is il-
lustrated in an article titled, Engineer Support to the Defensive Battle 
in a Contemporary Operational Environment, by Sturrock. The article 
states:

The building of protected helicopter bays allowed the deploy-
ment of US Apache attack helicopters. The significant increase in 
defensive fire offered by these capabilities, and enabled by Royal 
Engineers, provided a lethal counter IDF capability, which quickly 
pushed the insurgent rocket and mortar teams back into the urban 
areas, where the ground and lack of consent from the local popula-
tion hindered their activities [6].

Engineer functions associated with the Adapt combat function 
are:

Rapidly adapt BOS effects to support changing manoeu-• 
vre plans.
Maintain awareness of combined arms team operations • 
Maintain ability to rapidly reconfigure engineer force and • 
commence new or additional tasks.

An example of the Engineer function of Adapt is contained 
in the article, Royal Engineer Close Support on Operation Telic 10, by 
J.R. Kerr, published in The Journal of Royal Engineers, Volume 121, 
Number 3, December 2007. The article states:

When Brigadier James Bashall arrived in command of the Bri-
gade, he was the first to admit that he did not understand fully 
“The Sappers” and the implication was that he needed to flesh 
out the concept of utility in Iraq – what do you actually do with 
sappers on an operation in Iraq? Luckily 22 Engineer Regiment 
has a plethora of personalities well-versed in this type of encounter 
and, with a little application, the cry is now, “What don’t you do 
with them?” [7]

Engineer functions associated with the Sustain function are:
Enhance the endurance of own operating power with in-• 
frastructure, construction materials, water and waste dis-
posal.
Provide and maintain essential facilities and services re-• 
quired by the force.
Provide raw construction materials from local sources and • 

prepare them for future use.
Assess, prevent, collect, dispose of and/or manage hazard-• 
ous and waste materials generated by the force, the enemy 
or by nature.

An example of the Engineer function of Sustain is illustrated in 
an article titled, Engineer Support to the Defensive Battle in a Contem-
porary Operational Environment, by Sturrock. The article states:

The second largest volume commodity consumed in the palace 
after fuel was bottled water. It was clear that if potable water could 
be produced inside the base it could either reduce the resupply 
burden or at least provide a back-up supply. In a short time the 
Engineers produced and stored 100,000l [litres] of potable water 
that would over time save significant expense in procuring and 
transporting bottled water [8].

Concept of Employment 4

The Modular Engineer Force will be based on engineer capa-
bility bricks allocated to Operational Command to manoeuvre 
elements at Battle Group (BG) and above yet under the technical 
control of a Force Engineer. Equipment enabled forces will be al-
located to enhance manoeuvre at the BG level with the majority of 
survivability assets maintained within a regimental structure. Some 
specialist elements will be maintained at the Force level to main-
tain operational control and planning. To produce the appropriate 
engineer effect, enhanced command and control (C2) is required. 
This must include the development of planning bricks at the stra-
tegic, operational and tactical levels. At the tactical level engineer 
C2 will be enabled by a BG Engineer cell that will be employed in 
a similar manner as a Joint Offensive Support Team (JOST) is for 
OS effects. This will ensure that BGs are appropriately resourced 
and that supporting capabilities are provided with early warning to 
maximise effect.

Significant changes to engineer structures are required to sup-
port this concept. Engineer planning must be integrated at each 
headquarter to ensure the modular and scalar approach to the 
provision of engineer capability can be achieved. This requires the 
grouping of engineer capabilities into modular and scalar capabil-
ity bricks with a centralised planning capability.

The changes to engineer structure can not be achieved unless 
manpower savings are realised through offsets available from engi-
neering equipment solutions; for example, a protected manoeuvre 
support capability.

Force Structure Review
The Corps of Royal Australian Engineers (RAE) is well posi-

tioned to take advantage of the Chief of Army’s announcement 
of the transition to the Adaptive Army. This transition provides 
an excellent opportunity for the Corps to address the structural 
and command and control issues that have been significant issues 
since the demise of the Commander Divisional Engineer in the 
early 1970s.

Holdfast 2004 experimentation[9] indicated that the RAE does 
not have the appropriate C2, force structure or capability to de-
liver the required engineer capability to support the Hardened and 
Networked Army [and; therefore, the Enhanced Land Force]. Two 
force structure review activities have been completed as part of the 
Future Engineer Force consideration to develop the employment 
concept and the capability requirements to enable the force. They 
were a Force Structure Review (FSR) and a Major Systems Study. 
The results of the reviews identified the following:

Capability inserts are required to enable smaller task units • 
the ability to provide the required battlefield effect.
The current manpower cap does not allow for the provi-• 
sion of dedicated theatre level Chemical, Biological, Ra-
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diological, Nuclear and Explosive (CBRNE) or Emergency 
Response capabilities.

Army Reserve Capability
The Training Study determined that opportunities exist for the 

Army Reserve to maintain niche capabilities for the Corps. These 
should be maintained through the allocation of specific tasks to a 
unit, supported by the recruiting of specialist reserves (similar to 
doctors) or job sharing with a large company. Niche unit and indi-
vidual capabilities must be managed centrally to be maintained at 
an appropriate level of readiness and resourced to meet the capabil-
ity requirements. Potential unit capabilities are:

Theatre water supply;• 
Theatre quarry operations:• 
Sewage treatment;• 
Water operations (including diving);• 
Line-of-Communications bridging• 
CBRNE control centres; and• 
Port/airfield construction and repair.• 

Major Systems
One area where significant risk has been taken over an extended 

period of time in relation to engineer capability is in that of major 
systems. At present, there is no engineer major systems project in 
the current published Defence Capability Plan 2006-16. Given cur-
rent pressures, it is questionable that this will change significantly 
as a result of the current White Paper review.

The result is that for the foreseeable future, engineers will be 
required to provide support using equipment that is inadequate, 
close to obsolete or both. Thus, the rapid response that is required 
to support concepts such as complex warfighting is often difficult 
to generate. The situation is approaching where force engineer ele-
ments can become an impediment to decisive manoeuvre and as 
such border on irrelevance.

To reverse this situation major systems deficiencies need to be 
addressed in the following key categories:

Protected Work Platform• . The proliferation of Improvised Ex-
plosive Devices has meant that what was previously a battle-
field clearance task completed some time after the battle is 
now a daily activity for engineers deployed on operations. 
To date, engineers have had to adapt and use equipment 
previously procured for other tasks to provide the protec-
tion required when undertaking explosives hazard reduc-
tion. Procurement of modified Bushmaster vehicles would 
provide a platform that provides enhanced protection and 
communications for engineers undertaking these and oth-
er close support tasks while at the same time maintaining 
commonality with an existing fleet of vehicles.
Bridging• . Engineers are currently unable to provide rapid 
bridging to support large and heavy platforms like the 
M1A1 AIM Tank. The existing bridging fleet is capable 
but it is slow to construct and both resource and manpow-
er intensive. The result is that it hampers the flexibility of 
the support provided by the engineer force. The solution 
in this regard is to modernise the fleet with systems that 
are rapid to construct and provide for the high combat 
loads expected in future operations. Systems like the M18 
Dry Support Bridge (DSB), can bridge a gap of over 40 
metres in around 60 minutes using only a section of com-
bat engineers.
Manoeuvre Support Vehicles• . If combat engineers are to pro-
vide close support  to the mechanised manoeuvre force 
they require dedicated vehicles that provide engineer ef-

fects while at same time having comparable communica-
tions and protection to the supported force. As in other 
situations outlined, the current force is capable of provid-
ing this support by the use of non specialist construction 
equipment but this is relatively unprotected and slow to 
manoeuvre around the battlefield. Procurement of dedi-
cated engineer vehicles similar to the Terrier soon to enter 
service with the British Army would not only enhance the 
relevance of engineers to the manoeuvre force but also in-
crease the flexibility to adapt to changing circumstances.
EOD/CBRNE• . The raising of the Incident Response Regi-
ment has done much to enhance engineer ability to pro-
vide EOD and CBRNE capabilities in the domestic envi-
ronment. Unfortunately, the ability to respond in these 
areas has lagged behind in the wider Army. Given the pre-
vious discussed growth in the use of IED, there is a need 
to enhance the capabilities of combat engineers to deal 
with this type of threat. While a limited number of robotic 
vehicles have been procured there is a need to holistically 
review the EOD capability and in doing so ensure that 
engineers have the capacity to rapidly deal with this type 
of threat from a safe distance.
Geospatial Data Management• . One of the key enablers to 
network centric warfare and in particular the use of Battle 
Management Systems is the provision of timely and accu-
rate geospatial data management. As the demand for this 
type of products grows so does the requirement to produce, 
collate, store and disseminate this type of data. Products 
can range from a simple map (paper or electronic) through 
to animated fly-throughs that support mission rehearsal. 
At present, engineers have only adequate capability and ca-
pacity in this field. There is however a need to upgrade all 
related systems in order to be able to benefit from rapidly 
evolving computer technology.

Ideally, engineer specific capability projects would allow realisa-
tion of these Major Systems requirements. A more timely approach 
would be to insert engineer requirements into existing or future 
phases of current projects.

Conclusion
The trend for operations to become more dispersed and fought in 

an increasingly complex environment demands the revitalisation of 
engineer capability and capacity in the Australian Defence Force to 
enable joint manoeuvre and survivability in the land environment.

At the moment, RAE can concurrently support all associated 
LOO but there is a high degree of risk involved in future opera-
tions. This risk stems from two areas.  

Firstly, it is the lack of major systems which can provide the 
required level of inherent protection, speed of manoeuvre and in-
formation flow to enable the engineer elements to have the agility 
they require to adapt and respond to command priorities. Current 
major systems have reached or are rapidly approaching ‘not-fit-for-
purpose’. If this is not addressed, the support required will be in-
adequate, late or simply not possible.

The second risk is the lack of an accepted force engineer C2 
structure to enable well informed advice to the commander on the 
optimal use of engineer force elements. If this is not addressed, 
engineer effort, widely required across all five LOO, is likely to be 
wasted, thus endangering mission success.

The Future Engineer Force provides a model upon which to base 
structural change. Development of the Modular Engineer Force is 
inextricable linked to the development of the Adaptive Army. The 
Corps is poised to take advantage of the opportunities presented as a 



result of the first major structural change to Army in thirty years. The 
success of the Corps is largely dependent upon the commitment to 
change and adapting to meet the challenges of the future.

Notes
1 Adapted from The Future Engineer Force; Configured for Adaptive 
Campaigning, Sep 08, LTCOL Warren Jolly, DGLD; LTCOL Craig 
Jolly, AHQ and MAJ Alan Smeaton, LWDC.
2 There is no ACE in 2009 due to the impending release of the new 
Defence White Paper.
3 Developed by LTCOL Warren Jolly, The Future Engineer Force; Con-
figured for Adaptive Campaigning, Sep 08. 
4 The Concept of Employment has been endorsed by ACMC for 
progression to CASAC in Nov 08. This concept is not yet endorsed 
for implementation.
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This year’s Royal Australian Engineer (RAE) Corps Com-
mittee meeting was held by necessity at Puckapunyal on 
2 June 2008 as it coincided with the RAE Modular Engi-

neer Force Limited Objective Experiment.
The Royal Australian Engineers Corps Committee Constitu-

tion was agreed to and signed by the Head of Corps (HOC) Briga-
dier Wayne Budd on 8 May 2008 and copies were subsequently 
distributed throughout the Corps. Amongst a great deal of infor-
mation, the Constitution details the appointments that make up 
the committee.

Also contained within the Constitution are the Representative 
and Colonels Commandant appointments, all of which are now 
filled by extension of tenure or new incumbents. The current Rep-
resentative and Colonels Commandant are:

Representative Colonel Commandant:• 
Lieutenant General Frank Hickling, AO, CSC (Retd)
Colonel Commandant Northern Region:• 
Lieutenant General Frank Hickling, AO, CSC (Retd)
Colonel Commandant Eastern Region:• 
Colonel Mike Hyde (Retd)
Colonel Commandant Western Region:• 
Colonel Geoff Simpson (Retd)
Colonel Commandant Central Region:• 
Lieutenant Colonel Ross Dickens (Retd)
Colonel Commandant Southern Region:• 
Brigadier Peter Hutchinson, DSC (Retd)

The RAE Corps Intranet and Internet websites have been opened, 
although it is stressed that both sites remain under construction and 
will improve over time. The sites contain useful and accessible infor-
mation aimed at serving, ex-serving members and the public. The 
Corps Committee strongly encourages RAE Associations to link 
their own Internet websites to the RAE Internet Website.

The RAE Corps Fund requires a level of income that allows 
us to care for our heritage and foster esprit de corps. In the very 
near future funds will be required for the research and writing 
of Volume Five of the RAE Corps History. HOC is currently ap-
proaching potential members of a steering group to take on this 
important task. In an attempt to reinvigorate Corps Funds Sub-
scriptions, HOC staff have produced a presentation and brochure 
that have been widely distributed. The uptake across the Corps 
family (serving and retired) has been good, but could always be 
better. Details of how to subscribe are contained in this edition of 
Australian Sapper magazine and can be seen on the RAE Internet 
and Intranet websites.

A number of Corps Policy Statements have been produced and 
distributed across the Corps and cover multifarious subjects.

The Policy Statements that have been promulgated are:
Policy Statement No 1 - RAE Corps Policy Statements;• 
Policy Statement No 2 - RAE Corps Committee;• 
Policy Statement No 3 - RAE Corps Funds;• 
Policy Statement No 4 - RAE Corps Shop;• 
Policy Statement No 8 - Representative and Colonels • 
Commandant;
Policy Statement No 13 - • Australian Sapper Magazine;
Policy Statement No 15 - RAE Support to Funerals;• 
Policy Statement No 18 - RAE Corps Intranet and Inter-• 
net Websites; and
Policy Statement No 22 - RAE Corps Capability Com-• 
mittee.

MAJ STU PEMBERTON
Staff Officer Grade Two, Head Of Corps – Royal Australian 
Engineers

HEAD OF CORPS – ROYAL AUSTRALIAN ENGINEERS
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1st FIELD SQUADRON

In February 2008, confirmation was 
received that the Reconstruction Task 
Force, which is part of Operation Slip-
per in Afghanistan, would transition to 
Mentoring and Reconstruction Task 
Force at the completion of Reconstruc-
tion Task Force Four’s deployment in 

October 2008. This is a change of main effort from reconstruction 
to mentoring of the Afghan National Army by the Operational 
Mentor and Liaison Team (OMLT).

The Officer Commanding 1st Field Squadron (1 Fd Sqn) 
formed part of an initial recon team which deployed to the Middle 
East Area of Operation (MEAO) for two weeks in March to confirm 
the Concept of Operations (CONOPS) and manning of Mentoring 
and Reconstruction Task Force One (MRTF-1). Although the recon 
included visits to Kabul, Kandahar, Tarin Kowt and the evils of re-
ception, staging, on-forwarding and integration (RSOI) at Kuwait, 
the time spent in Tarin Kowt with Reconstruction Task Force Three 
(RTF-3) proved to be extremely valuable. The advice provided early 
warning of the training and the equipment and administration the 
Squadron would need to satisfy prior to the deployment. The assis-
tance and time that RTF-3 squeezed into their already busy schedule 
was appreciated by all elements of the recon party.

As a result of the recon, 1 Fd Sqn was tasked to provide the 
Engineer squadron to support the MRTF. The manning of the 
squadron and the MRTF as a whole was a contentious issue with 
several options provided to Headquarters Joint operations Com-
mand (HQJOC) as part of the recon report. The initial cut of the 
squadron consisted of a squadron headquarters, including a works 
section; a combat engineer troop, with three nine-man sections; 
and a support troop, consisting of a construction section, plant 
section, camp maintenance team and a trade training section. The 
major change from previous rotations of RTFs was a small reduc-
tion in the number of tradesman and plant operators and reduced 
manning in the Squadron headquarters. Additionally, the Squad-
ron would have to crew the six Protected Mobility Vehicles (PMVs) 
that were allocated to the Squadron.

With the manning established the Engineer Squadron com-

menced mission specific training and individual shooting require-
ments. This included two one-week range exercises at Kangaroo 
Flats Training Area to qualify personnel in high explosive weapon 
systems including 40mm Grenade Launcher, 66mm Light Di-
rect Fire Support Weapon, 84mm Medium Direct Fire Support 
Weapon and grenades. Personnel also completed a number of 
F88 Austeyr Individual Weapon live-fire practices, including LF6, 
sneaker, snap and section defence ranges.

In addition, the combat engineer troop completed two one-
week exercises to Mount Bundy Training Area (MBTA). The initial 
exercise was the troop’s first opportunity during the year to shake 
out in the field and focus on infantry minor tactics and combat en-
gineering at the section level. This included a demolitions practice, 
which was centred on explosive methods of entry.

Exercise HC provided the framework for the second deployment 
to MBTA with the aim of developing tactics, techniques and proce-
dures (TTPs) for search operations. WO2 Dabbs also attended this 
activity and provided the troop with excellent situational awareness 
and guidance gained from his recent deployment with RTF-3. Exer-
cise HC utilised the activity as a lead-in to Exercise First Approach, 
which would be conducted at Woomera, South Australia.

Exercise First Approach consisted of a search advisor, combat 
engineer section, explosive ordnance disposal and explosives detec-
tion dog (EDD) elements deploying to Woomera for a two-week 
period to further refine TTPs and SOPs prior to mission specific 
training and the Mission Rehearsal Exercise (MRE). The Weapons 
Intelligence Team (WIT) also participated in the exercise and this 
presented an excellent opportunity to integrate the WIT into the 
Engineer Squadron.

All elements of MRTF deployed to MBTA in early August 2008 
to undertake final mission specific training prior to the MRE. This 
included the construction of a patrol base in the vicinity of the ur-
ban operations training facility. The patrol base provided an excel-
lent training activity and allowed the squadron to test and evaluate 
a majority of the Mission Essential Tasks.

The Squadron is looking forward to completing the MRE and 
undertaking final predeployment checks required prior to deploy-
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Left Below and Below: Elements of the Mentoring and Reconstrcuction 
Task Force construct a patrol base at Mount Bundy Training Area.



ment. As the OMLT operations are so dispersed, providing mobil-
ity support to MRTF-1 will be a challenge for the combat engineer 
troop. Although the manning for the squadron was increased by 
six personnel in July (an increase of four trades personnel and a 
second troop headquarters for the support troop), the greatest test 
will be balancing the force protection required to undertake recon-
struction versus the main effort of the OMLT. This will be further 
compounded by the increase to an eight-month deployment.

9th FIELD SQUADRON

9th Field Squadron (9 Fd Sqn), 1st Combat Engineer Regiment 
(1 CER) commenced its field training regime in 2008 with a de-
ployment to Cultana in South Australia in March-April under the 
banner of Exercise Southern Reach. The training scheduled would 
provide an opportunity for 3 and 4 Troops to shake out and deter-
mine a base standard for the training year ahead. It also provided 
the Squadron with an excellent opportunity to utilise the rail sys-
tem by deploying the majority of its A and B vehicles. A small road 
contingent consisting mainly of 23rd Support Squadron vehicles 
and plant equipment deployed through Central Australia during 
the same period. The shake out approach to training at Cultana 
included dismounted and mounted Infantry Minor Tactics (IMTs), 
watermanship and support to the 8th/12th Medium Regiment live 
fire activity. This involved plant and trade support for the construc-
tion of four 155mm gun emplacements and three command posts. 
In addition, 3 and 4 Troops were each able to conduct a troop 
demolition range that enabled soldiers and the junior NCOs to 
focus on their individual skill sets. Highlights included an obstacle 
breach utilising the inherent M113A1 Armoured Personnel Car-
rier (APC) and a reserve demolition on a section of Bailey Bridge.

The Squadron deployed to Kangaroo Flats Training Area to 
conduct Exercise Sapper Shoot in May. This consisted of small 
arms shoots at Robertson Barracks with a series of ranges including 
section defence, sneaker and snap, and the assault grenade range.

On return, this was quickly followed up by two weeks of Me-
dium Girder Bridge training within Robertson Barracks. 1, 3 and 
4 Troops had an opportunity to construct and reverse bank strip a 
number of bridges. This enabled the junior NCOs to revise their 

skills gained on previously attended promotional courses and allow 
more junior soldiers some practical experience which will assist 
them in future training and their own promotional courses.

With elements of 1 Fd Sqn and 23rd Support Squadron prepar-
ing for deployment to Afghanistan and East Timor in June, 9 Fd 
Sqn became 1 CER (–) with the addition of 1 Troop and 23rd 
Support Troop increasing the personnel to approx 180 officers 
and soldiers. During the same period, 9 Fd Sqn (consisting of 1, 3 
and 4 Troops) were conducting battle preparation for deployment 
on Exercise Predators Gallop 08 at MBTA. Despite the lack of A 
vehicle crews, the Squadron managed to deploy with a total of 14 
A vehicles.

The aim of the exercise for 9 Fd Sqn was to conduct a Stage IV 
and V gunnery practice for the armoured fighting vehicle (AFV) 
crews and trial the IRobot PackBot Small Unmanned Ground Ve-
hicle (SUGV) on behalf of the Brigade. These aims became diffi-
cult to achieve because of the multiple range users, all conducting 
live-fire activities. Each Range Conference involved deconfliction 
of range space for the following day. 8th/12th Medium Regiment 
and 1st Armoured Regiment occupied large portions of the range 
with their live-fire traces. 9 Fd Sqn initially relocated to the AFV 
Field Firing Target System Range to conduct a Stage IV gunnery 
practice for the A vehicle crews. The remaining soldiers had the 
luxury of conducting more advanced IMTs with the SSM which 
focussed on integration of A vehicles. Concurrently, the Squad-
ron SUGV operators conducted skills training with the vehicles in 
preparation for the trial.

To consolidate the Stage IV, the Squadron was able to secure 
a three hour window in between a 1st Armoured Regiment battle 
run in order to conduct two Stage V Troop practices in the Mary 
River Sector. Despite the fact that both Troops bypassed the final 
targets, the Stage V proved to be a valuable activity.

On conclusion of these practices, the Squadron relocated to 
the eastern portion of the Range to conduct two troop demoli-
tion ranges and trial the SUGV at the Urban Operation Training 
Facility. The demolition ranges again proved a worthy activity as it 
enabled the junior NCOs to dictate the appropriate use of service 
explosives to achieve desired effects on targets. The SSM conducted 
a beneficial Battle Noise Simulation lesson which was appreciated 
by all. The ranges provided a good opportunity to advance on the 
basic skill sets that were practiced during Exercise Southern Reach 
at Cultana earlier in the year. The 4 Troop practice also incorpo-
rated a mechanised assault breach.

3 Troop conducted a trail of two SUGVs (PackBot Scout and 
Explorer versions) through the conduct of a series of activities 
including vehicle check points, unoccupied building search, area 

Above: Members of 9th Field Squadron construct a Medium Girder 
Bridge during training at Robertson Barracks.

Above Right: 9th Field Squadron conducting trails on an IRobot PackBot 
Small Unmanned Ground Vehicle.
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search, vulnerable point and defile clearance. Operation of the 
SUGV was conducted by soldiers dressed in patrol order, search 
suits and in CBRND MOPP4. The trial focussed on identifying 
key characteristics that the trial vehicles were deficient in and meth-
ods of employment of the platform by the engineer section, troop 
and squadron whilst supporting the combined arms team. Line 
of sight tests were conducted from M113A1 APC turrets, behind 
Unimogs and within a fully enclosed M113A1 APC. The results 
were encouraging; however, a common point that was raised by the 
engineers was the lack of a manipulator claw. Although the actual 
SUGVs trialled proved inadequate in a number of areas specific 
to combat engineer operations, it clearly demonstrated a require-
ment for an enhanced engineer version that would enable remote 
and standoff reconnaissance and therefore greatly enhance force 
protection.

9 Fd Sqn will remain in its current structure for the remainder 
of the year. Personnel will continue to undertake an array of pro-
motion and specialist courses that now include driver and crew 
commander qualifications for the new M113AS4. The AS4 is ex-
pected to be introduced into 1 CER within the next six months. 
This will create its own challenges in ensuring there are adequate 
personnel to crew both the A1 and AS4 variants. Other training 
and activities scheduled include the support tasks to the Brigade el-
ements deploying overseas as part of Operation Readtors Abroad, 
a combined arms breach activity with 1st Armoured Regiment, 
Defence Aide to the Civil Community responsibilities, small arms 
ranges and a bridging activity as part of a troop competition. In ad-
dition, 1 CER is expected to participate in training for the Personal 
Explosive Lane Clearance Device and the Improved Handheld De-
tector.

9 Fd Sqn has been challenged through heavy tasking and ab-
sences of many NCOs throughout the year. Despite this, the sap-
per has stepped up to the challenge and completed the job. This 
has enabled the Squadron to continue with its commitment to 
prepare all personnel for the higher level combined arms training 
exercises in 2009 and potentially the unknown.

23rd SUPPORT SQUADRON

23rd Support Squadron (23 Spt Sqn) started the year fresh with 
a new command team, with many officers and NCOs picking up 
from tasks completed on Exercise Southern Reach in Cultana from 
late 2007. The sappers hit the ground running after induction with 
a road move back to Cultana providing CBRND and plant support 
for an artillery FOB during a repeat of Exercise Southern Reach 
2007, and managed to complete several gun positions and an un-
derground command post, much to ‘CO Guns’ delight. Prior to 
the four day drive back to Darwin, the composite troop from Plant, 
Construction and Resources Troop conducted demolitions train-
ing and watermanship, as well as working as an opposing Force 
(OPFOR) for 9 Fd Sqn.

On return to Darwin, the Squadron began the inevitable myr-
iad of picture framing, Officers’ Mess signs, concrete display pads 
and conference table building but the Squadron managed to con-
tinue work on the 1st Brigade Driver Training Area, provide Un-
exploded Ordnance (UXO) training and search support with the 
EDDs. During late April, the rumours started about an overseas 
deployment. This was confirmed when half the sappers detached 
to 1 Fd Sqn for MRTF-1 and the OC deployed to Timor-Leste for 
a recon for TLBG-V.

During the weeks that followed, the sappers took the rumours 
in their stride and maintained a high level of training, which in-
cluded continued plant work, elements constructed a FOB with 

HESCO Bastion containers in the Mount Bundey Training Area, 
and two separate elements of ten soldiers deployed throughout 
Asia on the USNS Mercy on Exercise Pacific Partnership, construct-
ing wells, clinics and schools in impoverished areas. The normal 
range of UXO, EDD and CBRND support tasks were conducted 
as well. Sapper Smith (EDD Section) deployed on Exercise Long 
Look to the UK’s Army vet school and assisted with the running 
of basic handler courses. Other notable trips (read swans) included 
the 2IC, Resource Troop Commander and Sapper Thornton head-
ing to Europe early in the year representing Army Rugby.

23 Spt Sqn picked up additional combat engineers from Rifle 
Company Butterworth - 81 (1 Fd Sqn and 5th Battalion, The Royal 
Australian Regiment (5 RAR) Support Company) and reorganised 
into Support Squadron TLBG-V (5 RAR). The sappers quickly 
integrated the Sigs, MP MWD team and 5 RAR Recon Platoon 
into ‘our’ Squadron and commenced a series of minor construc-
tion tasks culminating in building a Mask Testing Facility within 
the Robertson Barracks training area, whilst the section command-
ers completed a 1 CER run Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance 
course, and the Troop Commander slipped away from Mission 
Specific Training to ‘simulate’ ROCL. By the end of the exercise, 
the troops remembered why being a sapper was so much better 
than being infantry, and were ready for the challenges ahead.

The future for 23 Spt Sqn under the Modular Engineer Force 
and other concepts may not be completely set but the sappers are 

Top: A Bailey Bridge destined for a reserve demolition training exercise.
Above: Bridge demolition handiwork.
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After being downsized in recent years, 
2nd Combat Engineer Regiment 
(2 CER) has experienced an amazing 
period of growth with over 100 per-
sonnel across all ranks being posted in 
since mid last year. The main develop-
ment has been the investment of key 
personnel across 7th Combat Engineer 
Squadron (7 CES) and Support Squad-

ron (SPT SQN). This has allowed the Regular Army components 
of the Regiment to deliver improved training across the broad spec-
trum of Engineer tasks to the ever growing ranks of sappers that 
continue to march in.

While 2 CER has not been involved in any deployments this 
year, it has supported operations in Iraq, Afghanistan and Timor-
Leste with individual members who have all performed well and 
improved the unit’s reputation. On top of higher profile opera-
tions, 2 CER also supported Operation PNG Assist late last year 
when the north coast of Papua New Guinea was hit heavily by 
a tropical cyclone. While we only deployed one member to the 
operation, a section was stood up and prepared to leave and assist 
within 24 hours of being tasked.

The future of the unit looks bright, with the end state of the 
current growth having 2 CER as the largest unit in the Royal Aus-
tralian Engineers (RAE). The developments made earlier this year 
has not only developed the unit’s capability but has allowed us to 
get back to what we do best — provide Combat Engineer support 
to 7 BDE. Coming up later this year are a number of combined 
arms construction tasks which will prove invaluable to members of 
the unit at all levels. This will be further built upon next year with 
the conduct of Regimental and Brigade exercises. Next year should 
also see the unit accepting their first Bushmaster vehicles which 
will eventually lead to a Motorised Engineer Regiment that will not 
only be more mobile but also better protected.

For the Squadrons, 7 CES has had the most growth and the 
most changes within the Regiment. The start of the working year 
saw the Squadron’s manning jump from two junior officers and 
around fifty sappers to a fully functioning Squadron with an OC, 
2IC, Recon Officer, SSM and two almost full Combat Engineer 
Troops complete with Troop Commanders and Troop Sergeants. 
There has also been substantial development of junior NCOs from 
within the unit, with several deficiencies now being filled. After 
a quick start to the year and a couple of field training exercises, 
7 CES looked set to settle into a well structured yearly training 
program. This was all shattered after receiving the call to fill Rifle 

Company Butterworth 82 (RCB82). Only three weeks after receiv-
ing the task, 7 CES was deployed and so far has enjoyed the trip 
immensely. Whilst deployed, the Squadron has conducted regular 
engineer based training, including minor works to Hellfire Pass 
whilst on a battlefield tour in Thailand. They have also improved 
their jungle warfare skills and picked up a number of weapon quali-
fications in their three-month deployment. RCB82 is set to return 
in early August and hit the ground running as the Regimental 
training program continues.

11th Combat Engineer Squadron (11 CES) has continued to 
develop their Reserve members to a high standard and has im-
proved their training at every available opportunity. The number 
of administrative problems that have plagued the Squadron in re-
cent times have decreased and the Squadron is slowly approaching 
a ‘steady state’. Perhaps the biggest change to come will be the re-
forming of the Squadron from three troops into two. This has been 
implemented to better support the CO’s intent, which is to look to 
11 CES for individual reinforcement and rounding out of Regular 
Army deployment numbers. 28 Troop will become the higher read-
iness troop and its members will be qualified to take their place 
among their Regular Army counterparts. 29 Troop will become 
the training troop and ensure that soldiers will be pushed through 
the combat engineer training continuum with the aim of moving 
across to 28 Troop. Once this is completed, the Squadron will look 
forward to providing personnel for 2 CER’s coming activities.

Support Squadron (Spt Sqn) has been given the challenge of 
not only keeping up growth in line with the rest of the unit but 
they have also taken on the greatest diversity of the unit as well. 
Spt Sqn not only houses the RAE elements of Plant and Resources 
but also holds Transport, the Q Store, Workshops, Catering and 
the RAP. All in all a challenging task. This has not stopped the 
Squadron from maintaining the unit training program, develop-
ing the individuals of the Squadron as well as accepting 70 new 
members, the majority of which will join 7 CES when they return 
from Malaysia. All of this has been done without having one dedi-
cated troop commander or sergeant. As well as unit training, in-
cluding conducting a number of live fire exercises to gain weapons 
qualifications, the Squadron has conducted a number of minor 
construction and refurbishment tasks. Most notable of these was 
the development of the new 2 CER memorial, erecting a new unit 
sign and redeveloping the entrance to RHQ. The pride taken in 
these projects is obvious and the new look to the front of the unit 
has been noticed by the rest of 7th Brigade and the other units col-
located within Gallipoli Barracks.
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preparing for whatever role is to come, maintaining the AWD, 
EDD and EOD skills, as well as vertical and horizontal construc-
tion capabilities, water point and CBRND specialties within the 
Brigade. The plant operators are looking forward to receiving the 
new mine flails and conducting trials on them in the field. Ad-
ditionally, a concept demonstrator for using remote control tech-
nology on a JD850J dozer and armoured skiddy are on the table 
as well. The Squadron is looking forward to playing their role in 
developing Mech-Armoured breach and Urban TTPs with both 1 
and 9 Fd Sqns, as well as 1st Armoured Regiment and the new 

Abrams tanks during 2009.
Although it has been disappointing to lose half the Squadron to 

another deployment, overall the morale is high with everyone look-
ing forward to the next eight months overseas on Operation As-
tute, with a small element remaining behind as the support troop 
within 9 Fd Sqn. Although eight months seems far off right now, 
the Squadron is already planning for post operational training af-
ter it is reunited—with plans to deploy to Bradshaw Training Area 
in support of a Brigade exercise.



The 3rd Combat Engineer Regiment 
(3 CER) has again added to chapters of 
our Corps’ proud history this year with 
the Reconstruction Task Force Three 
(RTF-3) deployment to Afghanistan, 
deployments of Composite Engineer 
Troops as part of both Timor-Leste 
Battle Group Three and Four in Timor 
and deployment to Papua New Guinea 

with Exercise PUK PUK 2008. Concurrently, the Regiment main-
tained a firm foot on the ground in Townsville with 16th Combat 
Engineer Squadron remaining on-line and the 3 CER Rear HQ 
(based on 18th Combat Engineer Squadron HQ) providing the 
critical welfare and unit rear link. The actions by the Regiment rear 
details cannot be overstated, to the extent that their efforts have 
been used as a template for future unit deployments. This year the 
welfare of our families has been in great hands, thanks to the tire-
less efforts of this team, and in particular, Major Michael Brereton 
and Captain Nick Brown.

RTF-3 was a challenging and unique period for the Regiment 
with 3 CER following the success of 1st Combat Engineer Regi-
ment and 2nd Combat Engineer Regiment as the Battle Group 
HQ and parent unit for this Task Force. Some new challenges and 
adaptations occurred during the deployment and there are a few 
points that are worth highlighting:

Development of Combat Team Structures• . RTF-3 developed 
habitual Combat Team structures known as Combat 
Team Hammer and Combat Team Spear. The validity of 

these Combat Team structures was reinforced with RTF-
4 following the same structures. These structures allowed 
RTF added flexibility in the manner it managed operation 
cycles and tempo. (See Figure 1.)
Digging In• . Digging in is not a myth or only conducted 
during Subject One for Corporal courses or at Royal Mili-
tary College exercises. During Operation Shah Markaz, 
the Combat Teams dug in individual fighting bays, Pro-
tected Mobility Vehicle (Bushmaster) scrapes and Light 
Armoured Vehicle battle positions that were tested during 
Taliban offensive actions.
The Combat Team Engineer• . The Combat Team Engineer 
takes the Brigade Engineer and Battle Group Engineer 
concept to the next lower level. Combat Team Spear con-
sisted of three captains (Infantry, Artillery and Engineer) 
as a very cohesive combined-arms HQ. From a regrouping 
perspective consistency and continuity of effort/support 
was orchestrated by Captain Rob Hearsch as the Combat 
Team Engineer.
Empowering the Sapper• . Lance Corporal Milligan (promoted 
mid-tour) commanded the trade training school, whereas 
previous RTFs employed a senior NCO.
Continued Refinement and Adaptation Cycle for Tactics, • 
Techniques and Procedures. The combined arms approach 
and continued thirst by sappers to improve and refine Tac-
tics, Techniques and Procedures will continue to be our 
greatest asset to defeat the Improvised Explosive Device 
threat on the battlefield.
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Figure 1. Third Reconstruction Task Force Structure
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The Afghan Hand• . RTF3 completed the construction of a 
250-man Afghan Army Forward Operating Base in 100 
days during the peak of winter. This was only possible 
because of the acceptance of non western engineer meth-
ods and standards, acceptance of logistical and contrac-
tual risks and a key Afghan partner — the services of an 
extremely talented locally trained interpreter/architect. 
Major Paul Foura led this project and reinforced some key 
field engineering principles in achieving this momentous 
outcome.

Worthy of note are the excellent efforts that the Regiment con-
tinued to achieve over the last 18 months, both here in Australia 
and in other countries nearer to home. 16th Combat Engineer 
Squadron continued to provide an excellent high readiness engi-
neer support to the Ready Battalion Group throughout 2007 and 
2008 whilst still being able to focus efforts on ongoing develop-
ment capabilities such as dynamic entry to support dismounted 

movement in built-up areas. 21st Combat Engineer Troop’s 
achievements in East Timor have drawn great accolades from the 
units that they deployed with as part of Timor-Leste Battle Group 
Three. 3 CER contingent deployed on Exercise PUK PUK 08, lead 
by 18th Combat Engineer Squadron, are well on track to complete 
the exercise on time and under budget whilst meeting all the exer-
cise objectives.

While operationally focussed this year, it is equally important 
to highlight the work by many in the unit and across the Corps to 
invest in our most important rank — the junior NCO. The Regi-
ment has been able to graduate in excess of 50 sappers from the 
Junior Leaders Course (Subject One for Corporal Course) and 
has seventeen students on the second Subject Four for Corporal 
Course at the School of Military Engineering. This will ensure that 
the Regiment is well lead by junior NCOs in 2009 and a great step 
forward from current vacancies.

4 CER

The 4th Combat Engineer Regiment 
(4 CER) has been active in 2008 with 
internal training, supporting other 
units and formations and supporting 
operations in Australia and overseas. 
The high tempo within Army has 
resulted in more opportunities for 
4 CER to support Army’s operational 
and training requirements.

The Regiment deployed three members abroad in 2008: Ser-
geant Gordon Daly is currently serving on Operation Slipper with 
Reconstruction Task Force Four; Corporal Kirsten Cooper has re-
cently returned to the unit after serving with Timor-Leste Battle 
Group Four with 3rd Battalion, The Royal Australian Regiment; 
and Corporal Carl Seccull deployed on Exercise Puk Puk in Papua 
New Guinea with 3rd Combat Engineer Regiment.

The Regiment provided support to Operation Testament as 
part of Army’s contribution to World Youth Day 2008 in Sydney 
and also provided support to a number of external exercises and ac-
tivates within Victoria. The Regiment provided battle noise simula-
tion and plant support to the Royal Military College, Duntroon, 
and also provided battle noise simulation for Exercise Chong Ju 
as part of the fire power demonstration for the Combined Officer 
Advanced Course.

4 CER is continuing to maintain its operational employability 
by providing members for the Ready Reaction Force (RRF) and 
High Readiness Reserve (HRR). The training force within the Regi-
ment is committed to Initial Employment Training (IET) phase 
courses throughout the year to ensure that all possible HRR and 
RRF positions are filled.

The Regiment will send 15 members on Operation Resolute 
to conduct border security in Australia’s northern regions. There 
are also a number of Reservist and Regular Army members who 
support other IET courses run by other 2nd Division Combat En-
gineer Regiments in the form of instructor support and administra-
tive support.

Training at 4 CER has been constrained by the range of IET 
qualification levels within our ranks. Training exercises are de-

signed to address the skills gaps between our soldiers and often 
result in a wide range of activities being conducted concurrently 
during a training weekend. It is not unusual to have a training 
weekend incorporating activities such as HRES and minor con-
struction tasks or water supply and NBCD training. Whilst each 
activity has a main effort, the aim is to capture the majority of 
our skill sets over a series of weekend activities, without sacrificing 
training quality for time.

In February 2008, a training weekend focussed on Infantry 
Minor Tactics (IMT). Sections conducted fighting patrols and am-
bushes before escalating to troop level patrolling. The IMT activi-
ties concluded with a troop attack on a Musorian squad-size ele-
ment conducting a hasty defence. The sappers then expended their 
remaining energy by conducting bayonet fighting drills to complete 
a tough weekend.

Engineer Search was the main effort during the months of June 
and July. Sappers in search suits utilised hook and line set and 
other mechanical aids to practice and hone search skills of IET 
Phase Two qualified sappers. Initially, the 4 CER Ringwood depot 
was used as a rehearsal for the Engineer Search activity, which was 
conducted at the Victoria Police Academy. In this exercise, 10th 
Combat Engineer Squadron established an incident control point 
to coordinate activities and the sappers got down to the business of 
identifying hidden devices. The Victorian Police Academy proved 
to be an outstanding venue for search training, allowing Exercise 
Control Group to hide devices in a realistic manner, thus provid-
ing realistic search training.

Plant Troop has been engaged in the construction of target stop 
butts for the School of Armour’s AFV range at Puckapunyal. Source 
pits were opened with the new JD850 Dozer with upgrade train-
ing conducted for qualified members. LX120 loaders were used to 
load Mack dumps which then transported material to 25 locations 
across the battle-run area. Plant was operated during daylight hours 
and at night under white light and in adverse weather conditions 
to simulate the operational requirements of plant tasking.

Other training exercises during 2008 focussed on the delivery 
of demolitions training, marksmanship skills, combat engineer 
skills within the Urban Operations Training Facility at Puckapu-
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nyal and a variety of range practices including grenade launcher 
attachment and F1. In and around this training were a number 
of IET courses that were run by RAE units within 2nd Division, 
including 4 CER.

2008 has been a challenging year in terms of planning and ex-
ecution. The numerous competency levels within our ranks, the 

broad range of skills that we aim to maintain, and the strain caused 
by superimposing IET courses over complex training activities is 
carefully managed through centralised control and decentralised 
execution. Looking forward, the goal is to maintain the current 
tempo of training as we transition into a period of increased op-
erational activity.

In July 2008, 5th Combat Engineering 
Regiment (5 CER) provided support 
to Operation Testament. Operation 
Testament was the Australian Defence 
Force’s contribution to security for 
World Youth Day held in Sydney from 
15th to 20th July 2008. There were 
over 223,000 registered pilgrims for 
World Youth Day, with 110,000 from 

170 nations, making it the largest event ever hosted in Australia. 
Joint Task Force 665 (JTF665) for Operation Testament consisted 
of two companies of Army Reserve Response Force (RRF) per-
sonnel; a logistics cell (Reservist and Australian Regular Army); a 
Navy clearance diving team and Military Pilgrims from around the 
world. The main security effort for JTF 665 was to assist the New 
South Wales Police Force in providing security for His Holiness, 
Pope Benedict XVI, and World Youth Day pilgrims.

The Regiment deployed 32 personnel on Operation Testament. 
All personnel were RRF trained and filled the following critical 
positions: four observer trainers, two platoon commanders, one 
platoon sergeant, five junior non commission officers and 20 RRF 
operators. Engineer skills were drawn upon extensively throughout 
the operation by both RRF companies with initial manning confer-
ences involving a number of negotiated sapper deals in order for 
commanders to distribute and utilise these assets effectively.

The initial force preparation involved four days of lead-up train-
ing with the New South Wales Police Search Advisors. Low risk 
searches were conducted on Spectacle Island and at Central Rail-
way Station as well as the conduct of a vehicle check point (VCP) at 
Randwick Barracks. These training tasks were very effective in rap-
idly developing a working relationship with the New South Wales 
Police Search Advisors while simultaneously forging the platoons 
and brushing up on RRF skills. The next ten days were then filled 
with World Youth Day search and VCP tasks.

Search tasks preceded the Pope across Sydney from his arrival 
at RAAF Base Richmond on 11 July to his departure from the In-
ternational Airport on 21 July. There were 15 search tasks: RAAF 
Base Richmond entry road, the motorcade, Kenthurst retreat, Ba-
rangaroo, the boatacade, St Mary’s Cathedral, Government House, 
Man O’War steps, Rose Bay, Mary McKillop Church, Sacred Heart 
Chapel, Victoria Barracks, Randwick Race Course, The Domain 
and the International Airport. Vehicle checkpoints were also run 
24/7 for the duration of the Pope’s stay at Kenthurst, St Mary’s 
Cathedral and Randwick Racecourse. Interestingly, the New South 
Wales Police Search Advisors were very quick to identify which 
RRF platoons had concentrations of sappers and utilised them for 
some of the more difficult and complicated search tasks on large 
jobs.

The Defence Force and the New South Wales Police Force 

formed very effective working relations at all levels throughout 
Operation Testament. The lessons learnt from inter-force operat-
ing procedures established and developed during the 2000 Sydney 
Olympics (Operation Gold); Commonwealth Games (Operation 
Acolyte); and APEC (Operation Deluge) were applied for Opera-
tion Testament with very good outcomes. The provision of lead-up 
training in conjunction with the New South Wales Police Search 
Advisors was a recommendation from Operation Deluge that 
proved very successful.

The success of Operation Testament should no doubt see the 
Royal Australian Engineers playing a pivotal role in future domes-
tic security tasks.

From 28 June 2008 to 13 July 2008, 5 CER conducted the sec-
ond 2nd Division directed Combat Engineer Initial Employment 
Training Phase Two course after a pilot course was conducted in 
November 2007.

The 16-day course was attended by 27 trainees from 2nd Divi-
sion units. Instructional staff came from the School of Military 
Engineering; 4th, 5th and 8th Combat Engineer Regiments; and 
3rd and 13th Field Squadrons.

The first phase of the course included Reverse Osmosis Water 
Purification Unit training at the School of Military Engineering. 
The trainees returned to the Penrith depot for the remainder of the 
course. The trainees were qualified as demolition users and then 
participated in urban breaching techniques, followed by explosive 
hazard reduction assistants and Engineer search operator phases 
of the course.

The course went extremely well, mainly because of the efforts of 
the Course Manager and Troop Staff.
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SPR Patrick Clark-Rowlands from 5th Combat Engineer Regiment 
searches a Sydney ferry during the security operation for World Youth Day 
events in Sydney.
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1st TOPOGRAPHICAL
SURVEY SQUADRON 

1st Topographical Survey Squadron 
(1 Topo Svy Sqn) started the year with 
mandatory induction training in Janu-
ary before getting straight into prepara-
tions for a Squadron (–) deployment 
on Exercise Geofusion in early March. 

A Geospatial Support Group (GSG) was deployed to Quilpie in 
western Queensland. It was an excellent opportunity to test all ele-
ments of the Squadron from the vehicles, with a 1,000 kilometre 
convoy out into the depths of outback Queensland, to All Corps 
Soldier (ACS) skills and technical training. The three-day ACS 
phase concentrated on experience gained from current operations 
in the areas of Improvised Explosive Ordnance (IED) and Vehicle 
Check Point (VCP) training. Battling plagues of mosquitoes was 
also a challenge and reassured many of the value of carrying mos-
quito nets.

Moving into the ten-day technical component at the Quilpie 
racetrack, all of the Squadron’s capabilities were exercised and 
tested. The surveyors’ tasking included a survey of the race-
course, layout of a road including culverts, a helicopter LZ and 
property boundaries. The focus was on ensuring individual skills 
were polished in preparation for deployment on Army Aborigi-
nal Community Assistance Program 2008 (AACAP 08). The 
Imagery Section deployed the Aerial Digital Image Acquisition 
System (ADIAS) mounted in a King Air aircraft, with the sup-
port of 173rd Surveillance Squadron. They collected some excel-
lent digital imagery of the Quilpie region and then practiced the 
post-processing required prior to passing the data on to the Mili-
tary Geospatial Information (MGI) sections. The MGI sections 
were then tasked to create a number of different products. These 
ranged from basic briefing and image products through to vegeta-
tion analysis maps and can now be viewed at the council offices 
and local schools where they are proudly on display. The Data 
Management Section also got a work-out with the continued test-
ing of the Theatre Geospatial Database (TGD). The TGD is a 
database that the Squadron has been developing for the last two 

years and is designed to make geospatial data accessible and in-
teroperable across the Coalition Force. This enterprise geospatial 
solution aims to ensure the use of common geospatial data stan-
dards, common data services and a shared interoperable geospa-
tial database across the American, British, Canadian, Australian 
and New Zealand (ABCA) Armies.

Exercise Geofusion 08 provided a much needed shake-out op-
portunity for the Squadron, highlighting strengths and areas for 
improvement, particularly in the cricket department! It helped 
shape the training program for the year and overall was a great 
success.

Division and Brigade exercises have kept the Squadron busy. 
The Vital series in support of 1st Division HQ with elements also 
in Newcastle at the Australian Defence Force Warfare Centre, Ex-
ercise Silicon Brolga in support of 3rd Brigade, and 7th Brigade’s 
Exercise Blue Diamond have ensured on going support to all major 
exercises. The Squadron’s commitment to operations has also con-
tinued with geomatic technicians and support staff deployed across 
all operational theatres.

Sergeant Phillip Simpson, a Geomatic Technician from 1 Topo 
Svy Sqn, was deployed to the Counter Explosive Exploitation Cen-
tre (CEXC) in Iraq. CEXC Iraq is a unique organisation which is 
manned by personnel from the Australian Navy, Australian Army, 
British Army, US Navy, US Army, US Air Force, US Marines, 
Federal Agents from the FBI and ATF, as well as numerous con-
tractors. CEXC comes under Task Force TROY, which heads the 
Counter IED fight and conducts forensic and technical exploita-
tion of IEDs and blast sites. This exploitation provides knowledge 
of the enemy tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) which is 
subsequently used to increase the survivability of Coalition Forces. 
It also links individuals to IEDs so they can be brought to justice 
under the Iraqi legal system.

The deployment to CEXC has given Sergeant Simpson many 
unique opportunities to apply his trade skills. An example of this 
was utilising captured GPS devices to locate areas where Anti Iraqi 
Forces may have been operating. This type of information has been 
used to successfully locate IED caches as well as Indirect Fire (IDF) 
launch locations.

Using Google Earth server run on the US network by the Na-
tional Geospatial Agency (NGA), Sergeant Simpson was able to 
publish the CEXC reports spatially. This gave commanders the 
ability to view all CEXC cases within an area of interest and to 
open any reports associated with cases of interest. Sergeant Simp-
son was able to introduce a number of new geospatial capabilities 
for CEXC as well as promoting the Australian Defence Force geo-
spatial capabilities to the Coalition Forces.

Four members of 1 Topo Svy Sqn deployed on Operation As-
tute with Timor-Leste Battle Group 3 in East Timor. Led by De-
tachment Commander Corporal Tim Elliott, the detachment was 
located at Camp Phoenix, Dili for the duration of the deployment 
and was responsible for producing all of the geospatial products 
for Joint Task Force 631. The greatest challenge for the detach-
ment was during the Renaldo Crisis when the President of East 
Timor was shot by Rebels. Throughout this period of national cri-
sis the detachment greatly assisted the local army and police force 
by suppling imagery and the best battle space picture possible for 
their joint force headquarters. This lead to the leaders of the rebel 
groups surrendering to local authorities.
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Members of 1st Topograhical Survey Squadron pose at the finishing post at 
the Quilpie racetrack in western Queensland.
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 The sensor is currently deployed in support of Operation As-
tute with a detachment operating out of Darwin with 173rd Sur-
veillance Squadron. Topography in East Timor can change signifi-
cantly with the effects of the wet season and villages alter with the 
construction of expedient shelters. The deployment of the ADIAS 
allows the capture of up-to-date imagery providing a significant 
contribution to the intelligence and planning cycle.

The Squadron provided a detachment for Overwatch Battle 
Group (West) 4 as part of Operation Catalyst. Located in the prov-
inces of Dhi Qar and Al Muthanna, South East Iraq the Overwatch 
Battle Group (West) 4 was the last Battle Group to deploy as part of 
Operation Catalyst. The Squadron’s detachment consisted of Cor-
poral Ciszewski and Sapper Norlander who contributed to multi 
national stabilisation of Iraq through Operation Overwatch.

As part of the Intelligence Cell, the MGI personnel provided 
the Geospatial Analysis information directly to the Intelligence 
cycle. This cycle was responsible for Battle Group operations to 
counter IDF and IEDs against Coalition Forces and Iraq Security 
Forces. The detachment was kept busy providing patrol specific 
products to the Battle Group Combat available only through the 
MGI Detachment.

From 19 May to 25 July 2008, an MGI detachment of 1 + 4 de-
ployed to Sydney to provide geospatial support to Joint Task Force 
665 Operation Testament. Operation Testament was the Austra-
lian Defence Force’s contribution to World Youth Day 08. Initial 
support was provided by an advance element to aid the planning 
cycle within HQ Joint Task Force 665. Later tasking included site 
packages for the low risk search teams which aided both the CHQ 
planning and search team orientation at the scheduled venues pri-
or to arrival. Effective liaison was essential as many geo elements 
including the Road Traffic Authority, Defence Imagery and Geo-
spatial Organisation and the Emergency Incident Coordination 
Unit were all working in support of Operation Testament. The 
Joint Task Force 665 MGI detachment took on the responsibility 
of ensuring that this large volume of information from different 
agencies was collated and disseminated at the appropriate levels. 
The detachment also provided crucial route maps and road closure 
information for transport elements which allowed for smoother 
operation during the World Youth Day celebrations.       

ARMY EXPLOSIVE HAZARDS CENTRE

In January 2008 the Army Explosive Hazards Centre (ExHC) staff 
conducted Induction Training, received training on the non py-
rotechnic simulation equipment and settled into respective jobs. 
The Staff at ExHC are located in Brisbane and Sydney and consist 
of personnel from Royal Australian Engineers, Royal Australian 
Infantry, Royal Australian Signals and Royal Australian Army Ord-
nance Corps.

In May 2008, ExHC was tasked by HQ 1st Division to conduct 
an Explosive Hazards Awareness Instructor Courses (EHAIC). A 
total of 20 personnel, predominately non Royal Australian Engi-
neer, successfully complete the course. The EHAIC qualifies per-
sonnel as instructors in Explosive Hazards Awareness and provides 
instructors with the skills and knowledge required to conduct unit 
training. The School of Military Engineering is now responsible 
for EHAIC and is conducted at the School.

ExHC is responsible for the provision of Force Preparation 
Course (FPC) Explosive Hazards Awareness Threat (EHAT) brief-
ings and training (one-day Round Robin (Electronic Counter 
Measures, Mines and Unexploded Ordnance) for company-sized 
groups) of personnel deploying to all current Australian Defence 
Force operations. EHAT is a compulsory portion of the FPC and 
ExHC staff provides these briefings, on average, at least twice per 

month. ExHC provides current threat briefs and updates on Op-
erations Catalyst, Slipper, Anode, Astute, Hedgerow, Azure, Ma-
zurka and Paladin.

Operation Slipper provides the major focus for ExHC activities 
since the withdrawal of the Overwatch Battle Group (West) from 
Iraq.

ExHC conduct specific Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) 
Mission Rehearsal Exercises (MREs) which provides the first op-
portunity for deploying unit specialist elements (EOD, Explosives 
Detection Dogs (EDDs) and Search) to unite and attend a collec-
tive exercise that is designed to improve their collective drills and 
TTPs in an environment that is similar to that in which they are 
to be deployed.

The MREs are conducted at the Woomera Prohibited Area in 
South Australia and provide, as realistically as possible, scenarios 
based on the current intelligence coming out of Afghanistan. This 
intelligence includes the manufacture of IEDs that are common in 
Uruzgan Province.

Woomera has a landscape that is very similar to the landscape 
found in Uruzgan and the Range Area allows for a number of live-
fire activities to be conducted. This gives the EOD Team the best 
possible preparation for their deployment. The area also allows 
unrestricted use of all Render Safe Equipment and EOD weapons 
and for the use of improvised methods of disposal or neutralisation 
to be employed.

ExHC provides technical EHAT (EOD/Improvised Explosive 
Device Disposal (IEDD)) input into all MREs that are conducted 
by the Combat Training Centre (CTC).

So far this year ExHC has participated in or conducted MREs 
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for Reconstruction Task Force Four (Tin Can Bay); SECDET 13 
(Darwin); SOTG 7 EOD (Woomera); SECDET 14 (Darwin); and 
Mentoring and Reconstruction Task Force One EOD (Woomera) 
and Mentoring and Reconstruction Task Force One (Darwin).

ExHC is currently in the planning stages of the SOTG 8 EOD 
MRE which is programmed for November 2008.

During the year, ExHC provided personnel to support Coun-
ter Improvised Explosive Device Task Force activities and this has 
recently seen ExHC staff provide training to the Thai Army and 
currently has a member overseas on a validation tour. Also, ExHC 
staff attended the Weapons Intelligence Team Course in Spain.

17th CONSTRUCTION SQUADRON

17th Construction Squadron commenced the year with approxi-
mately a third of the Squadron deploying on the Reconstruction 
Task Force Four.

In January 2008, the remainder of the unit undertook induc-
tion training, ranges and infantry minor tactics. The first challenge 
for the Squadron’s soldiers and key staff was the rectification in 
preparation for a confirmation Maintenance Advisory Service 
(MAS) audit after some issues were identified in 2007.

The challenges of standardising the Construction Squadron 
fleet, addressing replacements for those items on the disposal list 
and rectifying the unserviceable statistics have kept the Squadron 
key staff busy. After placing a majority of the vehicles and plant 
into non-tech inspection concession all outstanding repairs outside 
of the scope of the Squadron were rotated through the Defence 
National Storage and Distribution Centre in order to prepare the 

Squadron for AACAP in 2009 and to bring the equipment avail-
ability to an operational level.

Nine driver courses for 60 people were conducted by the Squad-
ron after a critical skill shortfall was identified. The few remain-
ing people left on the ground filled all career, unit required and 
requested courses.

Following a visit to the unit by the Deputy Chief of Army, an 
additional $150,000 has been allocated for the improvement of the 
Squadron’s working accommodation. With support from Defence 
Support Group, the Squadron has undertaken a five-year facilities 
refurbishment program. So far this year the tradesmen and combat 
engineers have been busy constructing and deconstructing build-
ings. From sealing and painting shed roofs to constructing new 
ablution blocks and office accommodation. A new road and, last 
but not least, some combat gardening has improved the appear-
ance and the pride in the Squadron.

The Squadron has farewelled several individual deployments 
to the Middle East Area of Operations (MEAO) and East Timor. 
There were also the FLAA-5 Camp Maintenance Team and a Con-
tainer Install Team who completed their Training in Germany 
prior to a deployment to the MEAO in September 2008. With the 
on-line status the deployment preparation and readiness culture is 
maintained to a high standard by the remaining soldiers.

The Home of the Bear is starting to take shape, both physically 
and functionally through the dedication and extraordinary hard 
work of the officers, senior NCOs, junior NCOs and especially the 
soldiers of the Squadron. The continued esprit de corps and posi-
tive attitudes of the soldiers mean that the future is looking good 
for the ursine Squadron.

A little bear will fit it!

21ST CONSTRUCTION SQUADRON

Facing the prospect of supporting the Reconstruction Task Force 
Four (RTF-4); backfilling key positions in HQ 6th Engineer Sup-
port Regiment (HQ 6 ESR); and deploying as the lead element 
on the 15 contingent of Army Aboriginal Community Assistance 
Program (AACAP-15) seemed incredibly daunting at first, with 
changes in over 70 per cent of key leadership positions. A new 
Officer Commanding, Squadron Sergeant Major, Construction 
Officer, three new Troop Commanders and a host of senior and 
junior NCOs postings created some initial turbulence within the 
Squadron. However, this was soon overcome and the business of 
getting on with the job began in earnest.

Although AACAP-15 has been the main effort for the Squadron 
this year, preparations for this task were unable to be commenced 
until after the departure of RTF-4 in March. The Squadron was 
heavily committed early in the year to supporting the pre-deploy-
ment training and Mission Rehearsal Exercises (MREs), with ma-
teriel and personnel providing catering, camp maintenance, plant 
and logistic support. Swathes of equipment returned from the 
MREs in a poor state of repair and enthusiasm wore thin after con-
stant short-notice tasks, usually over weekends. The Squadron con-
tributed significantly to the contingent manning with 17 personnel 
deployed, including a section of combat engineers and several key 
positions. Others were also detached to back-fill key positions in 
HQ 6 ESR.

Top Left: The old worhshop building is deconstructed during an upgrade 
of 17th Construction Squadron's working facilities.

Left: Soldiers’ lunch. The soldiers enjoy a break from Exercise Construc-
tion Bear.
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The AACAP-15 deployed in June 2008 for four months to the 
remote community of Kalumburu in the east Kimberly region of 
Western Australia. The Squadron formed the core of the contin-
gent and was responsible for planning the deployment, command-
ing the contingent and providing the bulk of the construction. 
AACAP-15 was quite a diverse contingent of approximately 130 
personnel composed of full-time and Reserve personnel from ten 
different Army corps, supported by the Royal Australian Air Force 
and the Royal Australian Navy, and also included a Troop from 
the Papua New Guinea Defence Force. Other key units involved 
included the 2nd Health Support Battalion and 21st Construction 
Regiment, supplemented by individual reinforcements from 12 
other units. Over 200 individual soldiers participated at various 
stages throughout the deployment.

The scope of works for AACAP-15 included a new purpose-built 
health clinic, a public toilet block, the upgrade of 16 kilometres of 
unsealed road and the repair of an existing barge landing site that 
the town is heavily reliant upon for supplies. In addition to this 
construction effect, AACAP-15 delivered accredited training to 15 
local community members in the form of a 12-week Employability 
Skills Program. This training provides the trainees with a Certifi-
cate One in Engineering, and included competencies in occupa-
tional health and safety, welding, concreting and other basic trade 
skills. Further training in first aid; leadership; multimedia skills; 
and language, literacy and numeracy was provided by the mentors 
of the Training Team. The contingent also provided a health pro-
motion program, including specialist medical, dental and veteri-
nary care for the community.

The Construction Troop (1 Troop) was responsible for the 
construction of a 400 square metre, $1.7m health clinic, which 
includes three treatment rooms, accommodation for two staff and 
a special haemodialysis room. The new clinic is a vast improvement 
over the old clinic which was demolished after a temporary clinic 
was established in a demountable building prior to the commence-
ment of the new clinic. The clinic consists of a 90 cubic metre 
concrete slab-on-ground with a light steel frame and cladding, and 
despite sounding simple, it presented many challenges for con-
struction because of its complex and late-changing design and the 
remoteness of Kalumburu.

Resources Troop was responsible for the construction of several 
concrete flood ways, culverts and remedial work on a barge landing 
site. Pre-cast concrete culverts were dug into identified waterways 
across the main road from the town to the barge site. A combina-
tion of cement stabilised earth and concrete slabs were used to 
reinforce these culverts to ensure they would survive future wet 
seasons. The barge site received a new end cap and two new slabs 

on its access ramp to replace the existing deteriorated and spalling 
concrete. A detachment of 14 soldiers from the Papua New Guinea 
Defence Force Engineer Battalion spent six weeks with AACAP-15 
and assisted Resources Troop in the completion of this task.

Resources Troop was also involved in an Operational Test and 
Evaluation of the new Reverse Osmosis Water Purification Unit 
(ROWPU) which currently being introduced into service. The 
ROWPU is a modular water purification system capable of produc-
ing large quantities of potable water from a salt water source, and 
includes harvesting equipment to allow it to draw water from a 
beach site. Several problems were identified, ranging from techni-
cal glitches and overheating compressors to having its foot valve 
float chewed by one of the resident crocodiles; however, the system 
comfortably managed to supply the 130-man camp from a salt-
water source.

Plant Troop, when not busy supporting other tasks, managed 
to upgrade 16 kilometres of unsealed road, which improved access 
from the town to the barge landing site. A significant amount of 
rocks and boulders were required to be moved or destroyed and 
over 4,000 cubic metres of road material won from four borrow 
pits along the route. Plant Troop also provided critical support 
for the new health clinic, where they constructed a 1.2-metre high 
building pad, dug footings using the new Light Tracked Excava-
tor and lifted the roof trusses using a Tadano crane. Other tasks 
of opportunity ranged from the mundane movement of shipping 
containers to the more unusual task of digging a grave for a local 
funeral. 

A number of significant challenges confronted the Squadron 
during the AACAP-15 deployment, exacerbated by the sheer re-
moteness of Kalumburu. Being over 560 kilometres from the near-
est major towns of Kununurra and Wyndham, and including more 
than 500 kilometres of rough, unsealed track on the Kalumburu 
and Gibb River Roads, the majority of stores and equipment were 
delivered by sea from Darwin. Things did not get off to a good start 
when HMAS Manoora was re-tasked five days prior to scheduled 
departure from Brisbane, with the contingent continually playing 
catch-up with Royal Australian Navy Landing Craft Heavy (LCH) 
and civil barge trips. Unfavourable tides, rough weather and LCH 
operating restrictions often left the contingent waiting for critical 
construction stores and needing to improvise on-site. The roads 

Above Left: Members of 21st Construction Squadron are welcomed by 
the Kalumburu community for AACAP in 2008.
Above: SPRs Sunderland, Large and Hunt work the slab for a new health 
clinic for the community at Kalumburu.
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also took their toll on construction stores and trucks with both 
frequently damaged by the rough ride.

However, it was not all work and no play and community en-
gagement was enhanced with several sporting events, including 
Aussie Rules and basketball games. The locals were enthusiastic 
competitors; however, the biggest bearer of pain proved to be the 
playing field as every cut welcomed an infection. A highlight of 
the trip was the celebration of the Centenary of the Kalumburu 
Mission on 15 August. AACAP-15 members provided assistance to 
the celebrations through catering and entertainment. A dunking 
machine was designed and constructed and proved to be a popular 
hit with the local kids.

The Squadron paid tribute to two members of the Squadron 
who passed away late last year, Sapper Donny Coster who served 
for 29 years with the Squadron and Craftsman Alexander Edwards. 
The Squadron held a memorial service for ‘Don Don’ Coster on 
18 April 2008 and dedicated a plaque, which was erected at the 
front of the Red Rooster Inn in his honour. The service was at-
tended by many of Donny’s friends from across the Corps. He was 
a true character who will be fondly remembered by many. Crafts-

man Edwards tragically passed away in November 2007 from a mo-
torbike accident near the town of Gympie. A memorial service was 
held on 30 May 2008 to dedicate a plaque at the Non-operational 
Memorial at Gallipoli Barracks.

Since the Squadron relocated from Puckapunyal to Brisbane in 
1994, there have been continual rumours of another relocation. 
With the announcement of the re-raising of 8th/9th Battalion, 
The Royal Australian Regiment under the Enhanced Land Force 
initiative, plans are to find them a suitable space at Enoggera Bar-
racks with 7th Brigade. Plans for relocating 21st Construction 
Squadron to Amberley back in 2004 were dusted off and reviewed. 
Pending approval of the Defence Infrastructure Sub-Committee, 
Army’s intent is for the Squadron to relocate to new, purpose-built 
facilities on a green-field site next to 9th Force Support Battalion. 
The planned facilities will provide a much needed upgrade to the 
Squadron’s capabilities, with a large trade workshop, more space 
for plant and transport assets, increased office space and room to 
store new acquisitions such as the ROWPU. Relocation is antici-
pated towards the end of 2010.

Up the old Red Rooster!

During 2008, 21st Construction Regi-
ment (21 Const Regt) has been prepar-
ing and delivering on the Commander’s 
Intent, “to contribute to the Australian 
Defence Force operational capability 
by preparing individual personnel for 

specific deployments, posturing to deliver specialist High Readi-
ness Reserve (HRR) capabilities and supporting the 5th Brigade 
Reserve Response Force (RRF)”.

Deployments. 21 Const Regt deployed 76 personnel, from a 
posted strength of 220, on operations or exercises for an average 
length of three months in 2008. There were 16 members overseas 
on operations this year: five in the Solomon Islands, six in Timor, 
one in the Pacific and four in Afghanistan. There were seven mem-
bers overseas on exercises: three on Exercise Puk Puk in Papua New 
Guinea, two on Exercise Croix du Sud in New Caledonia and two 
running a CIMIC Course in New Zealand. There were 47 mem-
bers on domestic operations: two on Operation Outreach, one on 
Operation Testament and 44 on Army Aboriginal Community As-
sistance Program (AACAP). There were six members on domestic 
exercises: three on Exercise Vital Prospect and three on Exercise 
Swift Eagle. Considering the deploying personnel all have full-time 
civilian jobs, an extensive unit training program designed to pre-
pare members for deployment and a significant individual training 
liability, this total of 76 represents a huge commitment of our very 
dedicated Reservists.

High Readiness Reserve. 21 Const Regt provided eight mem-
bers for the 5th Brigade Combat Team HRR (supporting 3rd 
Brigade) and is prepared to deliver specialist collective HRR capa-
bilities of a composite construction troop (supporting 17th Con-
struction Squadron), a works section (supporting 19th Chief En-
gineer Works) and CIMIC tactical support team (supporting HQ 
1st Division G9 Branch). These members will have signed up to 
deploy when requested by their supporting units.

Reserve Response Force. Whilst operations and the HRR take 

priority for 21 Const Regt, the unit has still managed to conduct 
an RRF Operator Course and sign up 14 members for the 5th Bri-
gade RRF. This is useful training for non-HRR qualified members 
and allows them to add to Army capability early in their service 
careers.

Outstanding Issues. The big issues requiring resolution in or-
der for 21 Const Regt to move forward are adequate administra-
tion and Q support (post Project Focus); a unit establishment for 
our CIMIC Squadron; and a directive to fill the specialist collective 
HRR positions.

101st CONSTRUCTION SQUADRON 

The 101st Construction Squadron (101 Const Sqn) farewelled Ma-
jor Houlahan and Lieutenant Kelly Wyett at the end of 2007 and 
the February training weekend was a great start for the new Officer 
Commanding, Major Omar Faruqi, to tackle the key challenges 
for the Squadron: Readiness for deployment; Development of a 
HRR capability and assistance to AACAP. As the Squadron with 
the most ‘moving parts’, the training program required a balance 
between regimental, squadron and individual training, and this 
has been delivered with mission success in many different activities 
and deployments.

Maintaining the tempo across the Regiment, the Squadron 
completed a multitude of activities during the March weekend. 
Plant Troop successfully graded and compacted two hard stands 
as part of its first nine-day block of the year. The first hard stand 
was located across from the Q Store and is planned to become a 
car park. The second hard stand is located within the Squadron 
compound beside the dog kennels, which creates a more secure 
surface for our heavy vehicles. Resources Troop completed their 
mandatory stock take and began preparing equipment and plan-
ning for the training weekends to come. Construction Troop built 
a number of block structures within the Special Forces range in 
preparation for the AACAP task.

SAPPER SITREP
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Early in the year, Lance Corporal Helliar and Sapper Heard 
provided driving skills in moving plant and resources across North-
ern Territory to support Operation Outreach, the Australian 
Government’s initiative for indigenous communities. In addition, 
Corporal Elder (an electrician), Lance Corporal Green (a plumber) 
and Sapper Phillips (a plant operator) deployed on Operation Slip-
per, which is the Australian Defence Force’s contribution to the 
international coalition force against terrorism. This contribution is 
an important component of the Australian Government’s commit-
ment to working with the international community to help prevent 
acts of terrorism around the world.

One of the most significant exercises for the 21 Const Regt 
this year was AACAP. 101 Const Sqn participated in the Mentor 
Support Team (MST) which provides local indigenous people with 
recognised life and trade skills and a construction team built an 
ablution block in the remote Kimberly Community of Kalumburu 
in Western Australia.

The future of how AACAPs will be delivered is being reviewed 
by Land Command. The Commanding Officer of 21 Const Regt, 
Lieutenant Colonel Brendan Casey, and the Officer Commanding 
the Works Cell, Major Greg Spencer, participated in a workshop to 
explore alternative delivery options. Whilst the Regiment will con-
tinue to be heavily involved with the delivery of these construction 
and mentor support activities in remote aboriginal communities, 
the way in which AACAPs are planned, managed and delivered 
will evolve in response to the significant operational demands cur-
rently impacting Defence. These changes may have minor influ-
ences in 2009 and 2010 with major changes unlikely to take effect 
until 2011.

Resources Troop deployed to Singleton for a Combined Arms 
Training Activity in August with 23rd Field Regiment, 4th/3rd 
Royal New South Wales Regiment, 5th Combat Engineer Regi-
ment, 1st/15th Royal New South Wales Lancers and 5th Combat 
Services Support Battalion. A section from 5th Combat Engineer 
Regiment was under command and the augmented Troop proceed-
ed to prepare the 23rd Field Regiment position. Wire was laid on 
both flanks of the gun position and around the command post, 
three weapons pits were sandbagged to enable 1st/15th Royal New 
South Wales Lancers to fire 84mm SRAAW rocket-propelled gre-
nades (Carl Gustav) and explosives were set to simulate the effect 
of an enemy mortar attack. The opportunity to operate as part of 
a task force and the employment of the 84mm SRAAWs to destroy 
the mock BRDMs [Musorian Reconnaissance Vehicle] constructed 
by 5th Combat Engineer Regiment were the stand-outs for the 
weekend.

Captain Kandic, Warrant Officer Class One Edmonds and 
Warrant Officer Class Two Bertram participated in Exercise Puk 
Puk in August, where they assisted 3rd Combat Engineer Regi-
ment with planning and design of future works at Murray Barracks 
at Port Moresby in Papua New Guinea. This could be a future task 
for the Regiment. In addition, future Annual Field Exercise (AFX) 
planning is underway for the Regiment with recons conducted in 
Darwin, Townsville and Canungra for possible works tasks in these 
areas.

This year’s AFX is at Beecroft Weapons Range (BWR) in Nowra 
Region on the South Coast of New South Wales. The BWR, on 
the northern headland of Jervis Bay, is owned and occupied by the 
Royal Australian Navy and has been regularly used for Defence 
weapons and training activities since the 1800s, as well as being a 
popular public area for recreational activities and the location of 
the historic Point Perpendicular Lighthouse.

The Squadron has deployed complete with showers, toilets and 
kitchen, in order to complete the tasks with minimal impact on the 

environmental and historical aspects of the BWR. The horizontal 
construction tasks include reorientation of the small arms firing 
range and a 1.5 kilometre dirt road and public parking area up-
grade. The vertical construction task is for the Squadron to provide 
40 small concrete slabs for portable latrines and garbage bins at 
Honeymoon Bay, which are for public use during the peak camp-
ing season. The AFX construction tasks are being conducted in a 
low threat environment in order to develop the Squadron’s mili-
tary skills and ability to operate in an operational environment.

Whilst the tasks themselves appear straight forward, the 
Squadron was required to lead and conduct the planning which 
required extensive liaison between local Naval Command, De-
fence Support Group, Defence Environmental Rangers, National 
Parks and Wildlife Services. In addition, a significant environ-
mental issue exists with the presence of Phytophthora Root Rot 
at BWR, a plant disease which attacks the root systems of native 
plants and eventually destroys them. Significant quarantine-like 
precautions such as sanitising tools, machinery, boots and tyres 
on all vehicles exiting and entering the area must be maintained 
to prevent the spread of the disease during the construction ac-
tivities.

To demonstrate construction engineering skills to the employ-
ers participating in Exercise Executive Stretch in October, 101 
Const Sqn will construct an 80-metre foundation for an expedient 
protective wall system and construct a prefabricated armoury for a 
forward operating base located at the School of Military Engineer-
ing. This will provide an excellent opportunity to display practical 
engineering skills in a military environment as well as providing 
the sappers with relevant and constructive training.

LITTORAL AND RIVERINE SURVEY SQUADRON

The Littoral and Riverine Survey Squadron (LRSS) has its roots 
in 45th Port Maintenance Squadron, raised as a Supplementary 
Reserve unit on 26 June 1955 from the staff of the Maritime Ser-
vices Board. Its role was to investigate, survey, design and supervise 
engineer tasks in support of Ports and Logistics Over the Shore 
(LOTS) in the Area of Operations. 

In 1961, the unit was reorganised and became part of 5th, 
6th, 7th and 8th Port Construction and Repair Teams. In 1963, 
the teams moved to Chowder Bay and became part of 11th Port 
Regiment, later 1st Terminal Group. 1st Port Construction and 
Repair Group (1 PC & R Gp) with the Port Construction teams 
formed in 1971. In September 1994, a decision by Land Head-
quarters saw 1 Port Construction and Repair Group disbanded. 
The HQ element formed part of the new Combat Engineer Regi-
ments and the hydrographic and land survey component formed 
a Reserve element for 19th Chief Engineer Works at Randwick. 
19th Chief Engineer Works consisted of 39 personnel and with 
the addition of 43 from 1 PC & R Gp, this consolidation gave 
19th Chief Engineer Works more resources and a hydrographic 
capability.

The LRSS was attached to 21 Const Regt in 2007 and con-
tinues to provide an important hydrographic survey capability 
for Army. Many of the Squadron members are also employees of 
Sydney Ports, thereby retaining a long standing tradition with its 
predecessor, the Maritime Services Board. 

The unit symbol, the Black Swan, was instituted by Major Mick 
Webb. A medal was struck from a can of Swan Lager and awarded 
to 2261868 CPL Paul Kitchen. This award was for his performance 
(or lack thereof) at the 1980 AFX, held at the School of Military 
Engineering at Moorebank.

The most significant activity for LRSS in 2008 was AACAP. 
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The Squadron completed a mission critical role in surveying and 
clearing the seabed for Royal Australian Navy vessels to deliver 
stores and materials for the construction of a community health 
facility in Kalumburu, Western Australia.

The July training weekend saw the Black Duckers and their flo-
tilla of flotsam and jetsam out on the magnificent Sydney Harbour 
developing individual and collective hydrographic skills. Over-
nighting at the Club Med style HMAS Penguin, located at Balmoral 
in Sydney, was a welcome change to sleeping under canvas at Camp 
Sapper.

The Commanding Officer and the Regimental Sergeant Major 
paid the Ducks a visit on Saturday morning for a quick spin around 
Middle Harbour to see us in full training mode and joined us for 
a civilised lunch. Sapper Woolfenden showed everyone he is a star 
driver by reversing the Inshore Survey Vessel (ISV) in the confined 
spaces of Penguin’s boat ramp.

Most importantly, in this activity, the Black Duckers were able 
to field trial a new state-of-the-art and highly deployable tide gauge. 
The Cuban cigar sized device, the ‘AquaLab Cera – Diver’, per-
formed sensationally. The gauge was selected for testing, primar-
ily based on the glowing praise of Corporal Kevin Brown, who 
uses the same gauge everyday in his civilian hydrographic surveys. 

Significant tactical benefits are offered by this little piece of kit. 
It is small, lightweight, can be deployed by simply tossing it over 
the side, it has a five-year internal battery life and it has the ability 
to download data via Bluetooth at a good range from the sensor. 
Overall, it offers significant benefits to operational and tactical 
flexibility and safety and, at only $3,000, it’s a bargain compared to 
the $80,000 Rolls Royce tide gauges which is usually loaned from 
the Royal Australian Navy.

Electrical contractors have also been engaged to complete some 
long overdue repairs and rewiring to the squadron’s ISVs. These 
vessels require design modifications to ensure they are air trans-
portable and can operate in foul weather, with the addition of a 
much needed biminni. These modifications will increase LRSS 
capabilities, deployability and responsiveness.

Our Mediterranean pirate, Captain Nusco, strapped on his 
peg leg and balanced a parrot on his shoulder as he presented a 
series of hydrographic survey lectures and swashbuckling tales of 
the Squadron’s adventures and capabilities to the fresh faced Regu-
lar Army subbies attending the Geomatic Officers Course at the 
School of Military Engineering.

In a scene straight out of a Clive Cussler adventure novel, the 
Black Duckers mimicked their fictional hero, Dirk Pitt and his 
team from NUMA (National Underwater Maritime Association) 
as they hunted for an infamous ship wreck on the bottom of Mid-
dle Harbour.

Deploying their Single Beam Echo Sounder and Side Looking 
Sonar (underwater radar system) the Squadron located and sur-
veyed the infamous wreck of the SS Currajong in about 24 metres 
of water off Seaforth and Castlecrag. The Currajong, like many 
other harbour wrecks, was a collier that plied the waters between 
Sydney and the coal fields of the Illawarra and Hunter regions. She 
sank following a collision with a passenger liner in 1910.

The exercise, nicknamed the ‘Hunt for Red October’, provided 
vital training for a far more ambitious survey that the Buccaneers 
hope to get a guernsey for later this year. If inter-service negotia-
tions continue to prove successful, the Squadron will have the 
honour of conducting the first hydrographic survey of one of the 
nation’s most important wartime naval wrecks and archaeological 
sites. Cryptic clue — think oriental dwarf bathtub.

To complete the exercise, the squadron’s members took a day 
off from their civilian work and deployed for a three-day long week-
end. However, it wasn’t all hard work. They enjoyed the hospitality, 
history, ambience and wardrooms of the senior service at HMAS 
Penguin, Balmoral. From a technical viewpoint, the weekend also 
provided an opportunity to field test and sign off the repairs con-
ducted by electrical contractors to the Squadron’s pair of ISVs.

CIMIC SQUADRON 

The Civil Military Cooperation (CIMIC) Squadron was initiated 
under direction of the Commander 2nd Division, Major General 
Ian Flawith, in January 2007. The Commander directed that the 
Squadron come under command of the 21st Construction Regi-
ment and in February 2007 the Squadron moved into its office 
accommodation within Gallipoli Lines at Holsworthy Barracks, 
Holsworthy.

CIMIC is essentially the interface between the military, govern-
ment and non-government agencies and the population within 
which the task force may find itself operating. The Squadron is 
primarily made up of officers and senior NCOs from almost all 
the corps and collectively has an extraordinarily wide range of ex-
perience.

The Squadron is operationally focussed with all members re-

PTE Jane Hayward from 21st Construction Regiment's Littoral and 
Riverine Survey Squadron surveying using the latest GPS and Russian 
CLONASS satellite system. The Litteral and Riverine Squadron surveyed 
and cleared the seabed for Royal Australian Navy vessels to deliver stores 
and materials to Kalumburu in Western Australia during Army Aboriginal 
Community Assistance Program in 2008.
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quired to maintain deployability levels equivalent to the Australian 
Regular Army. While being demanding on the members it allows 
the Squadron to supply CIMIC trained members at very short no-
tice. This has been put into good effect by the continual deploy-
ment of personnel on Operations Anode and Astute.

Following his return from Timor, Captain Conrad Walsh pro-
vided a fascinating and detailed presentation to all members of the 
Regiment on his role as part of Timor-Leste Battle Group Three 
and the challenges he faced with up to 15 different interested par-
ties to liaise with in the rebuilding of a school. Also departing for 
Timor-Leste deployments in 2008 were Major Ed McCann, Ser-
geants Tony Martin and Steve Barlow.

Major Len Foscholo departed on extremely short notice to be 
the Contingent Commander on Operation Pacific Partnership 08. 
Aboard the USNS Mercy for 42 days, he visited the Philippines, 
Vietnam and Singapore.

Joining the 5th Brigade rotation to Operation Anode were Cap-
tain Cameron Dawson and Warrant Officer Class two Syd Davis as 
the Civil-Military Liaison Team. Also on this deployment, though 
not part of CIMIC, were the unit Operations Officer, Captain Rip 
Kirby, and the Squadron Quartermaster Sergeant, Corporal Meika 
Martin.

Captain Andrew Kfoury and Sergeant Glen Watson were the 
lead CIMIC planners on Exercise Croix du Sud (Southern Cross) 
which is a biannual exercise in New Caledonia in cooperation with 
the French Army. The French-led multinational joint task force 
aimed to provide humanitarian aid within the region and encour-
age social stability within the local population.

Closer to home, Captain Conrad Walsh and Warrant Officer 
Class Two David Browning have just returned from instructing the 
New Zealand Defence Force on their first CIMIC course. The Ki-
wis have called their capability ‘Civil Affairs’ and the New Zealand 
team of four were preparing for a deployment to Afghanistan in 
the coming months.

The role of the Squadron is to prepare CIMIC trained person-
nel to support Australian Defence Force Operations and major 
exercises. To this end, the Squadron supported the CIMIC Tacti-
cal Operator Course which was conducted at Steele Barracks. This 
was the second course run in New South Wales, the last being 
in August 2006. The 24 trainees came from far and wide, with 
two internationals, one from Indonesia and the other from Philip-
pines. Other trainees were from 1st and 2nd Division with a great 

spread of ranks (private to lieutenant colonel). The Regiment had 
five personnel attend and successfully complete the course. Dur-
ing the course, Commander 2nd Division visited the course and 
praised the efforts of the personnel attending the course as well as 
the dedication of the instructional staff.

Despite being within a Royal Australian Engineer regiment, the 
Squadron only welcomed its first Royal Australian Engineer Of-
ficer after nearly two years. Major Ron Brandy is heading up the 
second Tactical Support Team (TST).

Commanding Officer 21 Const Regt, Lieutenant Colonel Bren-
dan Casey, and the Squadron 2IC, Captain Andrew Komli, attend-
ed the Joint CIMIC Staff Planning Course at Royal Australian Air 
Force Base Williamtown between 6 and 11 April 2008. As this was 
the inaugural course, it lead the way forward for future develop-
ment of this very worthwhile step in advanced CIMIC training, 
cementing the relationship between the Australian Defence Force 
Warfare Centre (ADFWC) and the CIMIC capability providers.

Captain Komli, Warrant Officer Class One Hurcum and War-
rant Officer Class Two Nichols also participated in Exercise Vital 
Prospect 2008 as the HICON representatives located at ADFWC 
at the Williamtown base. All the participants gained valuable train-
ing and have maintained a close working relationship with the or-
ganisations they supported.

CIMIC members can find themselves in a headquarter environ-
ment in one moment and the next be on the road visiting a village 
or conducting recon for a HA task. The ability to confidently use 
communications equipment is an essential part of all Squadron 
members’ training. With the support of 8th Signals Regiment, 
Warrant Officer Class One Hurcum developed an interesting 
weekend that introduced, for many members, the suite of commu-
nications equipment that is currently in service with the Australian 
Defence Force.

102nd CONSTRUCTION SQUADRON

102nd Construction Squadron (102 Const Sqn) conducts training 
in navigation, first aid and basic soldier skills for the continual 
stream of new recruits joining the unit. In addition, the Squadron 
conducted an RRF Course in September and Exercise Executive 
Stretch in October.

The officers from 102 Const Sqn attended the 5th Brigade Tac-
tical Exercise Without Troops (TEWT) held in March. The focus 
of the TEWT was on Rear Area Security Operations which is be-
coming a primary role that the Army Reserve will be called upon 
to participate in, particularly the RRF elements.

A key focus for the Squadron is to train and manage soldiers 
from pre-recruit through to being posted to 101 Const Sqn as quali-
fied sappers. It is pleasing to report a total of six soldiers have now 
‘graduated’ from 102 Const Sqn and taken up positions in the 
other squadrons within the Regiment. As is the protocol nowadays, 
the final test of graduation is to undertake complex drill move-
ments on the parade ground under direction from the Regimental 
Sergeant Major, as the soldier leaves the ranks of 102 Const Sqn.

On the recruiting side of the house, the first seven months of 
2008 provided 18 new recruits into the Regiment. This included 
two lieutenant Specialist Service Officers who are qualified engi-
neers. Working alongside 5th Brigade, the recruiting team has 32 
personnel who are in the recruiting process and identified for 21 
Const Regt. This indicates the Sydney Royal Easter Show displays, 
presentations to high schools, the Penshurst Festival and the many 
other recruiting activities that the unit participates in continues to 
attract new members.

Providing assistance across the Tasman. CAPT Conrad Walsh (standing 
second from left) and WO2 David Browning (standing fourth from left) 
from 21st Construction Regiment's CIMIC Squadron instruct members of 
the New Zealand Defence Force on CIMIC operations.
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22nd Construction Regiment march through the streets of Melbourne on 
Anzac Day 2008.

F88 Austeyr Individual Weapon and F89 Minimi Light Support 
Weapon training for personnel across the unit. The Regiment util-
ised the upgraded range facility at HMAS Cerberus, which proved 
beneficial toward the completion of marksmanship training. The 
2008 training year also saw further road construction safety train-
ing and a demolition practice conducted at Puckapunyal during 
June.

The Regiment has enjoyed several social events throughout 
the year, including Army Birthday and Corps Birthday celebra-
tions, a Regimental Ball and senior NCO and officer social nights. 
The Regiment was also privileged to march as part of 4th Brigade 
through the streets of Melbourne during Anzac Day this year. On 
a sporting note, Captain Chris Reeves has again represented the 
Army at the Australian Defence Force Biathlon and Skiing Cham-
pionships in Mount Buller. Captain Reeves has been part of the 
dominant Army team for several years and it was again victorious 
at this year’s championship.

This year 22nd Construction Regiment 
has sought to enhance its forestry and 
quarry operations capabilities by focus-
ing on individual training. This has in-
volved many personnel from the unit 
attending specialist and promotion 
courses to support forestry and quarry 
operations. Additionally, the unit has 
worked hard to increase its commit-

ment to the Reserve Response Force and High Readiness Reserve 
schemes.

105th Construction Squadron has made further use of the 
Jaques rock crusher at the Puckapunyal quarry this year. Weekend 
training has included the large-scale crushing and stockpiling of 
rock at the Puckapunyal quarry, as well as grading of the quarry’s 
stockpiling zones. With the August exercise leading to the crushing 
of a total of 21 Mack Dump loads of rock, the unit has managed 
to accumulate a significant amount of crushed rock suitable for 
future horizontal construction tasks.  

Members of 39th Construction Squadron increased their 
emphasis on forestry operations through the use of the nearby 
coupe facility. The coupe has augmented the squadron’s training, 
providing the ability to conduct tree-felling at various levels and 
mill lumber using portable sawmill resources. 39th Construction 
Squadron has ensured that its forestry skills training match the 
equivalent civilian accredited tree-felling and milling qualifica-
tions through cooperation with Forestech, a Gippsland based 
TAFE institution. The recent requirement for adequate grading 
of structural timber sees the unit aiming to further strengthen 
this niche capability. 

Additionally, members of the Regiment conducted a variety of 
other training activities throughout the year. This has included a 
prolonged driver training weekend conducted by members of 105th 
Construction Squadron’s Plant and Transport Troop, as well as 
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35th FIELD SQUADRON
demolitions in Rockhampton being a great success. Combined ac-
tivities within 11th Brigade have provided closer working relation-
ships and better understanding of engineering capabilities.

The Squadron provided support to Anzac Day dawn services in 
locations around central and north Queensland.

The annual support to Cadets continued with an excellent ac-
tivity run for over 50 youngsters. The four-day activity included wa-
termanship and field machine lessons followed by a mini challenge 
that tested the ingenuity of their junior commanders. We have al-
ready been approached to provide a longer activity for double the 
participants next year.

The training year will finish with the Annual Field Exercise, 
the first in over five years, being conducted in the High Range 
Training Area. This exercise will involve basic combat engineering, 
dismounted patrolling and introduction to urban operations.

In 2008, 35th Field squadron com-
pleted the move from Jezzine Barracks 
to Lavarack Barracks. This move has re-
sulted in new a purpose-built store and 
yard for 2 Troop, new classroom for the 
Training Cell and concentration of the 

headquarters into a single facility.
The Squadron has raised Support Troop in Townsville and con-

centrated all plant equipment into this single location. This move 
should result in improved training, better skill-set management 
and ability to work with 3rd Combat Engineer Regiment on larger 
engineering tasks.

Throughout the year, the field troops have conducted their own 
watermanship, water point, search, and construction activities in 
each location. Several combined activities have also been run with 
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Trades and Training Overview - MAJ Todd Marchant and
CAPT Stephen Wright

Royal Australian Engineers (RAE) trades have two main func-
tions. The first function is the employment category managers, or 
trade managers, of RAE trades. The second function is the design 
and development of Training Management Packages (TMPs) that 
enable the conduct of RAE courses and supports the trade struc-
tures. Each of these functions is performed on behalf of the Em-
ployment Category Sponsor and the Training Authority, who is the 
Commandant of the Combined Arms Training Centre (CATC). 
Logically, much of the work we do directly relates to RAE and our 
main stakeholders are School of Military Engineering (SME), RAE 
units and Career Advisors and Career Managers.

One of the main tasks that result from these functions is the 
development of trade employment structures. These structures are 
created to achieve the desired capability requirements, to create 
a sustainable and achievable structure and to enable appropriate 
remuneration and career progression. Another significant follow 
on effect of the cell’s two main functions is the development of the 
Manual of Army Employment (MAE) and Employment Category 
Standing Orders (ECSO). Probably the most time consuming task 
is the provision of policy advice and analysis of the impacts of De-
fence policy on Defence.

During 2008, there has been a rapid change to the trade envi-
ronment within Army. The major focus has been the submission 
of cases for the Graded Other Ranks Pay Scale (GORPS) which will 
see the pay of other ranks (ORs) being scaled over ten pay grades 
(as opposed to the 16 pay scale previously). RAE Trades and Train-
ing (RAE TT) has coupled its GORPS submission to the Defence 
Force Remuneration Tribunal (DFRT) with the Combat and Con-
struction Engineering Trade Reviews in order to enable the last 
phase (enabling appropriate remuneration) of these reviews to be 
completed. The DFRT is still considering the GORPS submission 
and will, hopefully, have made its decision by the end of 2008. The 
decision is keenly anticipated.

The trade structure within RAE into the future will be heav-
ily influenced by the ongoing development of the Modular Engi-
neer Force (MEF) concept. RAE TT will be working closely with 
Army Headquarters, Soldier Career Management Agency (SCMA), 
Headquarters Training Command - Army (HQ TC-A) and SME to 
ensure that the development of the MEF is based around flexible, 
fair and maintainable trade structures.

Corps Regimental Sergeant Major - WO1 Noel Johanson
“There is no great genius without a mixture of madness” - Aristotle.
Well team, there has been a lot of madness here at RAE TT 

CATC Puckapunyal and I like to think of this as the mixture of 
madness that goes with genius from the quote above. I also men-
tioned Puckapunyal as a couple of people in the Corps were not 
aware this is the Corps RSM home.

I have been involved in a number of issues at RAE TT this year 
that affect the Corps. In particular, understanding the ‘Implemen-

tation Plan (Capability) No. 16/07 - Combat Engineer ECN 096 
Training Continuum Implementation’, moving all our trades for-
ward to the GORPS, delivering TMPs, resolving many individual 
RAE TT issues and conferring with Defence on the many opera-
tional and doctrinal issues has left me feeling thoroughly proud of 
the team here. You should be too as they work for us all. It’s been 
a great way to start the New Year and a new adventure within the 
Corps as the Corps RSM.

I started this adventure with a solid handover from Captain 
Jamie Twidale and Warrant Officer Class One Al Harwood in 
late 2007. They and their team certainly made in-roads through 
a mountain of issues over the last two years to give us a firm start-
ing foundation for 2008 at RAE TT. The Implementation Plan 
and the preparation for DFRT with both Combat Engineers and 
Construction Trades was a mammoth task and one last years RAE 
TT team should be proud of. Our Corps’ RSMs came together at 
the start of the year and their freshness and maturity to the tasks at 
hand, along with their camaraderie, place you in competent hands. 
They are here for the Corps.

Whilst I am proud of RAE TT, I must acknowledge the invalu-
able assistance and support provided to us in almost every aspect of 
training by Lieutenant Colonel Dave Rye’s team at SME. RAE TT 
could not exist without the support of SME, nor could it effectively 
represent the Corps. I respect the overwhelming passion shown 
from many of the subject matter experts at SME and sometimes 
must admit it is nice to get back to Puckapunyal after some positive 
zealous discussions at the School. There is also another group that 
supports us here and that support is from some of our General 
Reserve (GRes) members. This year Warrant Officer Class One 
Pete Ferguson completed a review on Explosive Ordnance Disposal 
matters. Warrant Officer Class One Frank Dunk and Steve Ellis 
have also been producing fine work with TMPs in the construction 
and geomatics trades. SME also relies on support from our GRes 
who are proving an invaluable source of knowledge and manpower. 
The GRes is an area of strength within the Corps that we should 
more aggressively utilise.

During this year I have visited some of our units and have ap-
preciated all your invitations to special events. I have visited SME 
several times this year, because of my close relationship with train-
ing, and enjoyed sharing in their Corps Birthday celebrations. It 
was an excellent time and worthy of mentioning the efforts of the 
SME RSM, Warrant Officer Class One Mick Kerr, in making this 
a memorable occasion. Warrant Officer Class One Rob Cotter, 
RSM 2nd Combat Engineer Regiment, our fastest growing unit, 
invited me to the official opening of their Memorial Wall. Well 
done Rob, and it was also great to share a few drinks with the sap-
pers after the ceremonies. I’ve also visited 1st Topographical Survey 
Squadron, 6th Engineer Support Regiment, 22nd Construction 
Regiment and 4th Combat Engineer Regiment. All memorable 
occasions and it is always good to speak with our sappers and see 
them in the field doing what sappers do. It is unlikely that I will be 
able to meet or speak with every unit during my time as the Corps 
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RSM, though I will try. Please accept this as an apology in advance. 
On a sadder note, I attended a funeral service at SME for one of 
our past sappers and also note that our units have represented the 
Corps on many other occasions such as this. I thank them for this 
and apologise that we as a Corps will not always be able to repre-
sent formally by our attendance, the passing away of non serving 
sappers. We will not forget them.

The Implementation Plan I referred to in my opening para-
graph was signed off late last year, and I am pleased that it is being 
positively addressed by the Corps. It is important units assertively 
address the requirements of this document so our sappers are not 
disadvantaged. As with most plans the devil is in the detail, but 
each obstacle is being breached. One of the biggest issues with 
this document has been its effect on the GRes but the pragmatic 
way many of these units have approached it has ensured minimal 
disadvantage to our soldiers. Captain Ryan Orders at 3rd Field 
Squadron did some great work with the Implementation Plan in 
his discussions with the Army Personnel Agency which ensured 
several of his soldiers were able to deploy overseas. An issue to 
be addressed in the implementation plan is the gaining of, or up-
grading, qualifications within 24 months of it going to DFRT, now 
GORPS. To enable this, SME have been positive by having some 
flexibility with numbers on courses and also providing additional 
courses if required.

The RSM Conference was held at SCMA this year. Colonel 
Bruce Murray, Commanding Officer SCMA, sponsored the con-
ference and our career manager did most of the organisation in 
regard to the facilities. They also provided an update on SCMA 
issues and our career managers laid out their initial views on post-
ings within the Corps allowing the RSMs to discuss freely their 
repechages to the proposals. They also took home some proposed 
posting issues for further discussions with their respective unit com-
manders. Many issues on the Corps were laid out on the table and 
answers or progress were gained on all. Corps promotion courses 
are an example of an issue raised and resolved. SME was able to 
do a positive fix as already mentioned. Networking between the 
RSMs also led to training issues being addressed. SME has also run 
courses with as little as two people to ensure we keep our capabili-
ties within the Corps whilst also providing minimal disadvantage 
to our soldiers. We also had a very informative presentation from 
Colonel Dave Luhrs regarding GORPS, to help set the scene for 
the work to be done this year regarding remuneration for our sol-
diers. This work is ongoing but there has been plenty of publicity in 
Defence correspondence for all. Brigadier Wayne Budd, our Head 
of Corps, also addressed us at the RSM Conference and made it 
clear the emphasis he places on retention. Digressing a little, it is 
important that all our soldiers understand the retention initiatives 
in place for them and that they understand how to access the many 
benefits Defence has available to them. Paid civil schooling, home 
purchase assistance, salary sacrificing and disability allowances are 
some of these. Get to know them. A presentation from Lieutenant 
Colonel Craig Jolly on the Modular Engineer Force (MEF) was also 
given. An article on the MEF was published in last year’s Australian 
Sapper magazine and Lieutenant Colonel Jolly has been tracking 
well with the timelines noted last year. Last year’s article explains 
the concept of the MEF and why we need to go down this path. 
Everything I have seen has the Corps looking smart as we move 
into the future with the MEF.

On the Queens Birthday Honours list it was tremendous to 
see sappers recognised for great achievement. Lieutenant Colonel 
Harry Jarvie was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross for com-
mand and leadership in action as the Commanding Officer of the 
Reconstruction Task Force Two in Afghanistan, Colonel Dave 

Luhrs the Conspicuous Service Cross for outstanding achievement 
as the Director of Personnel Capability - Army and it was very sat-
isfying to see Sapper Malcolm Stewart awarded the Conspicuous 
Service Medal for meritorious achievement as a tradesman and a 
trade mentor for the Army Aboriginal Community Assistance Pro-
gram Training Team. Often we do not do our soldiers justice by 
not making the time available to represent them for awards or we 
trivialise their achievement. Why should unit commanders have to 
chase up returns for recognition of unit members from their sub-
elements? Remember, this is part of man management and man 
management is critical to mission success. Too often the best words 
I have heard regarding our sappers have come from other Corps 
and it has me thinking we are forgetting the importance of what 
we have. Rank does not preclude our junior soldiers from receiving 
some of the higher awards and it would be refreshing to see more 
soldiers like Sapper Stewart being recognised.

Next year, the biennial event ‘Back to SME’ will be on again. 
This is always a great Corps celebration. This activity though does 
place a lot of pressure on the every day running of SME so I will be 
seeking assistance from many of you. Planning has already started 
and flyers are being sent out. I will be the main point of contact 
for this event. I will certainly draw on the corporate knowledge out 
there from those who have run this event before.

In closing, I wish to thank our RAE unit RSMs for their as-
sistance and ideas throughout this year. I also thank those soldiers 
and officers in RAE TT leaving this year on posting as they helped 
make 2008 for me a great year in the Corps. To those of you leav-
ing the Corps this year I also thank you for your service to us and 
include your families for the support they gave you whilst in the 
Army.

To all of the Corps, I wish you the best for the approaching fes-
tive season. To those on deployment, my thoughts are with all of 
you; it’s always difficult not being with friends and family at this 
time of the year so call me if there’s anything I can do. Let’s all 
together see what new adventures and genius the Corps has for us 
in 2009. We are the Engineers.

Emergency Response Trades – WO2 Ed Briskey
The previous two years have been a very turbulent time for the 

Army Emergency Responder (AER) trade and uncertainty still re-
mains as to where the trade will be positioned in the medium to 
long term. RAE TT is not aware of the intended format or unit 
type for employment of the AER trade in Land Command if it is 
removed from the Incident Response Regiment and Special Opera-
tions Command. What is certain is that the provision of Aircraft 
Rescue and Firefighting (ARFF) to Army Aviation remains a core 
task for the trade. In forums discussing the MEF other AER ca-
pabilities and equipment, particularly those relating to HAZMAT 
have been highlighted as essential to the provision of Chemical, 
Biological, Radiological and Nuclear capability by RAE.

The Memorandum of Agreement (MoA) with Royal Australian 
Air Force in regard to the joint training provided at RAAFSFS, the 
suite of Australian Defence Force Firefighter courses, is about to 
be reviewed and renewed. RAE TT hopes to progress several issues 
with the 2008 version of the MoA, including a Warrant Officer 
Class Two instructor position at the School. Also via the MoA, 
establishing a formal link between the Warrant Officer Class One 
Army Liaison Officer (ALO) and either CATC or SME so that 
provision of specialist courses such as the 40hr RAR, HAZMAT 2 
and Fire Investigation, currently assigned by PMKeyS to SME will 
be managed by the Warrant Officer Class One ALO.

The TMP for OER training has been completed by the RAE 
Training Development cell and once it is authorised by the Com-
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mandant CATC the problems associated with the delivery and 
recognition of OER training should be mostly resolved. To fur-
ther aid in this, and to maximise the efficiency, RAE TT will also 
be proposing that OER training be also delivered at RAAFSFS as 
a single service course.

The ECN141 ride is still in progress, please keep your seatbelts 
firmly fastened, secure wallets and valuables and don’t exit the car-
riage while it is in motion.

Multimedia Trades – WO2 Geoff Tyson
As of January 2008, the Multimedia Technician (MMT) trade 

has a new outsourced training institute delivering the Subject Four 
Corporal and Sergeant Courses for the next five years. TAFE New 
South Wales, Miller Campus, conducted the first of the amended 
courses, which were restructured inline with recommendations 
from the MMT Experienced panel 2007. TAFE is working closely 
with RAE TT to ensure the competencies contained within the 
Subject Four courses are relative to job requirement and current 
with civilian qualifications. Innovative and Business Skills Austra-
lia (IBSA) has recently changed the range of trade qualifications for 
multimedia to better encompass all the media trades. As a result, 
competencies of CUF07 Screen and Media training package are 
being reviewed and remapped for the MMT trade. Reviews of train-
ing packages usually occur once every five years and members will 
be kept informed of any implications to the qualifications currently 
held.

The PSYOPS modules of MMT Basic Course TMP have under-
gone a review and been amended to be aligned with extant training 
of the PSYOPS Operator Course. This alignment of training will 
negate the need for MMTs to attend the PSYOPS Operator Course, 
whilst ensuring consistency and currency of the proficiency.

The business case for the standardisation of MMT equipment 
is ongoing and presently awaiting funding through HQ TC-A. Un-
fortunately, the MMT equipment is low on the funding priorities 
for 2008 but RAE TT will ensure this need remains visible with 
TC-A.

Combat Engineering Trades – WO2 John Dash
The Combat and Driver stream are currently going through a 

trade review with the aim of combing the two streams together. The 
proposed appointment in July for the Combat Engineer/Driver 
trade to be reviewed by the DFRT has been delayed because of the 
GORPS to DFRT. GORPS has submitted our trade review along 
with their pay submission with the first hearing being conducted 
on 11 August 2008. It is unknown when determination ruling is 
going to happen but hopefully either November or December this 
year).

The review was conducted in two stages. The first stage involved 
reviewing the training continuum which started in December 2007 
with the revised Initial Employment Training (IET) courses start-
ing followed on by the Subject Four Corporal and Subject Four 
Warrant Offers courses which commenced in the first half of 2008. 
The new Subject Four Sergeant course is in its final draft and will 
be ready for delivery at SME in September 2008. The entire new 
training continuum will now go through evaluation including an 
external evaluation on all courses. Under this review, the Com-
bat Engineer IET and Subject Four courses will be revised to meet 
Corps requirements for the next five years.

The second stage of the review is the revised trade structure. 
This will mean the 16 current ECNs will be converted into 14 with 
seven new ECNs for General and High Readiness Reserves. The 
cell is currently writing the new Employment Category Standing 
Orders and the Implementation Plan for the Remuneration of the 
new Combat and Driver stream.

Construction Trades – WO2 Matt Daldry
Changes to the construction trades endorsed by the Austra-

lian Defence Force in 2007 were recently presented to the DFRT. 
Changes included increases in remuneration, minor adjustments 
to the Australian Regular Army trade structure and the creation 
of a High Readiness Reserve trade structure and a Army Reserve 
construction engineer trade structure that is not as lengthy as the 
Regular Army equivalent. The main element for this is the ability 
for the Army Reserve construction engineer to remain as a trades-
man and not progress to the supervisor or manager ECN but still 
attain higher ranks. To be eligible for High Readiness Reserve ser-
vice the Sapper is to have completed the full Regular Army training 
requirements. The outcomes of these changes are more available 
tradesmen via a variety of options for Reservists. 

A further spin-off from the DFRT decision will also be the re-
lease of the new MAE in 2009. 2008 will also see the reactiva-
tion of the Works Manager Course. The course is aimed at senior 
Warrant Officer Class Two prior to posting as a Works Manager 
and is based around furthering their project management skills. 
Finally, the transfer of the TMP for Off-road forklifts and cranes 
from CATC to Army Logistics Training Centre is progressing well 
for completion in 2009.

Geomatic Trades – WO2 Mick Carroll
The Technician Geomatic trade has reached the crossroads for 

its future growth and direction. The trade is small and yet heavily 
demanded by all levels of command, particularly in the operational 
environment. Many in the trade have seen multiple operational de-
ployments which is testament to the level of specialised geospatial 
support being provided in the modern battle space. The trade has 
reached critical mass in that it is becoming increasingly difficult to 
maintain the throughput of technicians in order to meet the grow-
ing separations across all ranks and, at the same time, grow to the 
level of Army’s expectations.

RAE TT has been heavily involved in its Technician Geomatic 
GORPS submission over the majority of 2008. It is expected that 
the submission will be successful in recognising the remuneration 
of its technicians.

The trade has recently completed its Occupational Analysis 
(OA) as part of the trade review process. The final report by DSP-
PR and subsequent review is expected to be completed by the end 
of October 2008. The OA has identified concerns for the trade’s 
future growth that will be required to be addressed in order for the 
trade to remain sustainable. It is expected that the trade will pres-
ent its case to ECRC/APWG early 2009.

RAE TT has developed an advertising campaign as a means to 
increase its manning. The advertising campaign comprises a colour 
tri-fold brochure and poster, sent out across Army to attract pos-
sible members. A road show displaying the trades capabilities is 
expected to be conducted early 2009 that will launch a trade DVD 
to be produced by Technology Training Centre.

The trade will present to AHQ and TC-A its concerns for 
the trades sustainability. It is envisaged that both commands will 
support and provide a measurable means to increase the trade’s 
recruitment profile. The Technician Geomatic trade is a unique 
capability, especially its people. The dedication of its members and 
Army’s support will ensure its future.

RAE Training Development - Captain Jim Popovski, Sergeant 
Gerald Woods, Sergeant Tony Purton, Warrant Officer Class One 
Frank Dunk and Warrant Officer Class One Stephen Ellis

This year, the RAE Training and Development cell has contin-
ued to provide new and revised TMPs covering the entire suite of 
engineer courses. Some of the new courses include the entire suite 
of Work Diver TMPs, a number of construction trade related TMPs 
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and the new Subject Four Sergeant. Work has also commenced on 
the review of the RAE Regimental Officer Basic Course. This proj-
ect, when completed in late 2008, will serve to recognise the great 
work that Lieutenant Colonel Dave Rye and his team at SME have 
been doing over the last few years.

The greatest success the cell has achieved this year has been 
streamlining the lines of communication between the cell and the 
guys who use the TMPs, be they at SME or in any of the units that 
deliver the training. It is the feedback that we receive that puts us 

in a position to develop relevant and effective training for RAE sol-
diers and officers alike so that they can successfully deploy on op-
erations. We are always happy to listen to the guys at the coalface, 
so if you think something can be done better let us know and we 
will do our best to make it happen.

Again, thank you to everybody who has provided subject matter 
expertise or just another perspective on how things can be done 
better.

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN ENGINEERS CORPS HISTORY

BOOK SALE

FOUR VOLUME SET FOR $100
NORMALLY PRICED AT $182 FOR THE SET

AVAILABLE FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY
FROM 1 DECEMBER 2008 TO 1 JUNE 2009

AVAILABLE FROM

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN ENGINEERS
CORPS SHOP

STEELE BARRACKS, MOOREBANK AVENUE, MOOREBANK NSW 2170
TEL: 02 8782 4584    FAX: 02 8782 1721    EMAIL: rae.corpsshop@defence.gov.au

TRADING HOURS FOR PERSONAL SHOPPERS:
MONDAY & WEDNESDAY 1230 to 1330   THURSDAY FROM 1230 to 1430

VISA, MASTERCARD, BANKCARD, CHEQUES & MONEY ORDERS (MADE PAYABLE TO THE RAE CORPS SHOP) ACCEPTED

THE SHOP WILL BE CLOSED BETWEEN 15 DECEMBER 2008 TO 19 JANUARY 2009
BUT WILL CONTINUE TO RECEIVE EMAIL, FAX AND MAIL ORDERS
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A small but vital element of the Reconstruction Task Force 
(RTF) is the Engineer Works Section. The role of the 
Works Section is to deliver major reconstruction effects 

through the engagement of local contractors to deliver medium 
to large-scale, permanent infrastructure within Uruzgan Province. 
The eight sappers within the works section form a completely 
self-sufficient Project Management Team, which engages multiple 
contractors to deliver large-scale, permanent infrastructure projects 
simultaneously at multiple locations. The team was drawn from 
3rd Combat Engineer Regiment, 19th Chief Engineer Works and 
Combined Arms Training Centre and consisted of two project en-
gineers; four works supervisors, covering off on each of the main 
construction trades; a surveyor and a draftsman.

The nature and scope of the main projects being delivered is 
such that they span a number of rotations, with some of the proj-
ects that were completed during the RTF-3 tour being incepted 
during RTF-1’s rotation. Indeed, the works that were commenced 
during RTF-3 rotation will continue well into RTF-4 and Mentor-
ing Reconstruction Task Force One (MRTF-1). The combined bud-
get for these projects was in excess of US$6 million. The works on 
the numerous projects have progressed significantly, although the 
majority of the focus during the harsh winter concentrated on the 
design and procurement phases, setting the conditions for the bulk 
of construction to occur during the warmer months of the year.

Construction has commenced on a purpose-built US$1.4 mil-
lion provincial health training centre which will provide professional 
health training for all health care providers within Uruzgan Province. 
The centre will consist of a number of buildings, including a large 
two-storey HQ building. Construction of phase two of the Tarin 
Kowt Hospital redevelopment is well underway and will include the 
provision of a blood bank, mortuary, family accommodation build-
ing, dining hall, ablution blocks and associated services.

A complete redevelopment is underway at the Tarin Kowt 
Boys Primary School following the construction of a 400-metre 
compound wall. Following the preparation of detailed designs a 
US$1.7 million contract has been signed for the construction of a 
35-room classroom building, ablution block, administration build-
ing, storage and associated services. The redevelopment of the 
Tarin Kowt Boys High School includes the construction of a book 
store and guard house, with a complete redevelopment of the main 
classrooms and ablutions planned for future construction.

The construction of permanent infrastructure is not the only out-
put of the Works Section. Through the interaction with the contrac-
tors there has been an increase in skills and quality within the local 
construction industry. The contractors enjoy the interaction and ap-
preciate the time spent mentoring them on construction techniques 
and materials that we use in Australia. The ingenious construction 
techniques used by the locals and the results achieved, considering 
the rudimentary local construction methods, are surprising.

Another significant spin-off from the construction is the stimu-
lation of the local economy. RTF contracts stipulate a minimum of 
80 per cent local labour, resulting in local ownership of the proj-
ects. An increased number of local ‘apprentices’ working with the 
skilled labour force on the various projects has also been observed. 
This has resulted in an increase in the creation of, and subsequent 
employment of, skilled labour from within the community.

In addition to the eight sappers the team consists of two inter-
preters. The interpreters have been the longest serving members of 
the RTF and have with the RTF since RTF-1 arrived in Tarin Kowt. 
Both are American citizens who were born in Afghanistan and as 
children experienced the war with the Russians in the early 1980s. 
Both Ben and Fred (not their real names) are the most generous 
and likeable characters you could come across. To experience Af-
ghan hospitality in Tarin Kowt would normally be a very dangerous 
task but through Ben and Fred our members serving with the RTF 
have enjoyed parties with marinated kebabs cooked to perfection 
over hot coals (liberated from the Dutch kitchen), fresh salads, fla-
voured rice, the famous Afghan Naan bread and, of course, plenty 
of near-beers and ‘man dancing’ (only for the brave or foolhardy). 
This interaction has served to improve our understanding of the 
Afghan people and culture.

Not all the great experiences with the Afghan people have been 
confined to Kamp Holland. The Works Section has had the very 
good fortune of interacting with the local contractors who have 
been engaged to construct the numerous projects in Tarin Kowt 
and the surrounding area. These men risk their lives to work with 
the coalition forces to build better schools, health facilities and oth-
er necessary infrastructure within the province. Through their own 
hospitality they have regularly provided light meals and refresh-
ments during the Works Section’s inspections of the worksites.

The permanent infrastructure which has been designed by RTF 
Engineers and is being built by the people of Uruzgan Province will 
be the enduring legacy of the Australian deployment to Afghanistan. 
The construction of these health, education, security and civil infra-
structure projects will significantly improve the quality of life and 
education opportunities for the population. There have been signifi-
cant works undertaken and completed in the past 18 months; how-
ever, there is much more work still to be done before the Australian 
deployment can withdraw content in the knowledge that the people 
of Uruzgan enjoy the quality of life that they deserve.

CAPT PETER CRUNKHORN
Project Engineer, Reconstruction Task Force Three

REBUILDING AFGHANISTAN
18 Months Forward

Construction of a headquater building at the AHDS training Centre.
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A significant challenge for the Reconstruction Task Force 
Three (RTF-3) was to develop Combat Team (CT) struc-
tures which would allow their tour to exploit the condi-

tions established in Uruzgan Province by the operations of the two 
preceding RTF rotations. The accepted traditional format of the 
combined arms team is a combat structure commanded by an in-
fantry or armour centric HQ. The concept of an engineer squadron 
based CT is little explored through the All Corps Officer Training 
Continuum and is not practiced in any significant capacity outside 
the 1st Brigade setting.

In anticipation of the complexity of operations to be encoun-
tered during the RTF-3 rotation, the concept of a CT based on an 
engineer support squadron was developed allowing RTF-3 to oper-
ate a dual CT structure. Each CT was based on the existing sub-
unit HQ enhanced by the critical enablers required for operations 
in the Afghan threat environment. The development of CT Spear 
(infantry rifle company based ‘heavy’ CT) and CT Hammer (engi-
neer support squadron based ‘light’ CT) was designed to provide 
an additional degree of flexibility in the conduct of RTF opera-
tions. The key to this would be the structure of the CT HQ. While 
force elements were task organised dependant on mission, the HQ 
structure containing all necessary Battlespace Operating Systems 
(BOS) specialists remained extant providing the continuity for ef-
fective planning and execution of assigned tasks in a high-tempo 
environment.

The use of the two CT model gave additional flexibility to RTF-
3 operations in the delivery of protected reconstruction in the prov-
ince. The structures also reduced an excessive span of command on 
the Infantry Officer Commanding (OC), essential for more com-
plex security requirements in support of larger construction tasks. 
This model was used to good effect on Operation Shar Markaz and 
Operation Ghat Rud where the engineer heavy CT Hammer was 
responsible for construction and intimate site security, allowing 
CT Spear to conduct security in depth and disruption operations 
in the remainder of the Tactical Area of Responsibility (TAOR).

The dual CT structure also provided significant flexibility dur-
ing the Relief out of Country Leave (ROCL) period. Though a 
useful respite for personnel on high-tempo operations, ROCL has 
a significant impact on capability. During this period the flexibility 
of the two CT structure of RTF-3 allowed the OC and enablers 
from CT Hammer to augment CT Spear for security operations 
in the Chora Valley on OP Toshak. In order to maintain security 
conditions for the RTF managed, locally delivered construction of 
an Afghan National Army Forward Operation base (FOB), RTF 
FE assumed control of a significant TAOR centred on the Chora 
District Centre. For the conduct of this security operation OC CT 
Hammer commanded a manoeuvre centric CT comprising cavalry 
and infantry elements.

The challenges of working in a coalition environment with 
both indigenous and contributing national representation were 
highlighted on Operation Toshak. When conducting missions in 
a coalition environment, the CT HQ needs to be enhanced with 
elements from nations represented in the operating area. In addi-
tion to the habitual Netherlands Liaison Officer (LO) to assist in 
the coordination and deconfliction of Dutch operations around 
the Australian TAOR, there were a number of critical enablers pro-

vided by Task Force–Uruzgan (TF-U) for the conduct of this opera-
tion. These included an Air Mobile Medical Team, Operational 
Mentoring and Liaison Team (OMLT), Signallers, Psyops and a 
Provincial Reconstruction Team Mission Team (PRT MT).

These attachments, while a significant asset in the conduct of 
security operations in the TAOR, added an additional degree of 
complexity to CT missions. On all coalition operations each nation 
will have different capabilities and procedures at the tactical level 
and maintain different national objectives and work to different 
national caveats at the operational and strategic levels. The Neth-
erlands LO provided the critical link for the CT HQ to effectively 
determine capability and requirements of attached elements and 
subsequently utilise these capabilities to best effect on missions.

This combined organisation provided significant flexibility 
in the conduct of security operations within the Chora district, 
providing both kinetic and non-kinetic lines of operation. The 
practice of dominating the area with patrols was further enhanced 
by the RTF infantry platoon working closely with the OMLT and 
Afghan National Army (ANA) conducting dismounted green zone 
patrolling. The use of ANA provided not only a good indication 
of changing local atmospherics but also provided an Afghan face 
to CT operations. This demonstrated to the locals the partnership 
between coalition forces and the Afghan National Security Forces 
and enhanced Government of Afghanistan legitimacy in the dis-
trict. Mounted and dismounted infantry patrols supported by cav-
alry elements provided significant capability in both an offensive 
and deterrent role.

In addition to kinetic effects, the CT also provided community 
liaison and development through the facilitation of local engage-
ment in village centres within the TAOR. Critical to the success of 
this engagement was the partnering of engagement objectives with 
the facilitation of PRT visits and inspections for local infrastruc-
ture development. The conduct of medical clinics in these outlying 
areas also provided much needed assistance to the local population 
and was an invaluable asset in human intelligence collection. The 
interaction and relationships developed with local leaders and the 
community was critical in the successful security presence achieved 
in the district. The CT also facilitated the work of the US Police 
Mentoring Team, enhancing local policing capability and provid-
ing a valuable link between the CT and Afghan National Police 
activities.

The concept of an Engineer lead CT has been demonstrated 
to be achievable in the conduct of modern operations with both 
engineer and manoeuvre centric organisations. The critical aspect 
of engineer lead combat teams is the requirement for a well struc-
tured HQ incorporating all required enablers, BOS specialists and 
coalition partner elements. This robust HQ structure allows for 
dynamic CT organisation based on mission requirements. The use 
of the engineer squadron as a basis for CT HQ provided an ad-
ditional degree of flexibility to the Task Force Commander in the 
continued reconstruction mission in Uruzgan Province. 

MAJ JOHN DAUNT
Officer Commanding, Engineer Task Group, Reconstruction 
Task Force Three

COMBAT TEAM HAMMER
A Discussion On Engineer-Led Combat Team Structures
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WHY SHOULD YOU SUBSCRIBE?
Subscriptions to the Royal Australian Engineers 
Corps Fund provides an income that allows the 
Corps to care for our heritage and to foster esprit 
de corps.

WHAT DO YOU GET OUT OF IT?
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example, the Corps Fund has provided fi nancial 
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WHAT DOES IT COST?
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$1 per fortnight for ARA sappers to corporal
$30 per annum for GRes offi cers
$20 per annum for GRes ORs
$30 per annum for ex-serving offi cers
$20 per annum for ex-serving ORs
A donation for ex-serving associations

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN ENGINEE
HOW DO YOU SUBSCRIBE?
Serving ARA personnel can subscribe through 
a pay allotment by completing an AD577 form 
(Defence Employee Pay Allotment Authorisation).

Corps Fund account details:
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GRes and ex-serving personnel can subscribe 
through an electronic funds transfer to the 
account (details above).
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Barracks, Moorebank Ave, Moorebank NSW 2170
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WANT MORE DETAILS?
For further information contact SO2 Head of Corps on:
Tel: 02 8782 5402
Email: stuart.pemberton@defence.gov.au

Your Corps Fund subscription will ensure that the 
Royal Australian Engineers can continue to acquire, 
preserve and display our heritage while fostering 
esprit de corps.

SUBSCRIBER BONUS
New Corps Fund subscribers will receive 
a unique pen inscribed with their 
name. After twenty years of continuous 
subscriptions, members receive a display 
box containing a collection of Corps 
badges. After thirty years of continuous 
subscriptions, members are presented 
with a substantial gift that includes an 
engraved record of their military service.
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In August 2007, Headquarters International Security Assistance 
Force (HQ ISAF) in Kabul determined that the Afghan Na-
tional Army (ANA) needed to expand its presence in the Chora 

region, some 30 kilometres north-east of Tarin Kowt. Operation 
Spin Ghar in October and November 2007 was very successful in 
reducing Taliban pressure on Chora and, after much analysis, Re-
construction Task Force Three (RTF-3) determined that the most 
suitable location to build the ANA a new Forward Operating Base 
(FOB) would be on the site of their current base, one kilometre 
south-west of Chora town. The selected course of action would in-
volve engaging local Afghan contractors to build the FOB with lo-
cal materials to local standards – an Afghan solution to an Afghan 
problem. From this the FOB Chora Project Management Team, or 
FMT, was born.

RTF-3 did not deploy to Afghanistan with an FMT so it had 
to be carved out of all areas of the RTF and was always destined 
to have ‘dynamic’ manning. Initial personnel included an officer 
commanding, a project manager, a carpenter, a signaller, and a 
Bushmaster crew. Throughout the three and half months of FMT 
operations in Chora, most of the Construction Troop tradesmen, 
six signallers and several Infantry Mobility Vehicle crews rotated 
through Chora — throughout the worst of the Uruzgan winter. 
Perhaps the most important member of the team was the inter-
preter. An Afghan-trained architect, he was spotted working for 
the Dutch as an interpreter and ‘head-hunted’ into the RTF. He 
was extremely proficient in Pashtu, Dari and English; however, his 
greatest strength was the assistance he provided in the design and 
drafting of all construction drawings for the projects. His familiar-
ity with Afghan construction methods and materials and his ‘con-
struction’ vocabulary in three languages proved invaluable in daily 
dealings with contractors, most of who were illiterate and had no 
real construction experience.

The development of the FOB involved the construction of 25 
accommodation and general-purpose buildings, several hundred 
meters of block wall, seven kit-form containerised ablution build-
ings, and the roll-out of electrical and plumbing services to enable 
250 ANA and 10 Dutch supporting soldiers to live and fight from 
the base.

The decision to use local labour would alleviate the require-
ment for RTF-3 to provide a large construction work force for an 
extended period, thus allowing the Task Force Uruzgan’s only pro-
tected reconstruction capability the flexibility to operate wherever 
operational needs required, rather than be tied to one project only. 
The employment of a large local workforce and the subsequent 
influx of money was also identified as a method to energise the 
Chora micro-economy, offering a realistic alternative to the Insur-
gency. It was acknowledged that RTF-3 would be required to com-

mit specialist construction personnel and equipment to the project 
at key times in order to conduct tasks beyond the abilities of local 
contractors and also to expedite progress when required.

The FMT developed designs on existing buildings that had pre-
viously been constructed in Chora. This was the first and most 
obvious deviation from the model used traditionally by the RTF 
Works Cell. The Works Cell was primarily involved in the delivery 
of large-scale, high-quality projects using experienced contractors 
and building as close as possible to Australian Standards. These 
were generally projects that required structures with a lifespan of 
more than 25 years and construction of which was not considered 
time-critical. The Chora FOB had a projected lifespan of three to 
five years and needed to be constructed in just over three months. 
The designs developed by the FMT were based on two simple build-
ing types; one for accommodation and one as a general-purpose 
building suitable for storage, accommodation or specialist func-
tions such as an aid post. Standard designs would ensure simplicity 
for contractors, with the ability for the FMT to show subsequent 
contractors completed and partially completed similar buildings to 
demonstrate construction methods and finishes required. One-off 
building such as the kitchen and armoury were just modifications 
of the standard general-purpose design.

Locally constructed buildings were delivered through a simpli-
fied process designed to align with the capabilities of local con-
tractors. Potential contractors were informed of the release of a 
Request for Quotation (RFQ) for a new building through local 
leaders with three-days notice. At the release, the drawings and 
details of the new project were released to an average of 35 contrac-
tors. RFQs were generally released at the FOB in order to show the 
contractors the actual ground they would be required to work on. 
A quotation proforma was developed in Pashtu to enable contrac-
tors to submit their quotes. The proforma required the contractors 
to list construction resources by quantity and price and to include 
other important information such as projected constructions time, 
previous experience and personal details. Contractors were given 
three days to compile their quote and submit it to the FMT. De-
tails were then translated and entered into a spreadsheet where 
quotes could be compared and evaluated. The criterion for evalu-
ation was price, construction time and experience; however, the 
FMT also considered tribal and power group membership to en-
sure the maintenance of site harmony. After the identification of 
the preferred contractor, a meeting was conducted to confirm the 
contractor’s ability to construct the building in the time stated and 
for the price quoted. The successful contractor was engaged using 
the Defence Short Form Facilities Contract (SFFC). The majority 
of contractors had no concept of what a contract stood for and 
although the major points were clearly explained to them prior to 

CONSTRUCTION OF 
FORWARD OPERATING BASE LOCKE USING

The Afghan Hand
THE EVOLVED RTF-3 MANAGED-DELIVERED MODEL
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signing, contractors were at the mercy of FMT’s honesty to act on 
the terms and conditions of the contract.

One major area identified as being beyond the capacity of local 
contractors was bulk earthworks. Local contractors lacked plant 
equipment and all levelling and preparatory works would have to 
be conducted by hand, taking weeks if not months. RTF deployed 
an advance element to Chora to conduct these earthworks to take 
some pressure off of the ambitious timeline.

The FMT found that it was necessary to spend the majority of 
each day on site to ensure the buildings were being constructed 
to specifications. Contractors were generally not qualified build-
ers but ‘entrepreneurs’ who employed a mason or foreman to run 
the task with labourers providing the work effort. FMT generally 

set-out all projects for contractors as their ability to interpret de-
sign drawings was limited. Once the contractors could visualise the 
building from the set-out they generally had no further problems 
with dimensioning. On the rare occasions when the FMT was not 
able to conduct a site visit it was often discovered the following 
day that many contractors had made very rapid progress but had 
also taken shortcuts that required rectification. Contractors were 
generally responsive to mentoring, and were not greatly offended 
when required to demolish and rebuild sections of sub-standard 
workmanship. FMT also played a significant part in dispute resolu-
tion between contractors, ANA and the Dutch, who often come 
in conflict regarding site access and security matters. The daily 
site visits were the most important facet of FMT operations, and 
proved critical in maintaining construction standards and keeping 
contractors on project timelines.

Payment for the works was generally organised into four 25 per 
cent payments. These were linked to tangible milestones, for ex-
ample, footings 25 per cent, walls 50 per cent, roof 75 per cent, 
and all works 100 per cent. This proved very effective as it was easily 
understood and measured as well as being slightly in favour of the 
contractor. The first two levels were generally achieved before the 
corresponding time milestone and usually involved cheaper materi-
als. This allowed contractors to receive a significant payment prior 
to commencing the more expensive parts of the project, namely 
steel roof work and labour intensive rendering and finishing. A 2.5 
per cent cash bonus for early completion proved to be very effec-
tive as was a liquidated damages compensation clause. This allowed 
FMT to place time pressure on contractors to ensure overall project 
timelines were met. The winter of 2007/2008 was extremely bit-
ter in Chora with snowfalls from late December through to early 
February and regular sub-zero daytime temperatures with overnight 
lows from –5 to –15 degrees Celsius. Motivating the contractors 
was very difficult during these periods, so being on site and leading 
by example, with the promise of a bonus or the threat of late com-
pletion compensation, were the only tools available to the FMT.

The FOB was completed on 27 March 2008 and officially 
opened by Commander JTF633 and handed over to the ANA by 
ISAF Commander Regional Command (South). It was dedicated 
‘FOB Locke’ in memory of Sergeant Matthew Locke of Task Force 
66 who was killed in action during Operation Spin Ghar in Octo-
ber 2007 not far from the FOB that now bears his name.

The construction of FOB Locke was an expedient solution to 
increasing ANA infrastructure in the Chora region. The use of 
predominantly local labour provided a timely influx of cash into 
the local economy, with mass employment generating a measure 
of force protection to allow the project to be completed within the 
ambitious timeline proposed. By adapting the managed construc-
tion model, used so successfully by the RTF Works Cell for major 
projects, into a ‘high speed’ version suited to semi-skilled contrac-
tors and labourers, the FMT was able to rapidly involve the local 
community in the project. Maintaining the ‘Afghan Face’ through 
ISAF sponsored reconstruction is important but using the ‘Afghan 
Hand’ ensures that the wider effects of projects resonate through-
out the local community.

MAJ PAUL FOURA
Officer Commanding, Forward Operating Base Management 
Team, Reconstruction Task Force Three

Top: RFQ release to prospective contractors.
Middle: Local contractors working through the winter.
Left: Locals assist in the installation of services.
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The Reconstruction Task Force Trade Training School was 
established and courses were running by the time Recon-
struction Task Force Three arrived in Tarin Kowt, Afghani-

stan. The previous two Reconstruction Task Force rotations of 
Australian Army tradesmen had done an excellent job getting the 
School up and running while at the same time passing on their 
trade knowledge to local Afghani men, some of whom are now 
instructors at the School.

Our mission at the School was very different to most of our 
fellow soldiers that we deployed to Afghanistan with. Our mission 
was to impart our trade knowledge onto the local community so 
that these men could assist in the reconstruction of their country.

When we first arrived at the School and met the local nationals 
who are employed as instructors I was impressed by some of the 
carpentry skills that a few of these guys had. There are nine local 
men that work at the Trade Training School: Najeebullah (Inter-
preter); Najeeb Ullah (Senior Instructor); Ramatullah; Jumaghul; 
Musa; Dawood (Instructors); Muladad; Bacha (Trainee Instructors) 
and Amel Jan (On the Job Trainee). There are five Australians at 
the School: Warrant Officer Class Two Martin Thompson (OIC); 
Sappers Beau Johnson Joshua Fuller, Daniel Bauer; and myself 
(2IC/Senior Trade Instructor). We formed a very enjoyable work-
ing relationship over the last seven months and shared many new 
experiences, especially when the snow started falling. Building 
extensions and modifying the layout of the School have provided 
great training opportunities in different construction trades for the 
local national instructors and students from the local community. 
They have been responsible for all of the hard work that has gone 

into improving the aesthetics of the Trade Training School as each 
job was incorporated into a training package so that the students 
gained practical experience. During our daily interaction with the 
locals I have experienced the generous, caring side of the Afghan 
culture and I have tried to learn something about their religion.

A significant step forward for the Trade Training School was 
the deployment of a mobile team into the Dorufshan region as 
part of Operation Shar Markaz during March 2008. Sapper John-
son and myself, together with four local instructors, loaded up 
a shipping container and a couple of Mack dump trucks with 
materials and tools required for basic carpentry and block mak-
ing and laying courses and deployed to Patrol Base Worsley with 
the intention of helping the people in that area. During our time 
there, we taught some Afghan National Army soldiers basic car-
pentry skills and they built school desks, tables and seats for the 
local area. We established the deployed Trade Training School in 
a prominent position to the front of Patrol Base Worsley and in 
full view of the surrounding community. Many locals showed an 
interest in what we were doing and asked many questions as they 
passed by. Concerns by the local population about security in the 
area restricted them from attending any courses but the idea of 
taking the School to the people and those who can not get to the 
School in Tarin Kowt is an approach that I hope is continued and 
developed in the future.

 
LCPL LUKE ‘SPIKE’ MILLIGAN
Second-in-Command, Trade Training Section, Reconstruction 
Task Force Three

TRADE TRAINING SCHOOL
Led by a Sapper

Instructors and trainees of the Reconstruction Task Force Trade Training School
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When we use the words nation building, we automatically 
think of the physical construction of buildings, roads 
and supporting infrastructure. What may not be con-

sidered as widely as the physical construction is the reconstruction 
of the local population’s belief in the elected government and the 
development of that government’s agencies to a point where for-
eign assistance is no longer required. Training Afghans is not a new 
concept within the Royal Australian Engineers, de-mining teams 
trained local populations in the 90s. The aim of Reconstruction 
Task Force Afghan National Army Training was to train as many 
of the local Kandak’s (Battalion’s) engineers as possible and allow 
them to assist with the physical reconstruction being conducted 
within Uruzgan province. A number of different models have been 
trialled with varying degrees of success in each case. The focus of 
this article deals with the construct used by the third contingent of 
the Reconstruction Task Force (RTF-3).

The aim of the RTF-3 training was to integrate the Afghan 
National Army (ANA) soldiers with the Australian troops. The 
training was aimed at developing a small number of soldiers to a 
higher level of engineering skill. There was also a heavy emphasis 
on mentoring and developing the command structure of the sec-
tion selected for training.

The concept was to refine and improve the ANA skills whilst 
working with the Australian troops and eventually have them 
return to their Kandak and teach the remainder of the engineer 
company. With half of the ANA section speaking Dari and the 
remainder speaking Pashtu, communication was always going to 
be the greatest hurdle to over come. When you then throw some 
Australian English into the mix, things can get quite confusing. 
Effective use of interpreters and some hand signals that are univer-
sally accepted helped to breach the language barrier.

Another of the challenges that had to be overcome was the dif-
ferences in work ethic between the Australian and Afghan Armies. 
The bulk of the Afghan soldiers practice the Muslim religion. This 
meant that they stopped work to pray five times a day. These prayer 
sessions were, as a rule, always after mealtimes and greatly reduced 
the time available each day for construction work.

Easily the third largest issue was the ANA belief that “Allah 
will provide”. In essence, the Afghan soldiers are not concerned 
with stores control or security of their personal equipment. If they 
lose anything, “Allah will provide”. Trying to explain to them that, 
in fact, the Regimental Quartermaster was the one who supplied 
the equipment and that he would not be particularly happy with 
troops who lost their kit was difficult to get through to many of the 
ANA trainees.

February 2008, the first deployment of the ANA engineers de-
ployed for ten days in support of RTF3 where they assist with the 
construction of Patrol Base Worsley. Despite the initial scepticism 
from some of the Australians regarding the abilities of the ANA, 

the tradesmen and combat engineers who worked with the ANA 
were quick to realise they were keen to learn and more than happy 
to work with the Australians. During this period, friendships were 
formed as engineers from both countries fought to overcome a very 
large language barrier. The ANA assisted with almost all facets of 
Patrol Base Worsley’s construction. Perimeter fencing, expedient 
protective walls, strong points, roofing and drainage were some of 
the tasks that they assisted the Australian troops in constructing. 
They also assisted with controlling the movement of vehicle traffic 
around the patrol base and by doing so established their presence 
in the area.

In March 2008, the second deployment of the ANA section 
took place and again deployed to Patrol Base Worsley. During this 
deployment they supported the combat engineers in conducting 
road repair tasks. The friendships that were established in Febru-
ary were quickly re-established as the ANA section again integrated 
with the Australians. Not only were the ANA section members 
keen to assist with culvert construction and road repair, they were 
also active in providing security to the work site by controlling the 
movement of local civilians. Again, they established their presence 
and began to promote the reconstruction effort in a positive light 
to the local population.

The ANA presence provided the RTF with some additional ad-
vantages. Having the ANA working with the Australians provided 
an Afghan face to the tasks that we were conducting. They were able 
to assist the engineers by providing advice on how to avoid issues 
created by crossing cultural sensitivities. The presence of the ANA 
would, at times, peak the curiosity of the local civilian population 
and assisted with key leadership engagement. The ANA were adept 
at reading the atmospherics of the local population. They were able 
to inform us if something was not right in an area or given situa-
tion. By providing us with this information they improved the force 
protection of units deployed outside the wire and improved the 
situational awareness of the troops on the ground, particularly in 
areas where the Combat Teams had not operated previously.

Conducting the ANA training and having the ANA integrated 
with the Australian troops assisted RTF-3 to achieve its mission in 
the Uruzgan province. ANA training produced two outcomes — 
additional manpower and force protection. This was a large gain 
for little input. Less obvious; however, was the effect on the local 
population seeing the ANA working on large-scale construction 
tasks. Rebuilding the trust of the Afghan people in their Army is 
a task that will take time, patience and commitment and is vital 
for when the coalition forces withdraws and leaves the country to 
look after itself.

WO2 MARTIN THOMPSON
Trade Training Section, Reconstruction Task Force Three

AFGHAN NATIONAL ARMY 
TRAINING

One Task - Two Outcomes



An effective combined arms team is essential in the conduct 
of contemporary operations. While this has long been rec-
ognised in Australian Defence Force (ADF) operations, 

the construction focus of the Reconstruction Task Force (RTF) and 
the threat environment in Afghanistan placed greater emphasis on 
the need for effective engineer involvement in the planning and 
conduct of Combat Team  (CT) missions. While command and 
control and engineer support aspects are developed and practiced 
through habitual support relationships between combat engineer 
squadrons and infantry battalions, this rarely incorporates the id-
iosyncrasies of security to construction tasks in a high threat envi-
ronment.

Given the nature of RTF missions, the remediation of this 
shortfall was the permanent allocation of an engineer captain to 
the infantry company based CT HQ (CT Spear) in the position of 
CT Engineer. The purpose of this imbed was to establish a perma-
nent relationship between the security element and the engineer 
effort of the Task Force. This relationship provided significant ca-
pability to the CT in both engineer and arms-corps functionality, 

essential in the conduct of RTF operations.
The role of the CT Engineer was to provide specialist engineer 

advice to the CT Commander across the spectrum of engineer 
capability, with particular emphasis on mobility and survivability. 
The operational environment in Uruzgan Province placed a level 
of importance on mobility support unseen in recent ADF deploy-
ments with search and clearance tasks essential to all operations. 

COMBAT TEAM ENGINEER
The RTF-3 Experience

Right: Site Setout.
Below: Patrol Base Worsley under construction.
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The need for the CT Engineer to work closely with the CT Com-
mander in providing advice during planning was essential in devel-
oping realistic and effective operational plans.

In addition to the provision of engineer advice the CT Engi-
neer played a critical role as a Combat Team planner and staff of-
ficer. While supervision of construction remained an essential task 
for the CT Engineer, there was also a need to be involved in battle 
tracking and future planning, especially where Combat Engineer 
assets were involved. The CT Engineer played a significant role in 
the conduct of post H-hour planning and mission execution. His 
employment in this role also provided the Officer Commanding 
CT Spear with additional flexibility in the use and deployment of 
his HQ element.

Operation Spin Ghar was the first operation for RTF-3 and 
provided significant validation for the CT Engineer concept. Dur-
ing this operation CT Spear deployed further than any previous 

Above: Combat engineers conducting route improvements.
Left: AFV scrape.

RTF element and constructed three Afghan National Police Check 
Points in the Chora region. Once on site, the CT Engineer was 
responsible for the construction of the Check Points, allowing the 
CT Commander to focus on the security requirements of the force, 
a task made more complex by significant coalition movement 
through the area. The presence of the CT Engineer in the CT HQ 
was also essential in planning for ongoing clearance and security 
tasks involving Combat Engineers.

The CT Engineer procedures confirmed on Operation Spin 
Ghar would continue to be refined over subsequent operations. 
Operation Ghat Rud, the construction of an Afghan National 
Army patrol base in Baluchi, and Operation Shar Markaz, the con-
struction of a patrol base in the Dorafshan, were successful both in 
planning and execution. The success was a result, in a considerable 
part, of the involvement of the CT Engineer providing engineer 
advice and acting in the planning and battle tracking role in the 
field. The contribution of the CT Engineer in this latter capacity 
was highlighted in the CT Spear response to contact during Opera-
tion Shar Markaz.

The addition of an engineer to a CT HQ has proven to be a 
valuable asset in enhancing the capability of the combined arms 
team. The addition of an engineer staff officer should be consid-
ered, and is highly recommended, for all combined arms opera-
tions involving the employment of engineer assets and has proven 
essential in a reconstruction focussed, high threat environment.

CAPT KEN GOLDER
Combat Team Engineer/S1, Reconstruction Task Force Three
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As all who have experienced a deployment to Afghanistan 
will attest, the Improvised Explosive Device (IED) is always 
very high on the threat list once a unit leaves the relative 

safety of their Forward Operating Base (FOB). Combined arms 
teams must be sufficiently prepared to counter this constant threat 
if a mission is to succeed. Sappers have always had the reputation 
of being able to change quickly to a new challenge. Combat En-
gineers deployed as part of the Reconstruction Task Force Three 
(RTF-3) found that the ability to adapt quickly to changes in Tali-
ban IED Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs) was essential. 
This article attempts to highlight some of the methods used by the 
Engineer Task Group to counter this ever present threat.

Situational Awareness (SA) is key to the development of a 
sound set of Counter-IED (CIED) TTPs. All members of the unit, 
be they engineer, infantry or cavalry, must be able to identify what 
is normal, or more importantly what is abnormal, for the area in 
which they are operating. This is best achieved through time spent 
in an area to assimilate with the locals and learn the normal pat-
terns of life. It can be done to a limited degree through thorough 
hand overs during relief in place. Sappers can also gain SA on the 
IED threat by slowing their drills down whilst increasing security 
around the task site. The use of high-tech Intelligence, Surveillance 
and Reconnaissance (ISR) assets also assists commanders but it is 
more often than not the soldier on the ground who says, “That 
looks a bit weird”, and saves the day. Every soldier on the task must 
act as an IED detector. There are no passengers in convoys; every-
one must be looking for the indicators that IEDs are about.

Intelligence on the enemy is vital if the search team is to adjust 
to the real threat it faces. Information from the Intelligence Cell 
must be relevant; using all available assets and the tactical ‘meat’ 
of that information must filter down to the troops at the coal face. 
This constant flow of information is what maintains the SA of the 
sapper conducting the search. The passage of this information is 
the responsibility of the Intelligence Cell and the Explosive Ord-
nance Disposal Control Centre (EODCC).

The EODCC must process all the technical intelligence in-
formation and extract the key details which matters to the search 
teams on the ground. This is a non-stop process. Information must 
be constantly transferred to the deployed search team. This allows 
them to combine their own SA with the higher-level information 
to give them the real picture of the threats they are actually fac-
ing on the ground. Their drills can then be immediately adapted 
to suite each individual situation. Often this information comes 
whilst the search team are deployed. The search team’s hierarchy 
must be positioned where it can best receive, evaluate and dissemi-
nate information on the changes to the threat. When the mission 
is completed, the EODCC must still process the data. The earlier 
evolving enemy TTPs are identified, the sooner the combat engi-
neers can adjust and trial their own drills to counter the change.

TTPs or drills are essential and require constant review, trial 
and refinement even when a drill is working it may need to be 
changed. This avoids setting patterns which the Taliban can de-
tect and exploit. TTPs will change for any number of other rea-
sons such as improvements to equipment, reduction in manning 

through illness or ROCL, reduced SA when working in a new Area 
of Operation, changes in the local population brought about by 
religious holidays or political events. It may even be as simple as 
the climate changing from summer to winter. Without a constant 
review of our TTPs and adapting them to fit the changing face of 
the battlefield, it is only a matter of time before the enemy finds a 
weakness in the TTPs and exploits it.

Once TTPs are developed, they must be trained. The search team 
may start slowly and build up speed through repetition or the train-
ing may be based on a minor adjustment to a previous drill such as 
introduction of a new detector or an extra man. In any event, the 
training must be as realistic as possible and must be assessed. With-
out external feed back from a non biased assessor such as a troop 
sergeant, squadron sergeant major or another section commander, 
many faults with the drills may not be noticed. Search TTPs must be 
trained to such a standard and reinforced by all levels of command 
that they are second nature to the entire combat team. A highly 
trained search team on a route is useless if the security force protect-
ing them strikes an IED on their flank, injuring the search team. 
Training must be designed, with complexity built-in, to challenge 
and test the search team. Mediocrity with any IED training can have 
devastating results if replicated on a mission.

In order to adapt to the changing IED threat the team must 
have flexibility. The ability to change a drill quickly to suite the 
terrain or threat is essential when operating in an Area of Opera-
tion which goes from urban to rural, snow to desert, permissive to 
hostile at the drop of a hat. Flexibility needs to be built into plans 
to allow for exploitation of an IED find to gain the maximum in-
formation on Taliban IED facilitators for targeting. Flexibility is 
necessary when equipment breaks or is re-allocated to another task. 
Sapper search teams must be able to adapt their drills to overcome 
the challenges placed on them by equipment shortfalls. The at-
titude of the team must not be that the task can not be done. The 
team must say it can be done but with the following limitations. 
This type of flexibility is vital, especially in high stress situations 
such as night movement of a priority one casualty along a route 
that has not been searched.

The mindset of the sapper search teams must be that “We are 
on the offensive”. The team must look at each mission as a chance 
to get more intel and evidence against the Taliban facilitators so 
our forces can target them. Every search mission is a chance to 
refine ways of detecting and defeating their devices. The sappers 
must show the rest of the combat team that they are not afraid 
of the deadly devices. Through training and trust in their mates 
they must get out in front and clear the route ahead, adapting to 
the tasks they are given. When they find IEDs, and they will, the 
team must exploit all the information that can be gained from that 
device and use it against those that put it there. Then they see how 
quickly they can adapt, when the combat team pays a visit to their 
home.

WO2 GEOFF ROWLAND
Squadron Sergeant Major, Engineer Task Group, 
Reconstruction Task Force Three

Improvised Explosive Device Threat

THE ADAPTIVE SAPPER
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The seventh iteration of the Exercise Puk Puk series contin-
ued this year with the 18th Combat Engineer Squadron, 
3rd Combat Engineer Regiment spearheading the activity 

in Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea (PNG). In total, the force 
numbered a posted strength of 78 brought together from eight dif-
ferent units across the Australian Army and the Papua New Guinea 
Defence Force (PNGDF). With such a melting pot of units, organi-
sational and national culture and only six weeks to complete their 
assigned tasks, a significant challenge lay in their path.

Early into the planning it was identified that manning the ex-
ercise was going to be difficult. With 3rd Combat Engineer Regi-
ment having provided the command element and lions’ share of 
engineer support to Reconstruction Task Force Three and a troop 
to 3rd Timor-Leste Battle Group in the first half of 2008, a balance 
needed to be struck between the needs of the Regiment and the 
needs of families, who had already endured a significant period of 
separation. In addition, the exercise was held while many of the 
Regiment’s Junior Non Commissioned Officers and senior sap-
pers were required to complete career courses, such as the Junior 
Leaders Course (JLC), Subject Four for Corporal and Subject Four 
for Sergeant.

It soon became apparent that the contingent would deploy with 
only two Royal Australian Engineers (RAE) lance corporals. One 
would be promoted to Corporal two weeks into the exercise but by 
this stage he had already been fulfilling the role of Troop Sergeant 
for five days and would remain so for the duration of his stay. Sap-
pers would be required to lead sappers.

Back in Australia it is well known that the term ‘volunteer’ can 
be loosely associated with sappers being nominated and panelled 
to undertake their JLC (formerly known as Subject One for Cor-
poral). While it is not difficult to identify sappers who exhibit the 
makings of junior leaders, it can be hard to shake the negative 
perception that they will no longer be ‘one of the boys’. Exercise 
Puk Puk 2008 confirmed that this perception was left behind back 
at the Dingo Inn when work began at Murray Barracks, the home 
of the PNGDF in early August 2008.

At any one time there were four worksites underway with tasks 
ranging from refurbishment of two 72-room, living-in accommoda-
tion blocks; demolition of three disused school buildings; refur-
bishment (including structural assessment) of a school building; 
renovation of the Murray Barracks Chapel and refurbishment of 
the Taurama Barracks gymnasium. Each site presented unique 
challenges such as site security; safety and casualty evacuation; 
engagement with the local stakeholders (note that there are over 
800 languages and clans in PNG); forecasting and management 
of scarce resources and lastly the command and control of at least 
ten other sappers from the PNGDF and Australian Defence Force. 
Thrown in with this were site visits by the Australian High Com-

missioner, senior PNG politicians and senior Australian Defence 
Force and PNGDF members.

Sapper Scott Perry, a carpenter and joiner who completed his 
trade training as an adult, is an excellent example of a sapper lead-
ing fellow sappers. In the planning stages, Sapper Perry worked 
closely with his Troop Commander, Lieutenant Dan Dunkley and 
Works Officer, Captain Paul Carr, to develop the Bill of Materials 
for job sites in PNG, which he had not seen. His first task was to 
dismantle three disused school buildings and convert their foun-
dations into volleyball and basketball courts. The buildings were 
located between a preschool and classrooms that were still in use 
five days a week. A few days into the job, a water pipe which fed 
the preschool was broken. With little to no record of maintenance 
to the infrastructure in the last 25 to 30 years, accurate plumb-
ing plans were scarce. Sapper Perry recognised the importance of 
the water pipe and was quick to meet with the head teacher of 
the preschool and communicated with her, through one of the 
PNGDF soldiers working on his site, and managed the issue until 
the plumbing was fixed.

With this first task coming to a close, orders and plans were dis-
seminated for his next job, the refurbishment of the gymnasium at 
Taurama Barracks, home of the 1st Royal Pacific Island Regiment. 
Sapper Perry handed over the demolition task to another sapper 
while he set out and conducted his final recon and confirmed the 
scope of works for the building, including the materials and equip-
ment he had to complete this task.

In most other corps, this level of independent decision making, 
administration, planning and leadership is unheard of. However, 
in the RAE soldiers like Sapper Perry, Lance Corporal Luke ‘Spike’ 
Milligan, Sapper Richard Scobie and Sapper Beau Johnson are ex-
pected to be able to work with minimal supervision and guidance. 
This is an important ingredient in building habitual relationships 
between Engineer sub-units and their supported Battle Groups, 
as they conduct the full spectrum of operations across a dispersed 
battlespace.

In terms of complexity, Exercise Puk Puk 2008 provided an 
excellent setting to offer leadership training and development op-
portunities to sappers in a foreign and constantly changing envi-
ronment. In a time when it is difficult to grow the ranks of RAE 
Corporals before they are promoted or leave the Army it is a privi-
lege to work with sappers who demonstrate the capacity to oper-
ate out of their comfort zone and get the job done, wherever and 
whatever that may be.

The challenge for corps is to match the performance of our sap-
pers and strive to constantly develop, train and provide our sappers 
with opportunities that continue to advance RAE, while providing 
job satisfaction in Australia and abroad. Exercise Puk Puk is a re-
warding place to start.

EXERCISE PUK PUK 2008
Australian Sappers Leading the Way in

Papua New Guinea



In early April 2007, it was announced that 21 Troop, 18th Com-
bat Engineer Squadron, 3rd Combat Engineer Regiment would 
deploy to Timor-Leste as the Timor-Leste Battle Group Three 

(TLBG-3) engineer capability for six months. The Troop deployed 
its reconnaissance elements in early September 2007 and the main 
body deployed on 24 September 2007. The troop returned to Aus-
tralia on 07 April 2008 for a well earned rest. 21 Troop consisted of 
a troop headquarters, two sections and included a trade and plant 
attachment consisting of one carpenter and joiner and one plant 
operator. The sections comprised a section commander, section 
second-in-command and eight combat engineers.

During the deployment, 21 Troop undertook a vast range of 
tasks which were integral to the Battle Group’s mission. From a 
vertical construction perspective, 21 Troop erected playgrounds, 
built market places for townships and renovated forward operating 
bases for the soldiers of TLBG-3. Midway through the deployment, 
21 Troop was re-tasked to build school classrooms in order to ease 

the burdened education system in Timor-Leste. Over a period of 
two and a half months the Troop built six new classrooms, refur-
bished other school buildings and continued to undertake Battle 
Group specific tasks. These vertical construction tasks presented 
unique challenges to the members of 21 Troop who had limited 
experience in construction.

The Timor-Leste wet season fell during the deployment and this 
presented the Battle Group with mobility restrictions along certain 
routes where washouts and landslides were common. 21 Troop 
had a Light Engineer Tractor (LET) which would have provided 
the capability to reduce or remove any obstacles. However, during 
the deployment the LET was not operational because of extensive 
mechanical faults. Most of the routes were heavily relied upon to 
supply the outer forward operation base and once they became un-
serviceable this increased the strain on the already heavily tasked 
air assets of the Battle Group. The majority of the damage could 
have been minimised if preventive works had been completed prior 

Timor-Leste Battle Group Three
OPERATION ASTUTE

SPR Williams (plant operator) SPR Lincoln (left) and SPR Tieppo (right) installing goal posts for the local community within Dili.
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to the wet season. For example, the drains besides the roads could 
have been cleaned out to prevent large volumes of water flooding 
the roads. On one occasion a Battle Group element had a Unimog 
truck disappear below the level of the road surface after a river 
undercut the road during heavier than usual rain.

Of note, the Battle Group experimented with deploying an 
engineer section by air to a job site in an attempt to ease the wear 
and tear on vehicles and the road system. This involved using 
an outer forward operation base as an air staging area to under-
sling materials for movement to the construction site. This was 
a timely process and required Air Portability Team Leaders to be 
flown in from Dili to prepare the cargo for carriage by an S-70 
Black Hawk helicopter. When the Black Hawk was five minutes 
into the flight, the underslung timber began to oscillate, posing 
a safety issue for the aircraft. The material was subsequently jet-
tisoned into the ocean and not recovered, forcing additional re-
sources to be delivered to the site by road. This was the first and 
last time that bulk construction materials would be underslung 
for the duration of the deployment.

The Troop had a limited horizontal construction capability 
throughout the deployment and as a result was very restricted in 
what plant works could be achieved. In addition to the LET, the 
Troop had one LX-120 front-end loader and two skid-steer loaders 
available. The Troop had the ability to hire additional plant equip-
ment; however, because of the minor scope of works of our tasks 
and limited plant operators this option was not employed during 
this tour.

The majority of tasks undertaken were section sized with the 
sections often deploying to remote locations within the area of op-
eration for weeks at a time. Section commanders were responsible 
for the design and construction of various tasks with the assistance 
of the carpenters and joiners. Troop HQ remained in Dili conduct-
ing recons for upcoming tasks and coordinating resupplies for the 
sections out on site.

Expectation management by other corps was an issue faced by 
21 Troop HQ when advising the Battle Group of the capability 
that 21 Troop could deliver. Examples of tasks not undertaken by 
21 Troop included constructing permanent vehicle bridges and 
repairing existing Non Equipment Bridging. These tasks were un-
achievable because of the soil composition and the length of span 
required. This highlighted the need to have a permanent engineer 
representative working in the plans cell of Battle Group HQ to 
provide advice on the limitations of an engineer troop.

21 Troop was a key enabler for the Battle Group’s indigenous 
capacity building tasks, often working in partnership with the 
Defence Cooperation Program to help establish the Timor-Leste 
Defence Force engineer capability. These tasks provided a great op-
portunity for the sappers from both countries to share and trade 
skills with each other. The sections for the tasks comprised of both 
Timor-Leste Defence Force sappers and sappers from 21 Troop. 
The tasks proved to be very successful and depending on the avail-
ability of the Timor-Leste Defence Force engineers these tasks may 
continue in the future.

One of the issues the Troop experienced during its deploy-
ment was inadequate composition for the engineer tasks it was 
expected to complete. This was because of the high tempo within 
3rd Combat Engineer Regiment and an inability to fill all trade 
positions. With limited time and resources prior to deploying, 21 
Troop’s carpenter and joiner was required to mentor the section 
commanders in the finer points of setting out and coordinating a 
construction site in country. At the same time he actively passed 
on skills and knowledge to the sappers and this proved to be in-
valuable throughout the deployment. 21 Troop members endured 
a steep learning curve, often through trial and error. This could 
have been minimised with additional training prior to deploying 
and by also having sufficient trade personnel integrated within 
21 Troop. 

Sappers were required to complete tasks that were outside 
of their combat engineering training and they had to rely upon 
previous trade employment experience prior to them joining the 
Army. No member of 21 Troop performed any electrical work, as 
this work was coordinated through the Contract Management Cell 
within Joint Task Force 631. Differences within safety standards 
and outdated wiring diagrams presented an obvious hazard when 
dealing with electrical circuitry. In one incident, a contactor final-
ising a demolition task within a Dili forward operating base cut 
through two separate live 415-volt wires which were hard wired into 
the generator.

The Troop’s high tempo and execution of construction tasks 
outstripped the ability of the Battle Group’s logistic support assets 
to source construction materials before the next task commenced. 
This posed a significant challenge as most items were shipped from 
Australia. The simplest of items such as a Paslode fuel cell used 
for a nail gun proved extremely difficult to source in country so 
the sections were reliant on barges from Darwin. From the mo-
ment they were ordered, some items arrived between four weeks 
to three months later. To rectify this issue, we attempted to create 
a stockpile within the engineer compound in Dili and restock the 
materials used to cater for tasks at short notice. However, the funds 
allocated were insufficient to produce this stockpile because of the 
inflated price of timber from freight.

Noteworthy of mention was the performance of one of 21 
Troop’s section commanders, Corporal Michael Montgomery, 
who was presented with a Commander Joint Operations Com-
mand Gold Commendation for his exemplary commitment to ser-
vice during the deployment with TLBG-3 on Operation Astute. 

The effort and dedication shown by the members of 21 Troop 
was nothing short of outstanding. Despite having to manage scarce 
materials and equipment, the Troop conducted over 180 tasks such 
as building foot bridges, constructing new schools and meeting nu-
merous sapper demands. These tasks helped the men and woman 
of TLBG-3 to live a little easier and delivered important infrastruc-
ture to the people of Timor-Leste.

LT DAVE ROSIER
Troop Commander, 21 Troop, 18th Combat Engineer 
Squadron, 3rd Combat Engineer Regiment

SPR Usher with a sapper from the F-FDTL Engineer Troop building a new 
school in Com, Timor-Leste.
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The Urban Breachers Course (UBC) is run by the United 
States Marine Corps (USMC) at the Combat Engineer 
Instruction Company based at Camp Lejeune, North 

Carolina. The course trains combat leaders and specialists in the 
construction and safe use of explosive, non-explosive and ballistic 
means of entry in urban operations.

Three members of 3rd Combat Engineer Regiment, Sergeant Ken 
Hughes, Lance Corporals Timothy Anderson and Timothy Loch, at-
tended the course from 25 February to 13 March 2008. Although 
the course was run at the USMC School, most of the instructors and 
students participating were in fact US Army. The Australians were 
made welcome by the instructors and fellow students and it was not 
long before everyone was acting like ‘good ol’ buddies’.

The course included classroom and practical work at a specifi-
cally designed UBC target range. Classroom work included theory 
on international building construction standards, theory of ex-
plosives and explosives safety, theory of different types of breach-
ing, theory of protective measures, and introduction to explosive 
charges.

Theory lessons were followed by practical demonstrations and 
live use of the different techniques. This involved a mock run 
through with inert stores (in the case of explosive entries), and 
then a live run using previously taught charges. This occurred at 
the UBC range, a specifically designed village incorporating small 
and large buildings built for explosive and non-explosive entries 
through doors, walls, windows and roofs.

The explosive charges used were designed to cause just enough 
effect to gain entry to a target while allowing the combat team to 
keep as close to the breach as possible. This is a benefit which 
provides the combat team with an advantage of surprise and cover 
once a breach has been initiated. The use of a Kevlar blast blan-
ket enables the teams to be within four to ten feet away of most 
charges, the furthest being twenty feet for a six-slab charge of C4 
on a concrete wall.

The training highlighted equipment and procedures that the 
Australian contingent believed would be an asset for the Australian 
Army. These included the use of dual shock-tubes as the primary 
means of initiation for explosive entry. The benefit of shock-tubes 
is that it is an instantaneous means of initiation and is not affected 
by RF hazards, which affects electrical means.

Another item is Breacher’s Tape, which is a double-sided tape 
used to place charges on targets. The tape can be used on nearly 
any surface; wet, dry or dirty and can even be used on large charges 
with confidence it will hold.

A Kevlar blast blanket is used to help deflect blast over pressure. 
This allows a combat team to be in close proximity to a breach 
rather than if standing in the open unprotected. The blanket is 
easy to carry and can also double as a casualty stretcher.

The minimal use of explosives to create a breach effect allows 
combat teams to keep their safety distances to a minimum. This 
means combat teams can reduce exposure during insertion to the 
breach point, the breach, and the insertion post breach. These are 
the times the American teams noted most casualties occurred during 
breaching operations and these techniques reduced these casualties.

The instructors were impressed by the Australian contingent’s 
adeptness with the explosive and non-explosive techniques and 
their ability to work with the American teams using close quarter 
skills. They were also impressed with the Aussie humour that came 
through in and out of class.

The Australian contingent came away from the course with a 
better understanding, not only of the course content, but also how 
the USMC and the US Army go about their military instruction 
and how they do business at the pointy end of a combat team.

Another contingent attended the course later in the year with 
the aim of incorporating the training from the USMC course into 
our training in Australia. Hopefully, more contingents will attend 
courses with the USMC in the near future.

As a post script to the course, it was not all hard work. Some 
culture was experienced by the team. A close look at the ‘Spring 
Break’ phenomena was experienced at first hand and many Ameri-
can restaurants were sampled. The team enjoyed some sight see-
ing in San Francisco (strange sights but seen nonetheless) and a 
healthy appreciation that, if in doubt, say you’re an Aussie and 
most problems tend to clear themselves up.

SGT KEN HUGHES
16th Combat Engineer Troop, 3rd Combat Engineer Regiment

United States Marine Corps
URBAN BREACHERS COURSE

LCPL Loch preparing for entry using a shot gun during the Urban Breach-
ers Course, which is conducted by the United States Marine Corps.
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At the RAE Corps Committee Meeting at Puckapunyal in 
June 2008, the HOC-RAE, Brigadier Wayne Budd, said 
the Corps would run a Junior Commander Training activ-

ity for senior sappers and junior NCOs in 2008. Warrant Officer 
Class One Michael Kerr, the RSM of SME, volunteered to run the 
activity and it was decided by unit CO and RSMs to run that activ-
ity from 7 to 14 November 2008. 26 Participants attended from 
across the Corps for seven days of leadership, team building, basic 
soldier skills and other various activities all designed to prepare 
them for the challenges of leading a section of soldiers in barracks 
and on the battlefield.  Below is their story of the week as it was.

DAY 1
The ‘volunters’ paraded at 1700 hours at 2nd Combat Engineer 

Regiment Headquarters for an initial induction brief and concept 
of Ops. Warrant Officer Michael Kerr, the RSM of SME, started 
the training activities with a brief on the events that faced us on the 
upcoming week. We were given the aptitude test from hell to put 
us in our ideal sections which some of us found quite difficult to 
achieve and were hoping that failure meant we would not have to 
do the rest of the weeks promised torture. We then had our ration 
packs issued in preparation for the adventure climbing activity. 
This made a few knees start to shake and wobble, especially after 
hearing a Padre was called in ‘just in case’. The Padre, Chaplain 
Morgan Batt, turned up that night to tell us some of his mountain-
eering stories. Now we were worried as all we expected was an abseil 
or something similar, not mountaineering. That night a restless 
sleep was had by all.

DAY 2
It was a 6.00 a.m. drive out the front gate of Gallipoli Barracks 

to reports of an overcast day with light showers. Yes! Maybe we 
didn’t have to do the ‘mountaineering’. We were driven to the 
Glasshouse Mountains at Beerwah for an adventurous day of rock 
climbing. We stopped on the way to look at Mt Tibrogargan, our 
proposed eventual mountain climb. Due to the forecast it was de-
cided that we would break into two even groups and give us an easy 
climb on Mt Ngungun and a scramble up the west face of Mt Tib-
brogargan, lead by the almighty conqueror of Everest, Padre Mor-
gan Batt, ably assisted by Warrant Officer Class One Peter Green 
and Sergeant Robert ‘Kiwi’ Kawana.

On arrival at the base of Mt Tibbrogargan, the volunteers were 
terrified to find the sign, ‘Experienced Climbers Only’. Once we 
started the climb, there was no turning back and we all eventually 
heaved and groaned our way up the mountain, all the time wonder-
ing how on earth we were going to get back down without breaking 
our necks. Three hours later we had down-climbed and arrived 
exhausted but happy at the car park ready to swap with the other 
group at Mt Ngungun.

On arrival at Ngungun we were shown the ropes by Warrant 
Officer Kerr and escorted up Mt Ngungun to be met by Warrant 
Officer Class One Brent Doyle, Warrant Officer Class One Noel 
Johanson, Warrant Officer Class Two Michael Lange, Warrant Of-
ficer Class Two Ralph Merrill and Private Chloe Witts our medic. 
Once met, we were given safety briefs and proceeded to walk up a 
bitch of a hill to conduct abseiling, manual ascending and climb-
ing up caving ladders. What a day. We were all exhausted and exhil-
arated at the same time. What a great opportunity to develop our 
teamwork, bond with other members of the Corps and develop 
our fear coping mechanisms.

From there we camped at Coochin creek where it proceeded to 
pour rain all night and remind us all about how to erect a hootchie 
correctly.

DAY 3
It was a 5.00 a.m. start to the day as we headed back out to Mt 

Tibrogargan to give the north face another attempt. As we walked 
around to the north face of Mt Tibrogargan, I was not alone in 
secretly wishing we could not attempt it. From ground level this 
mountain is a formidable sight. On arrival at the base Warrant 
Officer Kerr decided it was too dangerous and took us all to Kan-
garoo Point where we challenged ourselves climbing the various 
cliff faces, trusting our new buddies to stop us from plummeting 
to earth as the rock face continued to repel our efforts to ascend 
it. By mid-afternoon, everyone had achieved the summit of at least 
one climb and felt the elation of victory. We then packed up and 
departed for Lismore where we received lessons and updates from 
Warrant Officer Class One Peter Coles on the latest topographic 
products out there that are available to assist us in our missions.

DAY 4 and 5
After an ‘All Day’ PT session from Kiwi we were broken into 

our three sections for a soldier skills competition around Lismore. 
It is amazing how much basic soldier skill you think you know, but 
you don’t until you are shown. We all thought our soldier basic 
skills were good, but after conducting a patrol through stands such 
as first aid, RATEL, All Arms Call for Fire, soldier administration 
and RAE history it was an eye opener to realise what we didn’t 
know. Be brilliant at the basics is a good motto to have. In the af-
ternoon we started doing Close Quarter Battle drills with 4th Bat-
talion, The Royal Australian Regiment. This was not to make us 
experts at urban patrolling but to show us what we were capable of. 
Every person on the training came away from this training know-
ing and believing in themselves and confident in being able to lead 
a section of men. It was amazing to feel my transformation and see 
it in others. We cannot wait to get back to our units and lead a sec-
tion. Conducting training is a simple matter and there is no reason 
for us to sit around with nothing to do.

DAY 6
The Endurance, Initiative and Leadership Challenge. If you 

thought you had been tested physically and mentally before, you 
haven’t seen anything. This challenge is the most demanding you 
could imagine, yet all the time we still had to think logically, make 
important decisions that impacted on the team, lead in difficult 
circumstances and in unfamiliar environments. The first activity 
began at 6.00 a.m. Individually these tasks would be impossible but 
through working as a team we were able to achieve the final goal. 
We would love to tell you the details of exactly what we did; how-
ever, we wouldn’t like to ruin the fun for next year’s participants. 
The majority of participants have said that this was the most physi-
cal and mentally demanding day they have had.

That night the Deputy Head of Corps Lieutenant Colonel Da-
vid Rye and Corps RSM joined us for a three course meal cooked 
by the amazing cooks from 41st Royal New South Wales Regiment. 
Of course the night was finished off with a relaxing beer; however, 
most participants were falling asleep soon after dinner.

In all, it was a fantastic week with all of us challenged both men-
tally and physically. This has to become an annual event.

RAE JUNIOR COMMANDER TRAINING
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The engineers deploying on Timor-Leste Battle Group 
– Five (TLBG-V) consist of sappers from 1 and 2 Troop 
from 1st Field Squadron, 1st Combat Engineer Regiment 

(1 CER) as well as carpenters, plant operators and drivers from 
23rd Support Squadron, 1 CER with a troop headquarters con-
sisting of members from both 23rd Support Squadron and 9th 
Field Squadron.

After liaison with members who served with the Engineer 
Troops on both TLBG-III and TLBG-IV the resounding message 
was that there will be a lot of carpentry and building tasks to do 
in country. To prepare for this, predeployment training consisted 
of a number of construction tasks in order for the sappers to gain 
more experience on the tools and job site. Tasks such as formwork 
and concreting, block laying and timber frame construction tested 
the sappers’ skills, with many finding out they weren’t as handy 
as they thought. There was also a solid amount of time spent on 
learning about East Timorese culture and customs, Tetum, and 
first aid training.

Some of the tasks completed by the sappers included a Bessor 
Block soil box and slab at the explosives detection dog kennels, two 
concrete slabs for 8th/12th Medium Regiment to place their guns 
on, and an interchangeable, multi-room live fire training facility 
for 5th Battalion, The Royal Australian Regiment Recon Troop at 
the shotgun range.

By drawing on each others background experience and differ-
ent skill sets and with a focus on learning, all the sappers gained 
enough knowledge and confidence with the tools to see them com-
plete individual tasks such as outdoor tables and children’s play 
sets.

The predeployment training culminated in a five-day Mission 
Specific Training exercise out at the Driver Training Area where 
the troop was tasked to construct a Mask Testing Facility. With the 
experience gained throughout the lead up to the major exercise, 
the sappers were able to quickly and effectively clear a small area, 
set up the formwork, pour the slab, construct the timber frame and 
roof, and then finish the facility by adding some doors, windows 
and corrugated iron external walls. This was also completed whilst 
maintaining the unique situational and job security requirements 
of Timor. 

Lessons were learnt at all levels throughout the predeployment 
period. Troop Headquarters improved its design methods as well as 
its stores planning, ordering and accounting skills. The sappers got 
to appreciate just how careful and attentive you need to be in con-
ducting construction tasks and the Infantry Headquarters learnt a 

TIMOR-LESTE
BATTLE GROUP - FIVE
Engineer Support Predeployment Training

few lessons on the Employment of Engineers. 
The skills and knowledge that were gained throughout the 

predeployment training will ensure that all of the sappers head-
ing over to East Timor on TLBG-V will have the confidence and 
the necessary skills to be able to complete difficult constructions 
tasks to a high standard in small teams and without tradesman 
assistance.

SPR BRYAN ARMOUR
1st Field Squadron, 1st Combat Engineer Regiment

Sappers undertake construction tasks to hone their skills during predeploy-
ment training for Timor-Leste Battle Group - Five. Tasks included form-
work, block laying and timber frame buildings.
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Pacific Partnership is a humanitarian mission conducted 
throughout the Pacific Region and hosted by the US Navy. 
This year the mission was supported by partner nations in-

cluding Canada, India, Australia and the Republic of the Philip-
pines. The primary focus of the mission this year was medically 
related, supported by small engineering tasks, with some 900 sur-
geries conducted in the Philippines alone.

A small contingent of Royal Australian Engineers from the Dar-
win based 1st Combat Engineer Regiment supported the mission. 
The contingent comprised of engineer drivers, field engineers, car-
penters and plant operators from 23rd Support Squadron. The 
engineer contingent worked alongside American Seabees (US 
Naval construction engineers) and Indian construction engineers. 
Together they formed a multi-national construction team conduct-
ing renovations and repair tasks in countries such as the Republic 
of the Philippines, Vietnam, Timor-Leste and Papua New Guinea. 
The Australian engineer detachment was divided into two rota-
tions consisting of ten personnel with the first rotation boarding 
the 70,000 tonne hospital ship USNS Mercy in Guam.

After departing Guam the ship headed for the island of Mind-
enau in the southern Philippines. On arrival, the first contingent 
undertook two separate projects with the majority of the Austra-
lians involved with the refurbishment of the Datu Piang medical 
clinic located in the town of Cottabato. Tasks included replacing 
ceilings, upgrading the electrical and plumbing utilities, repainting 
the facility and the construction of a subsurface drainage system.

After ribbon cutting ceremonies and another week at sea the 
USNS Mercy arrived at Vinh Trung in Vietnam where the second 
phase of the operation commenced. The Vinh Trung clinic is 
approximately ten kilometres from the nearest hospital and sup-
ports an urban population of about seven thousand people. The 
staff consisted of a doctor, nurse, midwife and herbalist. Things 
were pretty hectic during the construction phase as the clinic was 
still treating urgent cases.

PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP
2008

The scope of works required the replacement of all electrical 
fittings, a concrete slab and an awning to provide a shaded area for 
patients waiting for treatment, and major earthworks and drainage 
to the clinic grounds. Day three was a hive of activity as the birth-
ing room was needed that evening. The following morning we were 
happy to discover that our efforts contributed to the safe arrival of 
a healthy baby boy.

The second engineer detachment spent a couple of days in Sin-
gapore getting to know the Seabees before setting sail for Timor-
Leste. On arrived in Timor the detachment was split into two sec-
tions and deployed to two separate sites. The first site was a school 
in Dili where the scope of works involved concreting some of the 
playground, installing a new water tank, repairs to the existing 
drainage system and replacing the floors in some of the classrooms. 
Engineers from the 3rd Combat Engineer Regiment who where in 
Dili as part of the Timor-Leste Stabilisation Force where able to as-
sist in the demolition of some unsafe buildings nearby. The second 
site was about an hour from Dili where the detachment stayed at 
an old Navy base. The task at this site was to build a new commu-
nity centre and included building the walls and roof, painting, and 
plumbing new gutters and water storage tanks for the facility.

After two weeks in Timor the ship then sailed to Papua New 
Guinea via Darwin for a resupply. The tasks in Papua New Guinea 
included cosmetic refurbishments to three medical clinics around 
Port Moresby and a full refurbishment to a fourth medical clinic 
just outside Port Moresby. This fourth task involved a lot of renova-
tion work including demolition, building new walls and resheeting 
the facility.

At the completion of this project the engineer contingent re-
turned to Darwin, leaving the USNS Mercy to continue on its mis-
sion throughout Micronesia and to eventually return to Guam.

On arrival back in Darwin, all those who took part in the mis-
sion commented on how fortunate they were to have had the op-
portunity to participate in this unique activity.

Members of the mulit-national construction team at the Pari medical cen-
tre, Papua New Guinea.

Some of the local community of Pari in Papua New Guinea with members 
of the mulit-national construction team.
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Through the high operational tempo of the Australian De-
fence Force (ADF), and our ongoing commitment to the 
Defence Cooperation Program in the South West Pacific, a 

reliance on local, host nation contractors for the construction of fa-
cilities and infrastructure is quite common. Throughout 2007 and 
2008, I was deployed to the Solomon Islands and to Afghanistan 
as a project engineer. In both locations, I was required to work with 
local contractors whose level of professionalism and construction 
knowledge was below that which would be expected in developed 
countries. Working with these contractors has provided me with 
invaluable experience and insight into ensuring project success in 
difficult circumstances. In particular, there are a number of les-
sons that I have learnt that are worthy of discussion in this forum. 
Whilst most of these lessons point towards a common-sense ap-
proach to contract and project management, they may not be im-
mediately obvious to the inexperienced project manager.

Contractor Expectations
In the Uruzgan Province of Afghanistan there are numerous 

local contractors to choose from when calling for quotations or 
tenders. Given the development that has taken place in the country 
in recent times since the arrival of the International Security 
Assistance Force, it would appear that a number of resourceful 
local businessmen have started construction companies to meet 
the rising demand for construction services. Unfortunately, the 
abundance of contractors does not reflect a wealth of construction 
knowledge within the province. Whilst some contractors perform 

better than others, there is no doubt that the general quality of 
construction is well below that which would be expected in 
Australia.

Conversely, throughout most of the Pacific Island nations in 
which the Defence Cooperation Program is conducted, it is the 
lack of contractors which results in poor quality work being the 
norm. The monopoly that these contractors have on the local mar-
ket results in a level of complacency; they realise that regardless of 
what quality of product they deliver, the ADF has no option but to 
continue to engage them.

Site Inspections
Whether a project is aimed at delivering camp infrastructure 

for deployed Australian forces or facilities for the local commu-
nity, for example Reconstruction Task Force projects, there is an 
obligation to ensure that what is built is safe and functional. To 
do this, increased contractor supervision is required. The practice 
of only inspecting a site at certain ‘hold points’ is not satisfactory 
for work within developing nations. Inspections need to be carried 
out whenever possible, whether it is for a specific ‘hold point’ or an 
unannounced visit to site.

Instructions to Contractor
It is also important to give the contractor specific advice as to 

how to correct any non-conformances. Whilst in developed coun-
tries it may be acceptable to simply identify the non-conformance 
and then leave it to the contractor to correct, this is unlikely to 
work in undeveloped countries — the method of correction may be 
well below that which was expected.

An example of this during my deployment to Afghanistan was 
with one of the more reliable local contractors that I regularly 
employed. Their task was to pour a simple concrete ground slab 
and provide it with a non-slip broom finish. Having arrived at the 
site well into the concrete pour with my Works Supervisor, it was 
noted that there was no broom on hand. We then instructed the 
contractor of this deficiency and despite getting a strange look 
in return, the contractor assured me that a broom would arrive 
shortly. Thirty minutes later, just as the concrete was almost hard-
ened past the point where a broom could be used, the contractor 
arrived with a straw hand broom purchased from the local bazaar; 
not quite capable of providing the stiff broom finish I envisaged. 
Whilst it may be argued that we as project managers are not there 
to ‘hold the contractors hand’, as was required in the instance with 
the broom, a balance must be found if we are to see good quality 
works delivered.

Contract Documents
The project works conducted in the Middle East Area of Opera-

tion that are managed by the Reconstruction Task Force and the 

Precision excavator operations in Honiara, Solomon Islands. Excavators 
work in tandem as they remove the coffer dam wall after completion of the 
Solomon Islands Police Force Boat Ramp.

Working With
CONTRACTORS IN

DEVELOPING NATIONS
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various project management teams all employ one of the sets of 
Conditions of Contract contained within the Infrastructure Divi-
sion suite of contracts. Primarily, either a short form facilities or 
medium works contract is utilised. Supporting these conditions 
will be several other documents, which are termed Design Docu-
ments. These also form part of the contract and provide further 
information on the works required. Depending on the project re-
quirements, these Design Documents can take the form of a de-
sign brief, scope of works, statement of requirement, drawings or 
specification.

Without exception, the contractors that I have worked with in 
the Solomon Islands and in Afghanistan give very little attention 
to the Conditions of Contract. Rather, they are focussed on ex-
actly what is required to deliver the works, and hence, more closely 
scrutinise the Design Documents. It is therefore of paramount im-
portance that the Design Documents are thorough and detail the 
project requirements sufficiently. An example of a lack of detail 
in the Design Documents is the use of a common clause that the 
‘contractor must design the works to the applicable codes and stan-
dards’. By not identifying the standard to which the works are to be 
designed to, the ‘applicable standard’ which the overseas contrac-
tor chooses, for example Building Code of the Solomon Islands, 
may be quite different to that which the ADF holds as a suitable 
standard. In this instance, a standard which the contractor is able 
to design to and is of sufficient quality for the ADF (for example 
European Standard, British Standard, American Concrete Insti-
tute, etc.) should be agreed upon before signing the contract. This 
standard should then be detailed in the Design Documents in lieu 
of the ‘applicable codes and standards’ clause.

Fairness to the Contractor
Given the contractors reliance on the Design Documents and 

general lack of understanding of the Conditions of Contract, dis-
cretion should be applied in enforcing the Conditions of Contract. 
As the contract administrator it is important not to surrender the 
rights of the Commonwealth under the contract, it is also impor-
tant to act fairly in dealing with contractors and develop a good 
working relationship. This is in accordance with ADF guidance 
which states ‘be reasonable and fair when dealing with the con-
tractor, but enforce the contractual terms and conditions where 
appropriate’.

An example of treating the contactor fairly is the clause in the 
Medium Works Contract which states that the contractor must 
notify the contract administrator within 14 days of the commence-
ment of a delay to claim an extension of time. During a project I 
was managing in the Solomon Islands, the contractor clearly expe-
rienced rain delays but did not meet the 14 day timeframe for sub-
mission of their claim. As they were performing strongly in most 
aspects of the project, and I was keen to maintain good relations 
with them, I notified them of the clause in the contract and gave 
them a one time only extension for submission of their claim. Had 
I taken a more adversarial approach and denied the contractor the 
time extension, our relationship would have been jeopardised and 
the contractor’s willingness to deliver a high quality product may 
have diminished.

Communicating with the Contractor
It is taught in all project management courses that a project’s 

success is measured against its performance in terms of time, cost 
and quality. However, when delivering projects overseas, the pri-
mary purpose for the ADF being in that particular country must 
not be forgotten when determining project success. Whether it be 
on operations, or in support of the Defence Cooperation Program 

in the South West Pacific, central to the ADF’s mission will be to 
strengthen relations with the host country and to gain their trust 
and confidence. As such, the success of a project must also be mea-
sured in terms of its support of this key objective of the ADF.

It is easy to get frustrated with a contractor when they are per-
forming poorly and jeopardising the project in terms of time, cost 
or quality. However, ‘losing it’ on site at the contractor, in front of 
his team of local workers, will do nothing to strengthen relations 
with the host country or gain the support of the local population. 
This is particularly so given that the contractors are usually people 
held in high regard within the local community and respected by 
the populace. Rather, when the contractor’s poor performance is 
jeopardising the success of the project in its traditional sense, a col-
laborative approach should be taken with the contractor to bring 
the project ‘back on track’. This may include more regular site 
meetings or advice on construction techniques and efficiencies.

Managing projects for the ADF overseas also provides the per-
fect opportunity to promote the ADF to the local population. In 
Afghanistan, it was not uncommon for there to be up to 100 local 
workers on site at the various projects that my team was manag-
ing. By being polite to these workers when visiting the site and 
attempting some dialogue it was easy to develop good relations. 
Given that this workforce represents a large proportion of the lo-
cal young male population, it is a practical and effective way to 
develop trust and confidence. What is not appropriate is viewing 
this poorly paid workforce simply as labour whose lack of skills and 
training is frustrating the success of your project. A more holistic 
viewpoint is required.

Conclusion
Working in developing countries presents a number of chal-

lenges. The importance of working collaboratively with the con-
tractor and providing them with clear and specific instructions 
are central to overcoming these challenges. Along with this, the 
contractor must also be provided with robust contract documents 
which clearly define what is required for the project and eliminate 
the ambiguity that may arise through cultural differences. Not-
withstanding this, it is important to not forget that the manner in 
which we conduct ourselves in our dealings with contractors and 
local workforces can have a significant bearing on the esteem with 
which the ADF is held within the host nation. 

CAPT GEOFF DE JONGH
Project Engineer, 19th Chief Engineer Works

Overseas contractors pouring a concrete ground slab for a camp facility for 
the Australian troops in Uruzgan Province, Afghanistan.
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The 21st Construction Regiment (21 Const Regt), a 5th Bri-
gade unit based at Holsworthy in New South Wales, is cur-
rently immersed in a three-phase operation to support the 

Army Aboriginal Community Assistance Program (AACAP) at Ka-
lumburu in Western Australia. The support includes hydrographic 
surveys of two landing zones, mentor support in providing local 
indigenous people recognised life and trade skills, and supporting 
the construction of a Community Health Facility.

Phase One of the operation was conducted in May by the Lit-
toral and Riverine Survey Squadron, which cleared the seabed for 
Navy Landing Craft Heavy (LCH) and Landing Craft Medium 
(LCM8) to land 1,200 tonnes of construction stores in the Kalum-
buru area of east Kimberly in July in support of the construction 
tasks. The stores will be off-loaded from LCH and will require 
many amphibious landings.

Operation Wandjina was conducted at Marra Garra Beach and 
McGowan’s Island, an area which is notorious for unpredictable 
floods and significant tidal changes. Two Point of Entry sites were 
successfully surveyed as well as beach zones (200-metre beach front 
and 500 metres out to sea) and 12 kilometres of approach chan-
nel (400 metres wide) were surveyed, cleared and proved safe for 
shipping.

Working alongside the Royal Australian Navy, 17 Army Re-
serve personnel from 21 Const Regt utilised engineer ingenuity 
to overcome the logistic shortfall of the five-day delayed arrival of 
their equipment, by making brackets and rigging makeshift gear to 
achieve the task to a very high standard.

The operation was not without its risks. Working on vessels 
and on the water’s edge gave rise to risks associated with a range 
of hazards including the local wildlife. Injury or death by crocodile 
was also a real possibility. The main control measure, which was 
identified in the risk assessment, was the use of an armed shore 
party to provide surveillance and protection during the launching 
and recovery of boats and during the 25-hour Tide Pole watch. 
Sure enough, a 1.5 metre saltwater crocodile visited the tide pole 
site close to midnight but it did not cause any trouble.

Phase Two of the Regiment’s commitment to AACAP is the 
provision of a Mentor Support Team (MST). The MST consists of 
12 Reservists who will be an integral part of a system for providing 
curriculum and non-curriculum training in welding and life skills 
to indigenous personnel in the local community from mid-June to 
mid-September.

Mentors are drawn from a large geographical area of New South 
Wales and will spend three months in Kalumburu working along-
side members of Norforce to provide the training. Training courses 
include welding, leadership, drug and alcohol awareness, first aid, 
environmental health work, literacy and numeracy, computing and 
multimedia training. The curriculum training will be provided in 
accordance with Western Australia TAFE standards and trainees 
will receive a certificate of qualification, which will improve the 
trainees chances of gaining future employment.

In order for successful achievement of outcomes, AACAP re-
quire significant interaction between civilian and military estab-
lishments and, for three consecutive years, Captain Ruth Donald 
has been the mortar between the bricks of the MST program as 
the Training Development Officer at LHQ for AACAP. Captain 

Donald is dedicated to the indigenous community and her coor-
dination and significant input into the AACAP Mentor Support 
Program has seen the project take shape as a robust and practical 
program to provide real outcomes to the community.

Trade training and skill development are an essential part of 
knitting the fabric of a remote indigenous community such as 
Kalumburu and the ratio of trainer to trainees is 2:1 to focus on 
individual skill development and to ensure the training objectives 
are met. The MST will also be involved in learning about the local 
community as well as providing training in order to provide all-
round support to the trainees through the training courses.

21 Const Regt personnel involved in the MST are Lieutenant 
Darlene Lavett, who is the OIC MST overseeing the curriculum, 
delivery and assessment of the training and SGT Gary Keegan, 
who is the Training Coordinator Supervisor in charge of the men-
tors.

Two recons have been completed to encourage Kalumburu 
community members to become involved in the programs and the 
response so far is encouraging that this significant input into the 
community will have a high participation rate.

Phase Three of the Program is the construction effort with a 
construction team led by Lieutenant Erica Hansch and Construc-
tion Manager, Warrant Officer Class Two Bill Van Etten, who will 
be deployed from 31 July to 14 September. Eleven Army Reserve 
personnel of various trades from 21 Const Regt will construct an 
ablution block and contribute to the other vertical construction 
tasks in support of 21 Construction Squadron’s main task of con-
structing a health clinic for the community.

Electricians, carpenters, plumbers and block layers from the 
Regiment will be working in accordance with the Quality Works 
Procedures and Inspection Testing Plan to construct the new com-
munity facilities. Together with other 21st Construction Regiment 
members deployed, they will make up a 21 Const Regt Reserve force 
of 25 per cent of personnel deployed on AACAP during 2008.

CAPT ELISSA-JANE BOWDEN
21st Construction Regiment

RESERVES HELP TO BUILD
A COMMUNITY

A survey team of CPL Eilersen, SPR McEwan, LCPL Kearney and LT 
McElroy utilise a locally hired boat converted into a temporay survey plat-
form during Operation Wandjina at Kalumburu, Western Australia.
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play a role in CIMIC.
Theory lessons included: What is CIMIC; Australian Army 

CIMIC history and doctrine, as well as a presentation on how 
closely CIMIC teams work with the Royal Australian Engineers 
teams. The practical activities included the opportunity for mem-
bers to participate in a series of negotiations using Australian De-
fence Force linguists. Sections rotated between a direct English 
speaking negotiation to one using interpreters who spoke French 
or Mandarin.

Officer Commanding, Major Rob Ball commented, “The 
Squadron was pleased to give all members of the Regiment an op-
portunity to see and experience what CIMIC is actually about and 
it provided the opportunity for sappers to work alongside CIMIC 
members and vice versa, as traditionally they train separately”.

The weekend was well received by all who attended, thanks in 
particular to a departure from the traditional barbecue and hotbox 
meals, as part of the activity was to provide meals from the Pacific 
Islands, South East Asia and Vietnam, to replicate a deployment 
scenario.

Lieutenant Colonel Brendan Casey, Commanding Officer 21 
Const Regt, was impressed with the planning and execution of 
the activity. “The outcome of this unique training activity is that 
all members of the Regiment now have a significantly enhanced 
awareness and familiarity with CIMIC activities which will assist 
them to be more effective when deployed to any of the Austra-
lian Defence Force’s current operational theatres”, said Lieutenant 
Colonel Casey.

In the contemporary security environment, it is increasingly 
recognised within the Australian Defence Force and internation-
ally, that the capacity to coordinate the efforts of military and 
civilian agencies is a key component to military success within 
the full spectrum of operations, whether peace-keeping, or war-
fighting.

The CIMIC Squadron has maintained a high tempo in the past 
18 months through participation in several significant exercises in 
Australia and overseas, the conduct of two CIMIC Tactical Op-
erator’s Courses, and the deployment of personnel in support of 
Operations Anode and Astute.  

Reservists wishing to become more involved in CIMIC should 
first contact their Army Personnel Agency careers advisor. More 
information about the CIMIC Squadron can be obtained from 
Major Robert Ball at email address robert.ball1@defence.gov.au or 
by telephone on 0413 300 776.

CAPT ELISSA-JANE BOWDEN
21st Construction Regiment

The Army’s only Civil Military Cooperation (CIMIC) Squad-
ron, part of the 21st Construction Regiment (21 Const 
Regt), a 5th Brigade unit based at Holsworthy in New South 

Wales, conducted a unique training weekend in June 2008 to pre-
pare all 21 Const Regt members for operational deployment by en-
hancing their understanding of the role and functions of CIMIC.

CIMIC, as stated in LWD 5-2 Civil Military Operations, is the 
coordination and cooperation, in support of the mission, between 
the Commander and civil actors, including the national popula-
tion and local authorities, as well as international, national and 
non-government organisations and agencies.

A key take away from the weekend, according to Lieutenant Si-
mon Roeder, Resources Troop Commander from 101st Construc-
tion Squadron, was the focus on negotiating to achieve an outcome 
between parties who had different objectives to the Military and he 
commented, “The highlight of the activity was watching my Sap-
pers improving their negotiating skills”.

Exercise Civil Dimension consisted of theory and practical ac-
tivities with the intent of demonstrating the complexity of the civil 
and military operations while simultaneously illustrating to mem-
bers that as individuals and collectively they all have the ability to 

SAPPERS DOWN TOOLS
TO NEGOTIATE

Above Left: Engineers from 21st Construction Regiment negotiate with 
an Arabic member of the local community.
Left: 21st Construction Regiment members use their negotiating skills and 
interpreters instead of tools and plant equipment to achieve an outcome in 
Exercise Civil Dimension.



layers Sappers Richard Desjardins and Warwick Britten who com-
pleted the walls in three days against the project plan of seven days. 
Corporal Lester Meers said, “Morale was high and it was all hands 
on deck to get the job done. Very hard but very satisfying work”.

Construction Supervisor, Warrant Officer Class Two Bill Van 
Etten said, “Logistically it was one of the toughest AACAP [Army 
Aboriginal Community Assistance Program] projects, due to the 
remote location and extensive planning was conducted over the 
past 12 months to deliver materials and equipment via barges due 
to the inaccessibility of the roads.”

The barge landings to deliver equipment and stores were made 
possible by 21 Const Regt’s Littoral and Riverine Survey Squadron, 
who surveyed and cleared the landing zones at Marra Garra and 
McGowan’s beaches in a ten-day exercise, Operation Wandjina, 
in May 2008.

Ordering stores during the project also caused construction de-
lays of up to three days. However this down time was put to good 
use with the identification of several tasks of opportunity, such as 
the installation of hot water systems into local houses, construc-
tion of a slab floor for the ambulance parking area and general 
maintenance at the local school.

Reservists from the 21st Construction Regiment (21 Const 
Regt), a 5th Brigade unit based at Holsworthy in New 
South Wales, have successfully completed the construction 

of an amenities ablutions block and provided essential trade train-
ing and life skills to members of the community at Kalumburu in 
the Kimberly Region of Western Australia from June to September 
2008.

The construction team, led by Lieutenant Erica Hansch, con-
sisted of ten experienced tradesmen who used their civilian skills 
to complete the amenities ablution block successfully and on-time. 
“I feel like I’m making a difference here… and that’s a real buzz”, 
said Sapper Gary Miller.”

Carpenters, plumbers and block layers from the Regiment 
worked in accordance with the Quality Works Procedures and 
Inspection Testing Plan to complete the building, which was de-
signed by 19th Chief Engineer Works and 21 Const Regt staff to 
provide a practical and aesthetic facility.

The project was completed under the auspices of 21st Construc-
tion Squadron and adjacent to their construction project of a new 
Area Health Clinic. 

Outstanding construction work was completed by the block 

CONSTRUCTIVE SKILLS 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Trainees from Kalumbura receive instruction on the job site.
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Initially, the local indigenous people were a little apprehensive 
and had mixed reactions to the presence of uniformed personnel 
but this changed to acceptance and appreciation of the benefits the 
construction and Mentor Support Team (MST) activities brought 
to the community.

Twelve other 21 Const Regt personnel were involved in AACAP 
during 2008. They were mentors in the MST and provided com-
munity members with life and trade skills in areas such as welding, 
first aid and environmental health. Fourteen community members 
graduated with Engineering Certificate I and their future employ-
ment prospects are far more positive.

The MST was led by Lieutenant Darlene Lavett who oversaw 
the curriculum, delivery and assessment of the training and Ser-
geant Gary Keegan was the Training Coordinator Supervisor in 
charge of the mentors. “The Reservist Mentors had great life expe-
rience, patience and empathy, which proved invaluable in working 
with the indigenous trainees,” Sergeant Keegan said.

As part of their training, the MST trainees assisted in the con-
struction of the amenities ablution block by using their newly ac-
quired welding skills to fabricate the entrance gates and connect 
them to the building. “The contribution of the trainees gave them 
ownership in the project and also gave them a huge amount of 
satisfaction” said Warrant Officer Class Two Van Etten.

Private Lindsay Alvos deployed from 21 Const Regt to Kalum-
buru as a cook for four months. He did a sterling job helping turn 
out high quality food every day for the large AACAP contingent. 
Whilst Private Alvos trimmed down in weight during the deploy-
ment, the contestants in the “AACAP 2008 Biggest Loser” com-
petition struggled because of the quality and quantity of the food 
on offer.

The Commanding Officer of 21 Const Regt, Lieutenant Colo-
nel Brendan Casey, commented on the important contribution 
that Reserve members made to AACAP and he said, “I was very 
impressed with the significant difference Defence is making in out-
back communities, which is strongly supported by the terrific com-
mitment of skilled Army Reserve personnel.”

“As the lead agent for the construction of the ablution block, 21 
Const Regt planned, prepared and delivered a structure that will 
withstand any cyclone! We also provided most of the trainers for 
the MST, proving that Reserves can do more than be individual re-
inforcement and round-out elements. We can deliver on a specific 
stand alone task”, said Lieutenant Colonel Casey.

CAPT ELISSA-JANE BOWDEN
21st Construction Regiment

Top Left: Comd 5th Brigade and CO 21st Construction Regiment farewell 
the AACAP Construction Team upon their departure to Kalumburu.
Back Row (LtoR): CO LTCOL Casey, A/RSM WO1 Deacon, WO2 
Van Etten, SPR Dujardin, CPL Meers, PTE Hammond, LT Hansch, 
Comd 5th Brigade BRIG Brereton, RSM 5 Bde WO1 Mychael.
Front Row (LtoR): CPL Zivkovic, SPR Magat, SPR Britten, SPR Miller. 

Top Right: Local sisters Gloria and Veronica Djanghara run through 
maintenance of a high-pressure cleaner with Sapper Glenn Chalk from 
21st Construction Regiment during coursework for their certificate in engi-
neering at Kalumburu in WA.

Above Left: Great Groundwork. Local trainee Valerie Mangolamara 
shows her delight at the instruction from Training Team Mentor Sapper 
Keone Little from 21st Construction Regiment during ground preparation 
work for a concrete foundation at Kalumburu.

Above Right: Tea Break. Instructional Development Officer Lieutenant 
Darlene Lavett takes a moment to catch-up with trainee Valerie Mangola-
mara on the progress of her coursework at Kalumburu.
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The Regiment continues to provide support to the Special 
Operations Command (SOCOMD) in several domestic 
security activities and off shore deployments. Our commit-

ments overseas include Operation Slipper in Afghanistan, Opera-
tion Catalyst in Iraq and Operation Astute in Timor-Leste.

The Incident Response Regiment (IRR) continues to evolve 
and as the Commanding Officer I have endorsed the latest human 
performance specification model (HPSM) which will take IRR to 
the next phase of the Regiment’s transformation. Several HPSM 
activities have been conducted where ‘The Griffin’ has been 
awarded to those who have successfully completed the course. 
The Regiment continues to maintain a combat focus requiring 
enhanced fitness, personal readiness and the ability to adapt to 

change by evolving our tactics, techniques and procedures (TTP) 
for engineers in SOCOMD.

The Regiment’s soldiers continue to provide support to SO-
COMD, Land Command and Training Command on a daily ba-
sis. We are combat focused and remain at war in three theatres of 
operations.

The following articles were written by IRR sappers working in 
very diverse fields of employment. We trust you will enjoy the hu-
mour and background to our activities over the last 12 months.

Regards to all serving and retired Sappers everywhere.

LTCOL RUSS MADDALENA
Commanding Officer, Incident Response Regiment

INCIDENT RESPONSE
REGIMENT

Incident Response Regiment Troop 
Special Operations Task Group
Operation Slipper Afghanistan

In late September 2007, we deployed to Afghanistan as part of the 
Special Operations Task Group (SOTG). As we exited the C-130 
Hercules aircraft we were met with a scene we had only seen in the 
Army rag or the evening news. Through the dust and haze we could 
see the township of Tarin Kowt running through the greenbelt, sur-
rounded by distant high mountains. This was Forward Operating 
Base Davis, our home for the coming months.

It was some time before we could conduct the relief in place 
(RIP) because the Incident Response Regiment (IRR) boys 
were still outside the wire. We bunked down, sorted out our ad-
min and ensured our equipment was squared away. When the boys 
finally returned, they were barely recognisable: sappers with long 
hair, overgrown beards, covered in dirt and dust, tired and ready to 
go home after having done a sterling job.

Our role was to provide the Special Air Service Regiment and 
4th Battalion, The Royal Australian Regiment (Commando) force 
elements with specialist IRR and combat engineer support. Fol-
lowing our RIP we divided into small teams in readiness for SOTG 
missions. IRR elements deployed as part of every operation under-

taken by SOTG. We conducted a wide variety of tasks testing our 
specialist IRR skills and combat engineer abilities.

When we were inside the wire we kept busy helping out wher-
ever we could. We conducted duties such as basic camp mainte-
nance, minor construction, front gate vehicle check points and 
made preparations for the next mission outside the wire.

As the days turned into weeks, and weeks into months, we 
developed a close bond with our SOCOMD brethren, one that has 
strengthened ties between units and men. Many friendships were 
forged and will not be forgotten. The missions have re-enforced 
our understanding that service in SOCOMD and IRR requires 
the ability to operate in a changing high tempo and complex 
environment.

We returned to Australia in early 2008 after a successful but 
harsh winter tour of duty. Upon our return we entered the new 
IRR force generation cycle where we were proudly absorbed into 
Alpha Squadron. IRR members continue to serve on all SOTG 
rotations.

LCPL T. Harbeck

Alpha Squadron Air Crash Rescue Team
International Stabilisation Force
Operation Astute Timor-Leste

The Incident Response Regiment provides a 24/7 online Aviation 
Crash Rescue (ACR) Team to the Timor-Leste Aviation Group. 
The primary role of the team is to provide ACR to the Timor-
Leste Aviation Group with residual effort to other elements within 
Timor-Leste. Whilst our deployed mission was ACR other tasks 
include road accident rescue (an ever present hazard in Timor-Les-
te due to the very poor condition of the road network), technical 
rescue, combat first aid, hazardous materials (HAZMAT) incident 
response, high angle roping rescue and general firefighting opera-
tions. The detachment is capable of deploying by road and by he-
licopter. The ACR Team continues to complete many additional 
tasks within the forward operating bases including fire safety sur-
veys and fire scene investigation.

When not responding to incidents, the detachment is kept busy 
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Bravo Squadron 4 Troop Aviation Crash Rescue Team  
International Stabilisation Force 
Operation Astute Timor-Leste

4 Troop Aviation Crash Rescue (ACR) Townsville recently pro-
vided an ACR Team to Operation Astute. Whilst deployed, every 
training opportunity was utilised to establish a solid working rela-
tionship with the Aviation elements in country and the contracted 
Aspen Medical staff who form the other half of the Aero Medical 
Evacuation Team. A variety of medical evacuation scenarios were 
successfully conducted including vehicle extractions and winch-in 
and winch-out rescue operations in difficult terrain.

A 20-foot shipping container was modified for use as a hot 
fire training aide with assistance from the 3rd Combat Engineer 
Regiment Detachment. This training aide enabled the Incident 
Response Regiment (IRR) Team to conduct various hot fire train-
ing scenarios and practice firefighting and rescue techniques that 
are used during ACRs and structural fires. All IRR personnel de-
ployed on Operation Astute in the future will be able to utilise 

this training aide to practice and enhance their firefighting skills 
and develop a greater knowledge of casualty rescue and extraction 
techniques.

The IRR Team was issued the new in-service firefighter protec-
tive clothing and found it to be a significant improvement com-
pared to the previous clothing. It provides very good protection in 
extremely hot firefighting conditions and would be suitable for use 
in a wide variety of operational environments because of the new 
tactical colour scheme.

During the deployment, the Team responded to a wide vari-
ety of emergency incidents including medical incidents, fuel and 
chemical spills and two large wildfires in the vicinity of the Timor-
Leste Army base at Metinaro. Firefighting conditions in Timor can 
be very severe at times because of the rapid growth of vegetation 
that occurs after the wet season and the combustible nature of the 
majority of buildings. The IRR Team had to respond to over fifty 
emergency incidents since the first rotation deployed in 2006.

Soldiers from 4 Troop worked very well throughout their ro-
tation and opened the eyes of the Defence community to what 
the emergency response trade can achieve with minimal equip-
ment and manning. Operation Astute provides the opportunity 
for emergency responders to develop their skill base and trade 
knowledge in an operational environment whilst ensuring that the 
deployed forces have the required protection and support for the 
safe conduct of their operations. 

with training and exercises. Members are required to be familiar 
with the many types of rotary wing aircraft operating in Timor-
Leste. These included Australian Army Black Hawks, Royal New 
Zealand Air Force Iroquois, civilian Super Pumas, and United Na-
tions Mi17s. We developed the capability to shut down many more 
aircraft than we do in Australia and render them safe in any event 
of an emergency.

SGT J. Farley

Alpha Squadron 7 Troop
Support to the Army Aviation Training Centre Oakey

(The Proud Home of Aviation Crash Rescue)

In the first six months of 2008 the emergency responders of 7 
Troop received new rescue equipment and participated in two re-
alistic daylight crash exercises with Queensland Fire and Rescue 
Service (QFRS). This has enhanced our fly away rescue team capa-
bility on and off the base. We conducted a number of helicopter 
familiarisations with the new Tiger, Bell Kiowa and King Air. Our 
training included winch training utilising Bell 412 and an Army 
Blackhawk. This training was relevant and exciting and together 
with a number of promotions has kept troop morale high.

In March, the Troop participated in the first Crash Exercise 
of the year. An old Iroquois helicopter was towed into the scrub 
surrounding the Army Aviation Centre and set alight. A Truck 
Firefighting Field and a Truck Firefighting Rural were deployed 
to the incident with the Oakey Medical Centre ambulance. On ar-
rival, the Iriquois was fully engulfed in flame and a casualty could 
be seen beneath the wreckage. The crew’s skill sets tested in order 
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to extricate the casualty and extinguish the fire. Our combat first 
aide skills were central in the treatment of other casualties we dis-
covered during our area search. The exercise clearly demonstrated 
the utility and capability of the Army emergency responder when 
employed in Aviation Crash Rescue.

It is an exciting time for emergency responders and we are push-
ing hard to enhance the wider Army’s knowledge of our capabili-
ties. Further training planned for this year will include a number of 
challenging crash exercises, interoperability with QFRS, high angle 
rescue, combat first aid, structural firefighting, confined space res-
cue and Blackhawk winch training. The introduction of the Armed 
Reconnaissance Helicopter and the Multi Role Helicopter to the 
Army Aviation Centre will provide yet another challenge for Army 
Aviation Crash Rescue into the medium term.

SPR T. Potter

I am a recent British Army transfer having arrived in early 2008 
at Sydney International Airport to the firm handshake of Inci-
dent Response Regiment’s (IRR) Executive Officer. In accor-

dance with the usual British custom I arrived at the unit dressed 
in a three piece suit and was greeted by a passing comment, “In 
court again sir?” I now recognise this as digger humour and is one 
of the great traits of the Australian sapper. I should have worn the 
jeans and shirt!

Upon taking up my new duties it became apparent that the IRR 
was in transition and I identified three key issues:

Firstly, defining the IRR base trade which would include • 
skills from the combat engineer, firefighter and unique to 
SOCOMD training.
Secondly, establishing the IRR human performance speci-• 
fication model (HPSM) known as the Advanced Suitabil-
ity Assessment (ASA).
Lastly, the general SOCOMD high tempo when combined • 
with IRR@LastMinute.com  planning.

I soon realised the IRR was formed in direct response to the 
change in global threat and was the progeny of two skilled and 
task focused parents: the Emergency Response Squadron (ERS) 
and the Chemical, Biological and Radiological Response (CBRR) 
Squadron. The new unit benefited from the hereditary skills of 
the parents and over time evolved and transitioned from Land 
Command to Special Operations Command (SOCOMD). In late 
2006, the ERS and CBRR Squadron were dissolved to form two 
identical squadrons with matching capabilities. However, while the 
Regiment benefited from greater flexibility and a more varied skill 
base, the cross levelling provided some challenges; many of those 
who joined as firefighters (ECN141) wanted to stay a firefighter 
whilst others in the IRR wanted to evolve into the proposed new 
Special Operations Engineer. I believe the proposal to transfer the 
emergency response capability back into Land Command will go a 
long way to rebalancing the ACR focus on Army Aviation and al-
low the IRR transformation to fully attain the intended capability.  

Not long after I arrived I had the opportunity to participate in 
the IRR HPSM or ASA. There is nothing quite like being physi-
cally and mentally challenged in order to make you feel wanted, or 
so I’m told. Having completed the ASA I believe there are many 

positive aspects which I have witnessed from my time in the British 
forces. The ASA will determine suitability for employment within 
IRR and will qualify members for the new Special Forces Disabil-
ity Allowance. The ASA is SOCOMD focussed and includes the 
requirement for support members to undertake a similar but Basic 
Suitability Assessment.

The IRR is part of the Government’s insurance policy against a 
number of national threats, be they domestic or international. Bel-
ligerents only have to prepare once but we have to be prepared all 
the time. It is for this reason that we spend the majority of our time 
training, either revising existing skills or learning new ones. It is a 
high tempo, unrelenting process and sees the troops rotate through 
the Regiment’s force generation cycle. It can be exhausting but is 
certainly exhilarating and the soldiers gain a wide range of exotic 
skills and experiences. Early starts, long days and working weekends 
are common in SOCOMD, but are not for everyone. In the time 
I’ve been here I have been exceedingly impressed with the zeal that 
soldiers attack new challenges, shrug off adversity and step forward 
when many would hesitate. Major General Tim McOwan, Special 
Operations Commander Australia, has stated that, “The IRR is 
relevant and making a substantial contribution to SOCOMD and 
that Special Operations Task Group force elements want their IRR 
team when ever they go outside the wire”. It is certainly good to be 
accepted by a world renowned organisation.

The IRR’s future is bright and we are harnessing new technol-
ogy, developing new, high-end skills and embracing change. The 
IRR is responding to the challenge of growth, but only because 
commanders, sub-units and individuals have learned to adapt to 
rapid change. We all know why we are here. The clarity of that pur-
pose is strength in itself. There is always room for improvement but 
I am proud to be serving in the IRR. I would not give up my role 
here for anything less than a double date with the Minogue sisters. 
For those in the Royal Australian Engineers who want to expand 
their horizons, take on the challenge of SOCOMD and reap the 
rewards, the door is wide open.

This is Sparta!

CAPT GARETH BOWERING
Operations Officer, A Squadron

INCIDENT RESPONSE REGIMENT

A New Arrival’s First Impression
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The following article is a reprint of an article 
that was published in the Tarin Kowt Times 
(TKT), a newsletter produced by the troops 
in Afghanistan.

MEET THE PRESS: An interview with Explosives Detection Dog 
(EDD) Bailey, aka ‘The Tip Rat’.

TKT: Thanks for taking time out of your heavy schedule to speak 
to us. We appreciate that you normally don’t give interviews so this 
really is an honour.

Bailey: No dramas mate. Anything for you guys. Let’s just say you’re 
lucky you don’t work for WHO magazine!

TKT: Well, our readers would like to know a bit about EDD Bai-
ley, the new rookie Detection Dog that exploded onto the scene 
from nowhere late in 2007. What’s your background, what are your 
likes and dislikes and what makes the enigma tick?

Bailey: Gee, this is a bit embarrassing! I was born in ‘06 in the 
hard suburbs of wintry Canberra. I grew up like any other young 
pup, chasing cars, digging holes, and licking myself inappropriately 
when guests came over to the house. The usual stuff that kids get 

up to. Then one day in May 2007, two rough Army guys drove 
down from Sydney to speak with my owner and run me through 
some tests. The usual stuff. Nothing too hard. Could I chase a ball 
down the park and was I afraid of loud noises, simple algebraic for-
mula! All too easy. Then all of a sudden, YONK! I find myself on a 
truck to Brisbane for five months of the most intense dog training 
course in the world. Now I’m in the Army, WHAT THE...?

TKT: Is it true that your original owners put your profile on the 
internet to get rid of you, and that’s how the Army found you?

Bailey: Mate, I’ve heard those rumours too. Not that I’ve looked 
up the ad. I lack the opposing digits to surf the web. The next time 
I’m in Canberra on exercise, I’m going to find my old owner and 
crap on her lawn. Anyhow, I finished my training in December 
2007 and I was the only dude left in my class. Eight of us started, 
only four of us made it through the five months (Bailey, Sharne, 
Kath and Tammy). I heard Sooty works at Dream-World in security. 
He was such a twit! It was me and three Bitches (giggle). Can I say 
that (giggle)? Three bitches that passed out of the course. You know 
that (giggle). BITCH is the correct word for a female dog?

TKT: It’s the question on everybody’s lips back home. We have 
to ask it. Are you and Sharne, the other EDD with you here in 
Afghanistan, an item?

Bailey: No, absolutely not! There is no truth to the rumour and let 

Explosives Detection Dogs on
OPERATION SLIPPER IN AFGHANISTAN

On the day we arrived, the dogs were out of the plane and 
keen to get on with work and explore their new environ-
ment. At first it was mild, but within a few days the tem-

perature plummeted and it was snowing. Initially, we were con-
cerned that the dogs wouldn’t handle the inclement weather but 
they soon proved us wrong with Bailey rolling around and Sharne 
trying to eat the unfamiliar snow. To protect them from the harsh 
conditions they wore booties, goggles and vests. 

The dogs were quite comical to watch as they tried to adjust to 
the unaccustomed sensations of the additional protective wear. For 
the first few weeks the dogs slept under our beds in our hut, as the 
overnight temperature fell below minus ten. The dogs were quiet 
and well behaved but their odour eventually banished them back 
to the kennels when the weather improved. They seem to think 
they are here for a holiday but, then again, they consider all their 
work as play, so it’s not surprising.

SAM RUTHERFORD
Explosives Detection Dog Handler, Incident Response 
Regiment

AN INTERVIEW WITH BAILEY



me set the record straight. Those photos in WHO magazine, which 
are grainy and inconclusive at best, were not of me and Sharne! We 
have a purely professional working relationship here. Look, She has 
nice markings and colouration but Tammy (a pure Border Collie 
EDD at home in Australia) is the only woman for me! Sharne and I 
are just getting on with the job of looking for tennis balls scattered 
throughout Afghanistan.

TKT: You do know that your handler has tricked you into thinking 
that tennis balls smell like BOMBS?

Bailey: Tennis balls smell like WHAT?

TKT: So tell us Bailey, you have been heralded as a young messiah, 
an exceptionally gifted yet hot-headed EDD that stands head and 
shoulders above all other EDDs in the unit. With the intense me-
dia spotlight always upon you, do you ever feel you may fall to the 
Ben Cousins syndrome?

Bailey: I have no idea where you’re going with this, mate? I have 
never been busted for drink-driving in Western Australia, although 
I must say, I’d probably had beaten Ben over that three-kilometre 
sprint from the coppers and the 200-metre swim across the Swan 
River. I am also pretty sure that if I develop a drug addiction that 
my unit won’t send me to a $60,000 rehab centre in LA. I’m noth-
ing like Ben!

TKT: What does an average day in the field on operations in the 
Ghan hold for you?

Bailey: Well, there is a lot of stuff I can’t divulge, for operational 
security reasons, even to a reputable publication such as the TK 
Times. But let me say this! Things aren’t all rosy here in the Ghan. 
I think there are a total of five or six trees in the entire province. 
That can make a ten kilometre round-trip foot patrol as pleasurable 
as watching the Titanic mover for three and a half hours after scull-
ing three super-sized Cokes and then being told the bathrooms are 
out of order. And another thing, and this is to the good local folk 
of Afghanistan, I have two words for you, Sewerage Systems! For 
god sake, it’s not hard people. I’m a dog! If you do your business 
on the ground right outside your front door I WILL be tempted 
to regress to my wolf instincts and roll in it. That’s my dirty little 
secret. I roll in poo! There, I said it!

TKT: Any messages for your loved ones at home?

Bailey: Yeah! Well, this might be a little awkward. I have a message 
for EDD Tammy, my girlfriend back at home in Sydney. Baby, I 
don’t think that we’re working out. Look, we had a lot of fun last 
year on course together. We were young and just fooling around, 
girl! They were crazy days! But I am in a different place now. I am 
like this huge WAR HERO and you are, well, I’m not even sure 
that you are a pure-bred Border Collie anymore. Show me your 
papers! Besides, I have found someone else. It’s not you, baby, it’s 
me. OK?

TKT: So we are coming towards the end of your deployment here 
in Afghanistan. Can you tell us, Bailey, what are the things that 
you’ve missed most about Australia?

Bailey: Dude, there are so many things. It’s settling in a comfy 
chair in a quiet cafe on a Sunday morning. The newspaper so fresh 
that the ink comes off on your paws. The scent of a latte macchiato 
with the milk so frothy and light. It’s the cacophony of the sulphur-
crested cockatoos at dusk mid-summer. The feeling of dew on buf-
falo grass underfoot. But I would have to say the thing that I miss 
the most, the one pleasure denied to us EDDs here on operations, 
are the opportunities to sniff the backsides of other dogs without 
my handler grilling me about the dangers of rabies! Rabies, shma-
bies! Alright already with the rabies. I am so over the whole rabies 
conversation! He keeps harping on. (Using a whining baby’s voice.) 
“NO! Bailey come! Don’t sniff the strange dog’s bum!”

TKT: So I take it from your tone that you and Jim Hoy (Bailey’s 
handler) have had some moments over here!

Bailey: Look. We have had our good times and our bad. We’ve 
basically lived in each others pockets for the last six months. Any 
friendship would suffer under the same kind of stresses. I know I 
have been quoted in the past as saying that I couldn’t wait until 
that ‘chocko idiot’ nicked off back to his cake-eating civvy job, but I 
was taken completely out of context. I meant ‘pie-eating’ civvy job! 
But at the end of the day, when I wake up next to him out in the 
dasht after a hard night’s searching, once I’m done grooming and 
licking myself clean, there is no other human face I would like to 
lick straight after. He’s a good guy.

TKT: So you’ve had your issues with your handler. What about 
the rest of the guys?

Jim, “Yeah! Washing human excrement off my dog rocks!”
Bailey, “I hope you get Hep A, you knob!”

The Tip Rat kicking it in the back of an Australian vehicle. In the field, 
Bailey travels wiht his handler and a personal protection party of up to 
nine people whos job it is to ensure his every need is satisfied.
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Bailey: Oh! Don’t get me started. There are some complete TOOLS 
here. (Cough!) By tools I mean precision built, sturdy guys that are 
perfect for this job. (Cough!) Yeah, utter tools. Hang on. I have this 
strange feeling you’re going to take those last comments completely 
out of context too.

TKT: Finally Bailey, one last question. There has been some back-
lash within the Australian media and green groups over the use of 
explosives detection dogs in Afghanistan, particularly after three of 
your number have been killed on operations in the last year. What 
is your response to that?

Bailey: God! Tough question Mr TKT. Let me conclude by saying 
this on behalf of myself and all the other K9 sappers. Life in the 
Army is the best. We live with our handlers in the bush for months 
on end, and that’s a good gig compared to any backyard-bound pet 
that gets walked to the shops once a week if he’s lucky. I’m in peak 
physical condition from exercising hard everyday. No expense is 
spared when it comes to my vet treatments and my food alone costs 

$120 for a 20-kilogram bag. Sure, my job can be dangerous but I 
am a soldier too and I work as part of the team. There is no one in 
the Task Group that doesn’t know my name, and everybody that 
walks by me each day gives me a friendly scratch behind my ears 
and says “G’day, Tip Rat!” All of us EDDs are seeing the world, 
tearing around in choppers, planes and trucks with all of our mates 
and we’re doing it with tails held high!

TKT: Thanks for your time, Bails! All the best for the future.

Bailey: No worries cobber.

Editor’s Note: Upon return to Australia, EDD Bailey will spend 
30 days in an Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service facil-
ity before returning to his unit to be re-teamed with a new handler. 
Jim Hoy, an Army Reservist, will return to his civilian job with 
Customs, and hopes to find and train the next ‘Tip Rat’ some time 
in the future.

Sapper Shaun Ward with Explosives Detection Dog Ozzy waiting to board a helicopter at a patrol base north of Tarin Kowt, Afghanistan

Dogs have been used throught history to provide a variety 
of services to the warfighter. Military dogs in today's Army 
are being used as Explosives Detection Dogs in a special 

search capacity to counter the high threat of improvised explosive 

EXPLOSIVES DETECTION DOGS
PLAY VITAL ROLE IN AFGHANISTAN

devices (IEDs) throughout Uruzgan Province of Afghanistan.
The Reconstruction Task Force maintains an explosives detec-

tion dog capability providing the required level of force protection 
for deployed Australian troops.
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The Defence Materiel Organisation is continuing with the 
CORE 24 plan which was prepared by Land Command Engineers 
before their demise. The CORE 42 plan is the long term strategic 
management plan for the C Vehicle fleet.

KOMATSU PC50MR-2 LIGHT EXCAVATOR
Nineteen light excavators have now been delivered to various user 
units. The Komatsu PC50MR-2 was chosen after an open tender 
process that evaluated six machines, these being the Komatsu, 
Caterpillar, Hitachi, JCB, Takeuchi and Bobcat. The excavator 
is supplied with a number of attachments which includes Rock 
Breaker with moil and chisel bits, 300mm Bucket, 600mm Bucket, 
1200mm Tilting Mud Bucket, Compactor, 300mm Auger, 600mm 
Auger, 1m Auger extension, Grapple, and Single pick ripper.

For ease of storage and transportation, two types of attachment 
pallets have been developed. A specialist attachment pallet includes 
everything less buckets and single pick ripper and a standard at-
tachment pallet that holds the three buckets and ripper. The spe-
cialist pallet also allows stowage of the rock breaker screen guard 
when not in use. The pallets are designed so that the excavator can 
swap attachments directly off the pallet with the pallet either on 
the ground or on the back of a truck or trailer. Each pallet type has 
a large tool and storage box and a removable waterproof canopy. 

The pallets have a Tricon base with twist-lock corner fittings and 
fork tine sleeves that provide access from all four sides. The first 
prototype pallets are currently completing durability testing after 
which full scale production will commence.

CASE 580E FRONT-END LOADER AND BACKHOE RE-
PLACEMENT

An open tender for the 580E replacement resulted in offers being 
received from Caterpillar, John Deere, Terex and JCB. The selected 
preferred tenderer is Caterpillar with the 434E Backhoe Loader. 
Twenty-eight machines will be purchased with first deliveries sched-
uled for September 2009. An attachment pallet will be developed 
for this machine similar to the new light excavator pallets.

EQUIPMENT NEWS

Right: Caterpillar 434E Backhoe Loader
Below: Komatsu PC50MR-2 Excavator
Below Right: Interior view of the Caterpillar 434E Backhoe Loader
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WATER PURIFICATION AND DESALINATION
EQUIPMENT

In early December 2007 the School of Military Engineering con-
ducted the first course for new water supply equipment.

The new water purification and desalinisation equipment 
consists of a Water Purification Unit (WPU); a Reverse Osmosis 

SCRAPER REPLACEMENT
Tender documentation is being developed for this project which is 
for the purchase of eight new self-elevating scrapers. It is planned 
that the Request for Tenders will be released in February or March 
2009.

ROLLER FLEET REPLACEMENT
Tender documentation is being developed for this project which 
is for the purchase of twenty-four new self-propelled rollers. It is 
planned that the Request for Tenders will be released in March 
2009.

D3 LIGHT DOZER REPLACEMENT
The project team for the D3 Light Dozer replacement will be stood 
up in December 2008 with a target date of mid-2009 for the Re-
quest for Tender.

LTCOL PETER CLEASBY-JONES
Program Manager Engineer Vehicles, Land Systems Division, 
Defence Materiel Organisation

Trainees on the Royal Australian Engineers Initial Employment Training Course at the School of Military Engineering operate new water purification 
and desalination equipment during their training.

Water Purification Unit (ROWPU); and Equipment Support Unit 
(ESU). The equipment is designed and manufactured in Australia 
by PALL and will replace existing Cross Plate Clarification (CPC) 
and Reverse Osmosis (RO) equipment by the end of 2008.

The new system keeps pace with the modern Australian Army 
and is an automated system capable of producing fresh potable wa-
ter from almost any source including chemically contaminated and 
salt water. After the initial set up of a water point the new system 
can be manned by a limited number of sappers and can produce 
400,000 litres from a fresh water source in a 24-hour period and 
up to 100,000 litres from a salt water source in a per 24-hours pe-
riod. The units also have the capability to be set up and run from 
the back of numerous in-service vehicles, adding to the systems 
versatility.

Training on the new equipment has been included in the Royal 
Australian Engineers (RAE) Initial Employment Training course 
as a seven day module and is also being run as an independent 
familiarisation course.

The new equipment works on a filtration and disinfection prin-
ciple rather then sedimentation, filtration and disinfection like 
the old CPC and is controlled by the operator through an interac-
tive touch screen. The water quality that is produced with the new 
equipment is exceptional, with turbidity below 1 NTU.

CPL BRETT MALONEY-CARTER
Basic Combat Engineer Section, Combat Engineer Wing, 
School Of Military Engineering
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There is nothing particularly unique in Ex-British Army per-
sonnel transferring into the ranks of The Australian Army. 
Indeed, the officer selected to reorganise the modern Aus-

tralian Army, post Federation, General Sir Edward Hutton2, was 
born in England. Other notable ‘POMEs in Slouch Hats’ include 
Sir Neville House, VC; General Sir William Bridges; General Wil-
liam Birdwood and General Sir Peter Scratchley, to name but a 
few.

The course of action that eventually brought my family and I 
to Australia started one warm evening during a Post Operational 
Tour holiday in Greece. Fortified by a glass or two of wine, my wife 
and I discussed our future options and high amongst these was the 
possibility of immigration to Australia. The possibility of applying 
to join the Australian Army was unknown to us at this time and 
so was not a consideration. After a career spanning 30 years in 
the Corps of Royal Engineers we felt that the time was right for a 
change and so on our return from holiday we spoke to friends who 
were about to transfer to the Royal Australian Electrical and Me-
chanical Engineers and an unexpected seed was sown. After more 
discussion we decided to approach the Directorate of Officer Ca-
reer Management - Army in order to ‘Test the Water’. The response 
we received to our initial inquiry was both prompt and reassuring 
and led to us providing them with my CV and copies of my last two 
Annual Reports. The process for acceptance into the Australian 
Defence Force and subsequent application for an immigration visa 
can take anything up to 18 months, with the average being about 
15 months. The bulk of that time is spent completing forms, most 
of which require the same information!

Several weeks after our initial approach we received an email ask-
ing us to attend interviews in London in October. The interviews 
were conducted at the Australian High Commission in a relaxed 
and friendly atmosphere. At the end of a very full and informative 
day we were told that we had been accepted! We celebrated this 
excellent but surreal news over a glass or three of red wine in a bar 
in Covent Garden. As the wine flowed it dawned on us that we had 
just received the go ahead to move our family to the other side of 
the world. We were both excited and petrified in equal measures.

Eventually we received an official letter of appointment as the 
Staff Officer Grade Two Head of Corps – Royal Australian Engi-
neers at the School of Military Engineering in Sydney. This then 
enabled me to formally offer my resignation to the British Army 
and start work on gaining our visas. Little did we know that all the 
forms we had recently completed would pail into insignificance 
when put against the rain forest worth of paper required for our 
visa applications! We learnt around this time that irrespective of 
the number or priority of emails sent between early December and 
late January you will not get a response — until leave is over!

That said, we were very fortunate to be appointed a most ef-

ficient and friendly Immigration desk officer. Attendance at medi-
cals and more paperwork followed during the next months but 
faster than anticipated we had Australian visas stamped into our 
British Passports. In the background we were busy organising our 
removals and travel with the staff of the High Commission in Lon-
don — a process that was smooth and faultless.

The abiding memory of this period was the way time slipped 
away and no sooner had we been to London for the interview, we 
were there again to start our journey to Sydney. I can only say that 
the trip across was exceptional and of a standard I would like to use 
again — If I win the Lottery!

We arrived in Australia to be welcomed by old friends, one who 
is serving as the British Exchange Officer at the School of Military 
Engineering and the other himself a lateral recruit two and a half 
years previously. Having been escorted to our temporary accommo-
dation we quickly set about finding a permanent place to live and 
to find a suitable school for our two boys. We did see a lot of Syd-
ney over the next four weeks and eventually found what we were 
seeking in the south-western suburb of Elderslie. Interspersed with 
looking for a home I had to collect new uniforms and equipment. 
The use for most of the kit I was issued was obvious but having 
never worn a slouch hat I was in need of a little help in ensuring I 
turned up for work properly dressed. Despite the assistance of the 
Adjutant, I still managed to put my puggaree unit patch on upside 
down!

Not unexpectedly, there have been many things to learn but 
because you wear field rank there is an expectation that you should 
know everything already. For instance, why wouldn’t a major know 
what buttons and badges to wear on mess dress? And why would he 
need to ask what mandatory requirement there are for Individual 
Readiness Notice compliance?

Debate continues at all levels on the question of a centralised 
Lateral Recruits course and its benefits to Army. Clearly there are 
many things to learn during the initial settling in period (as alluded 
to above). However, centralising the course would be difficult, to 
say the least, especially as all lateral recruits do not arrive in country 
at the same time. Perhaps posting all lateral recruits into pool posi-
tions in their respective training organisation would be an option? 
Here they could receive the necessary Army and unit indoctrina-
tion and advice on basic requirements (badges sown on correctly! 
etc.). In respect to other ranks, they would be in the right environ-
ment for trade experts to check their prior qualifications before 
making judgement on which courses they need to attend in order 
to become fully qualified. There is of course a short term pain in-
herent in holding lateral recruits in pool positions. However, this 
is perhaps balanced by having a fully qualified soldier ready for 
posting to the field army or an instructor position. The benefit to 
the lateral recruit of being in a pool position is their ability to focus 

POME1 IN A SLOUCH HAT
The First Year In The New Life Of A

UK Lateral Recruit
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exclusively on gaining the necessary qualifications required to fulfil 
their contractual agreement to Army.

As part of the requirement for lateral recruits, I applied and was 
called forward to receive my Citizenship3 in early 2008. However, 
there was first the little question of passing a citizenship test, prepa-
ration for which I was assured was to read the sports pages of The 
Sydney Telegraph newspaper. Having successfully passed the test 
we attended a Citizenship Ceremony at Parramatta and after sing-
ing our new National Anthem (surprisingly not Waltzing Matilda!) 
we were sworn in as Australian citizens4.

Christmas 2007 was the most difficult time we have experi-
enced, especially being such a long way from our families in Eng-
land. However, on the positive side, no snow, no flu, no rained off 
Test Matches and we did enjoy some great days on the beach, snags 
on the barbie, several cold ones and watching Australia beat India 
at the SCG.

Not unexpectedly, my loyalties have been tested on more than 
one occasion during the past year. Most notable was when those 
brutish English rugby forwards pushed the Aussies off the park in 
France during the Rugby World Cup. More recently during the 
Olympic Games when Team GB had the audacity to win more 
medals than Australia — How could they? I am assured that no 
one heard me celebrating and it was great to have two teams in 
the top six!

Despite all I have written, there are many similarities between 
the British and Australian armies and I am assured that once I 
master the language life will become much easier. Understanding 
who Dickie Wacker and Mr Hoon are features high on my list of 

things to find out. Ranked alongside those is the need to recogn-
ise hand signals, especially the ones from speeding drivers on the 
motorways!

In all seriousness, both my family and I are certain we made the 
right move to come to Australia and we have thoroughly enjoyed 
the first fifteen months of the rest of our lives. We have recently 
bought our own home in Camden and we have made some good 
friends both in and outside of Defence and look forward to mak-
ing many more in future.

 Finally, I must state categorically that I did not bring the rain5 
with me and it is mere coincidence that this year’s winter was the 
coldest on record. “Come on summer we are all freezing!”

Notes:

1 Pome – Prisoner of Mother England.
2 Gen Hutton returned to service with The British Army and 
served as GOC 21st Brit Div in WWI.
3 All Lateral Recruits are required to apply for citizenship within 3 
months of arrival.
4 My two boys received citizenship at the same time, but my wife 
has to wait two years.
5 I am though prepared to accept responsibility if it is true this 
cured the drought and there is a reward?

MAJ STU PEMBERTON
Staff Officer Grade Two, Head Of Corps – Royal Australian 
Engineers

Recently Infrastructure 
Division was authorised 
to wear the ENG 0042 

Unit Colour Patch (UCP). This 
UCP was first authorised for 
wear by Royal Australain Engi-
neers (RAE) Permanent Troops 
in 1921. At that time the RAE 
Permanent Troops included 
a Regimental Branch, Works 
Branch, Signal and Survey Sec-

tions. The Regimental Branch later became the Fortress Engineers 
(issued their own UCP) and in the 1920s the Signal and Survey 
sections left the RAE to establish their own Corps. The Works 
Branch was renamed the Engineers Services Branch and on the 
departure of the other sections, it contained only RAE permanent 
personnel who wore the ENG 0042 UCP.

Infrastructure Division can trace its lineage and heritage back 
to the original Works Branch formed in 1921. The Works Branch 
was later renamed the Engineer Services Branch and remained un-
changed until the Army reorganisation in 1942 when it was abol-
ished and re-established as the Directorate of Fortifications and 
Works. In 1970 it was renamed the Directorate of Army Works and 
then in 1974 the Directorate of Accommodation and Works. De-

fence rationalisation in 1997 saw the establishment of the Defence 
Estate Organisation and subsequently the formation of Infrastruc-
ture Division. 

The ENG 0042 Colour Patch, a peace time colour patch (not 
authorised for wear during operations), is appropriate for Infra-
structure Division (ID) as the seven pointed federation star is in-
dicative of the Australia wide work conducted by ID, especially 
Infrastructure Asset Development Branch (IAD) that is organised 
into Directorates aligned to the states and territories. The colour 
patch was originally issued to RAE permanent works personnel 
and as such it is fitting for the colour patch to be worn by the Army 
works staff of ID. 

IAD is led by the Director General Brigadier Bill Grice and 
has a unit establishment of 15 RAE officers and one RAE warrant 
officer on staff. Brigadier Grice said, “IAD is the Corps best kept 
secret”, and has requested that I inform all of the young thrusting 
officers in the Corps that they can come to Canberra and either 
make brews for Colonels and above or come to IAD and manage 
multi million dollar infrastructure projects. The choice is yours.

CAPT CHRIS MOON
Project Officer, Infrastructure Asset Development Branch, 
Infrastructure Division

NEW UNIT COLOUR PATCH FOR
INFRASTRUCTURE DIVISION



No one should doubt the importance of the Reconstruc-
tion Task Force rotations in Afghanistan, so too, no one 
should doubt the efforts of the little known or publicised 

Mine Action Centres (MAC). The MAC has been established in 
Afghanistan since 2002 and was first located at Kanadahar Air-
base and then established at Bagram Airbase. Bagram is the United 
States’ largest tactical Airbase in theatre and is transitioning from 
a rudimentary establishment to a purpose-built, bricks and mortar 
enduring base.

Bagram Airbase has a population of over 12,000 coalition forc-
es and contractors. There are only two Australians (on the books) 
amongst this mix. There is a Tri-Service Warrant Officer Class Two 
(equivalent) Signals/Communications posted to HQ Joint Opera-
tions Command (82nd Airborne Division) and there is an Royal 
Australian Engineer (RAE) major who is the Officer-in-Command 
(OIC) of the MAC.

The MAC has been commanded by RAE majors since 2002 
and is the only real coalition mine and unexploded ordnance area 
clearance organisation under Operation Enduring Freedom in Af-
ghanistan. The MAC is task organised and equipped to undertake 
the following operational tasks:

clear all mines, unexploded ordnance and metal contami-• 
nation to a Humanitarian Demining Standard of 99.6 per 
cent,
project manage an international demining company,• 
project manage an Afghan demining company,• 
plan and conduct operational clearance tasks in support • 
of military operations,
conduct Explosive Hazard Awareness Training for coali-• 
tion forces,
conduct mine threat analysis and recons,• 
liaise with United Nations and Non Government Organi-• 
sation demining authorities,
maintain a Quick Reaction Force for emergency and de-• 

ployable mine extraction,
investigate local mine and explosive incidents, and • 
provide mine clearance training to Coalition and Afghan • 
forces.

The MAC organisation and capability are as follows:
HQ – One RAE major and five staff (US Marine and • 
Army);
US Combat Engineer Platoon (40 personnel);• 
US 49th Mine Dog Detachment (six handlers and dogs);• 
International Deminers (250 personnel and 33 dogs) at • 
$11 million per year;
Afghan Deminers (35 personnel and five dogs) at $1 mil-• 
lion per year;
Seven D7 Mine Clearance Armoured Protected (MCAP) • 
Bulldozers;
Two JD 230 Armoured Protected Hydraulic Excavators • 
(HYEX);
Five Armoured Protected 5 ton Dump Trucks;• 
Seven MW24C Scoop Loaders;• 
Three Casspir Mine Protected Vehicles;• 
Four Hydrema Flails (used for military operational tasks);• 
Three Aardvark Flails (used for military operational tasks); • 
and
Four MV4 Doking Flails (used for military operational • 
tasks).

MINE ACTION CENTRE
Bagram Airbase Afghanistan

Below: A South African designed Casspir.
Right: The author with an TM62P3 Anti-Tank Mine.
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The MAC ensures that demining and clearance tasks are con-
ducted in accordance with the International Mine Action Stan-
dards and in order to achieve the clearance standards, the MAC 
utilises the benefits of clearing methods such as mechanical (heavy 
plant equipment); manual (deminers, EOD); and dogs.

The MAC is a Divisional Asset and in 2007 was under com-
mand of the 82nd Airborne Division with the 36th Engineer Bri-
gade (out of Fort Hood) providing administrative control and pro-
viding the Combat Engineer Platoon and heavy equipment.

The demining season opens from April to early December (sum-
mer) and scales down during late December to March (winter). The 
2007 clearance season saw 2.2 million square metres of area cleared 
in and around Bagram and selected operational areas.

The types of mines and ordnance cleared during 2007 were:
TC-6 AT mine (ITALIAN);• 
YM-2 AT mine (IRAN);• 
TM62P3 AT mine (USSR);• 
YM-1 Apers mine (IRAN);• 
PMN Apers mine (USSR);• 
PMN-2 Apers mine (USSR);• 
Type 4 Apers mine (IRAN);• 
PFM-1 Apers mine (USSR);• 
AO2.5RT cluster munition (USSR);• 
PTAB 2.5 cluster munition (USSR);• 
RPG-7 (USSR);• 
S-5M 57mm rockets (USSR);• 
OG82 82mm rockets (USSR); • 
82mm mortars (Chinese/USSR/Pakistan);• 
S-24 240mm rockets (USSR); and• 
FAB-250 M62 aerial bombs (USSR)• 

The MAC involvement with clearance operations and other 
tasks does not come without a cost. The cost of life and limb is ever 
constant and is a risk for the deminers and local Afghan farmers 
who live and or work within the mine fields and uncleared areas. 

During 2007, at least four local Afghans lost their lives from inju-
ries sustained from separate mine blasts and throughout the year a 
further ten were seriously injured and evacuated to the US Military 
Hospital. Two Afghan deminers and one international deminer 
were also severely injured. Two MCAPs and one Hyex struck anti-
tank mines and were out of action for four weeks.

Another dangerous but necessary task undertaken was to re-
con and determine the location, density, type and orientation of 
the minefield surrounding Bagram Airbase in order to plan and 
undertake the necessary clearance in support of the Airbase expan-
sion. The recons were conducted using Casspirs, which are South 
African designed and manufactures vehicles which can sustain the 
blasts from anti-personnel mines and are able to protect the occu-
pants from anti-tank mine blasts. The Casspirs patrol into known 
mined areas to detonate the mines and record all necessary infor-
mation. The Casspirs are also used to ‘proof’ the cleared areas in 
conjunction with the employment of mine detection dogs.

Being an Australian RAE major working within a US centric 
coalition environment and adapting to the US operational system 
had the usual ‘transition period’. My experience of the working re-
lationship between the US forces and the OIC MAC were certainly 
positive and the US forces hold the OIC MAC position in high 
regard and with great respect.

This relationship allows the OIC MAC to be intrinsically in-
volved with the planning, coordination, decision process and com-
mand authority for operational clearance tasks. This also allows 
the day-to-day demining tasks at Bagram to remain totally a com-
mand and control responsibility for the OIC MAC.

It is also my observation that RAE trains and prepares our sol-
diers and officers very well in order to augment into US centric 
organisation. Our training provides the skills, knowledge and at-
titude (and battle cunning) to deliver the required outcomes and 
to achieve our mission and end state.

The previous RAE OIC MAC were Major Alex Thomson 
(Winter 2006/7); Major Mick Wilson (Summer 2007); and Major 
Stuart Brown (Winter 2007/08). The current RAE OIC MAC is 
Major David Bergman (Summer 2008).

MAJ MICK WILSON
Officer-in-Command, Mine Action Centre
Operation Enduring Freedom
21 April 2007 to 21 November 2007

Left: A Mine Clearing Armoured Proteced bulldozer damaged by an anti-
tank mine.
Above: An MV4 Doking Flail.
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AWARDS

Distinguished Service Cross
LTCOL H. Jarvie, DSC

Member of the Order of Australia
LTCOL M. Ryan, AM

Conspicuous Service Cross
COL D. Luhrs, CSC
MAJ D. Sienkiewicz, CSC

Conspicuous Service Medal
WO1 G. Jones, CSM
SPR M. Stewart, CSM

PROMOTIONS

Appointment to Chief of Army
LTGEN K. Gillespie, AO, DSC, CSM

To Colonel
G. Alexander, N. Beutel, I. Cumming CSC, N. Rowntree, 
G. Stockton AM

To Lieutenant Colonel
M.J. Galton, G.A. Halstead, H.A. Hanna, T.G. Heares, 
G.A. McClay, P.T. Murphy, M.R. Pearse, M.P. Smythe

To Major
M.L Brereton, A.J. Coe, G. Cooper, J.D. Eltham, B.P. Gill, 
C.C. Ibbott, B.J.A. Jones, A.M. Kelly, T.P. Kuffer, P.J. McComb, 
R. J. McMurray, D. Nohlmans, L.J. Platt, J.D. Pollard, 
M.J. Quinn, C.A.C. Riddle, M.D. Scott

To Captain
B.J. Adams, M.S. Bali, R.P. Brennan, D.W.K. Cave, R.J. Davis, 
J.J. Diab, I.M.A. Gabion, L.J. Gibson, A.J. Hargreaves, 
D.J.M. Hebditch, K.A. Jackel, C.R. Mansfield, M. Marcinkewycz, 
S.J. O’Dea, R.J. Orders, D. Phillips, D.J. Pitcher, J.A. Pring, 
C.G. Sampson, M.K. Thompson, B.J. Towsey, A. Tull, 
A.D. White, F.N.R. Wythes

Officers Appointed to the Corps
LT K.C.F. Barnbrook, LT M.R. Bennett, LT C.J. Condello, 
LT M.R. Dykes, LT T. Gains, LT A.J. Graham, LT B.J. Gray, 
LT F.R. Harrison, LT R.E. Haynes, LT O.J. Kirkham, 
LT A.B.W. Lawson, LT A.L. McMahon, LT M.J. McMahon, 
LT R.P. Rafter, LT T.J. Rowe, LT K.G. Russell, LT M.R. Smith, 
LT C. Thompson-Lang, LT R.L. Vehlow

To Warrant Officer Class One
P.M. Coles, R.R. Cotter, B.A. Doyle, D.J. Gibbons, D.J. Harvey, 
A. Morrison-Evans, G.A. Polson, S.M. Smith

To Warrant Officer Class Two
M.J. Arnold, J.D. Batson, P.D. Boulton, J.A.J Clench, 
J.R. Collison, C.W. Dabbs, M.D. Davidson, R.J. Dolan, 
R.J. Emerson, N.J. Fierinck, B.J. Griffiths, G.J. Haddy, 
G.M. Johnson, W.A. Marshall, C.R. Matheson, W.J. Moon, 
M.J. Murphy, M.J. Newlin, J.R. Newman, L.A. Palfrey, C. Panteli, 
A.W.S. Pitt, S.P.B. Reid, I.D. Shepherd, J.A. Watkins, T.J. Wicks, 
L.E. Wyness

To Sergeant
C.C.L Arp, K.J. Baulch, K.P. Behan, I.H. Boettcher, J.W. Brown, 
N.R. Busch, G.S. Christensen, S.J Cosstick, G.L. Croft, 
B.D.J. Cupka, P.M. Darnley, B.J.E. Day, D.M. Dunne, 
W.J. Fry, G.G. Hazelton, A.R. Keys, B. King, S. MacFarlane, 
A.E. Matthews, B.A. McGill, S.I. McGraa, D.M. Moore, 
T.J. Myers, R.M O’Brien, D.C. O’Hanlon, B.J. Prowse, 
A.C. Reynolds, G.G. Shaw, P.A. Simpson, B.M. Stevens, 
R.H. Thomas, C.J. Townsend, P.J. Vecera, M.J. Walters, 
G.L. Wright

To Corporal
T.A.Anderson, M.L. Ansell, R.H. Baron, N. Barrand, 
M.P. Baxter, J.P. Bingley, T.N.J. Blewitt, L.K. Burden, S.A. Burney, 
J.P. Cannon, A.W. Carlson, B.J. Carr, J.A. Carr, C.A. Charlton, 
S.T. Clark, T.J. Clark, J.W. Cleary, J.N Cosstick, K.S Davies, 
S.J. Davis, D.J. Duckett, J.S Duffey, E.J Dutton, V.Frederikos, 
B.J Goodall, C.S. Grantham, D.J.S Guthridge, D.N. Hair, 
J.M. Harris, A.J. Hebden, R.J. Ireland, D.T. Isted, P.D. Jeffery, 
P.A. Johnsen, S.D. Kendrick-Ward, P.J Knight, M.D. Koekemoer, 
N.S. Kowalski, P. Krasevskis, G.W. Lacy, A.W. Le Lievre, 
R.W. Litzow, M.L. Marshall, A.J. Maybury, B.K. Michalk, 
P.J. Miller, S.N. Moore, J.C. Nest, S.M. Newton, A.D. Noble, 
L.A Owens, B.C. Pascoe, G.F. Piper, A.J Pitstock, L.R. Porter, 
C.P. Rainford, C.A. Read, D.J. Redshaw, G.P. Reed, 
A.D. Sheldon, D.J. Sliwka, W.E. Slorach, J.W Smith, 
C.D.M. Speirs, J.J. Spicer, T.K. Stenhouse, G.L. Stone, 
P.N. Sweeney, A.B. Tebbit, M.W. Tennent, M.A. Tritton, 
C.P. Ullrich, D.M. Wallace, S.B. White, G.K. Williams, 
C.R. Winter, J.L. Wood, D.P. Wuelfert,

To Lance Corporal
D.A. Albress, A.D. Barnes, D.M. Bath, C.S. Brooker, C.R. Butler, 
G.R. Caddy, M.J. Cassidy, M.P. Chalk, A. Chong, D.M. Comben, 
C.C. Cox, C.N. Cunneen, M.J Devlin, L.J. Eccles, A.J Gill, 
T.J. Gleeson, T.M. Goodwin, T.R. Harbeck, B.T. Harrison, 
G.I. Hartley, J.D. Haw, S.C. Higgins, S.G. Hoskin, C.A.Jackson, 
D.A. Jefferies, M.C Jeffery, K.R.A. Jeffrey, M.E. Jenkins, 
E.M. Jennings, R.M. Johnstone, D.J. Kirkhope, R.W. Kranz, 
D.M Lee, B.G. Marshall, L.A. McDonald, J.D. McLaren, 
W.A. Meech, B.P. Miller, E.D Miller, L.A Milligan, K. Morris, 
G.J Murphy, B.M. Northcott, J.T. Pahl, B.J. Palmer, S.A. Pearce, 
J.L Peers, M.S. Peterson, D.J. Pitman, A. Polson, L.R. Read, 
J.R. Reid, A.J. Robertson, J.W. Ross, S.G. Rowe, T. Smith,Tristan, 
K.W Speare, G.W. Stephinson, D.C. Stewart, J.R Suitor, 
T.R. Taylor, J.G.S. Toms, N.G. Townley, S.J. Tyerman, 

PERSONNEL MATTERS
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J.K. Ulbrich, P.O. Waddell, A.S. Westerhoff, B.L. White, 
A.J. Wright

LEAVING THE AUSTRALIAN REGULAR ARMY

20 or more years of service:
LTCOL J.D. Teakle, LTCOL W.M. Thomson, MAJ L.E. Oldfield, 
MAJ M.D. Renfrey, MAJ D.J. Wright, WO1 B.J. Miller, 
WO2 L.J. Albon, WO2 P.A. Burgess, WO2 G.J. Cottier, 
WO2 M.J. Donnelly, WO2 D.A. Quick, WO2.D.J. Ramsden, 
WO2 P.A. Remin, WO2 J. Rice, WO2 T.B. Robinson, 
WO2 D.W. Sola, WO2 S.M. Tonkin, SGT K.M. Northausen, 
SGT D.W. Riley, CPL H.P. Donald, SPR L.P. Flahavin, 
SPR J.C. Hicks, PTE T.J. Smith

Less than 20 years of service:
MAJ M.R. Breen, MAJ F.N. Brown, MAJ A.B. McCallum, 
CAPT S.J. Clark, CAPT S.B. Coleman, CAPT J.L. Godbee, 
CAPT L.J. Hansen, CAPT A.C.J. Hickton, CAPT R.A Honey, 
CAPT D.J. Keep, CAPT N.B. Marcovich, CAPT S.P.J. Mitchell, 
CAPT G.M. Schurmann, LT W.A.E. Riley, WO1 M.J. Barnes, 
WO1 N.W. Schwartz, WO2 H.P. Coombs, SGT C.M. Connell, 
SGT J.P. Harvey, SGT C.S. Pidgeon, SGT C.G. Ramsden, 
SGT T.A Savage, SGT A.J. Smit, SGT C.F. Smith, 
SGT M.G. Thow, SGT S.D. Wilkinson, CPL W.K Arch, 
CPL C.M. Brennan, CPL J.C. Brown, CPL S.T. Campbell, 
CPL W.C. Drew, CPL S.K. Duncan, CPL B.J Fitzgerald, 
CPL A.J. Foreman, CPL M.C. Gale, CPL A.S. Jackson, 
CPL M.J. Kiker, CPL S.B. Lardner, CPL R.G. Lindsay, 
CPL A.S. Marston, CPL K.A Mizen, CPL A.S Nelson, 
CPL P.A. O’Callaghan, CPL G.D. Potter, CPL G.P. Reed, 
CPL M. Talbot, CPL N.A. Wagner, LCPL T.D. Boardman, 
LCPL J.A. Chislett, LCPL B.S Hawes, LCPL P.D Kember, 
LCPL L.J. McMahon, LCPL D.R. McMurray, 
LCPL C.L. Rowson, LCPL J.R. Simpson, LCPL M.F. Wood, 
LCPL C.P. Worger, SPR G.R. Anderson, SPR M.L. Anderson, 
SPR T.J. Anderson, SPR G.R.D. Apthorpe, 
SPR M.D. Armstrong, SPR L. Ausling, SPR S. Bailey, 
SPR K.D. Bate, SPR N.S. Benham, SPR J.F. Bertles, 
SPR B.K. Best, SPR C.J. Braban, SPR A.J. Brady, 
SPR J.S. Brown, SPR M.J. Brown, SPR P.L. Brown, 
SPR B.M. Carr, SPR S.L Carter, SPR F. Contu, 
SPR W.A. Coulson, SPR N.J. Cox, PTE W.A. Dare, 
SPR J.M. Demopoulos, SPR M.G. Dorotich, SPR M.D Draper, 
SPR J. Ellis, SPR P.D. English, SPR J.J. Farren-Price, 
SPR N.L. Finch, SPR L. Fraser, SPR D.P. Gabauer, 
SPR I.C. Garemyn, SPR B. Godenzi, SPR D.D.D. Gould, 
SPR J.W. Greenslade, SPR G.R. Hancock, SPR R.J. Haydon, 
SPR D.J. Impson, SPR G.W. Jeffs, SPR J.M. Kadel, 
SPR M.P. Lehocz, SPR K.J. Livens, SPR N.H. Logan, 
SPR M.G. Lucchesi, SPR S.M. Madden, SPR P.J. Mahe, 
SPR G.D. Matthews, SPR M.J.A. McCauley, SPR L.R. McEvoy, 
SPR L.A. McKenzie, SPR J.S. Mellish, SPR D.C. Mitskinis, 
SPR B.R. Moore, SPR M.N.D. Morgan, SPR D.W. Moulds, 
SPR A.B. Needham, SPR T.J. Newing, SPR N.T. Nguyen, 
SPR R.J. Oakes, SPR J.L. O’Halloran, SPR R.G. O’Keefe, 
SPR D.S. Parkin, SPR N. Paul, SPR L.R.W. Potter, 
SPR C.J. Prout, SPR D.L. Prowse, SPR S.B.Richardson, 
SPR D.W. Roberts, SPR D.J Romyn, SPR D.J. Rowan, 
SPR B.P. Rutherford, SPR K. Stubbins, SPR P. Tewkesbury, 
SPR S.J. Topping, SPR D.R. Wickham, SPR M.J. Wilson, 
SPR A.L. Woldseth, SPR A.G. Woods, SPR R.J. Wright, 
SPR H. Young

James Lindsay Cooper was born at Camden, New South Wales 
on 19 May 1980. He was educated at Hurlestone Agricultural 
High School where he excelled in sport becoming Athlete of 
the Year twice and represented his school at zone, regional 
and state levels in many disciplines.

After completing his Higher School Certificate, in which 
he gained high marks, he studied mechanical engineering 
and undertook an apprenticeship with Kirby Engineering 
at Milperra, New South Wales, completing his course at 
Seovic Engineering at Narellan, New South Wales. He won 
a Gold and Silver medal at the World Skills Competition 
representing New South Wales.

Around the time of his Higher School Certificate, James 
developed a passion for the Army. At the age of 17 James 
enlisted in the Army Reserves and joined 142nd Signal 
Squadron based at Holsworthy. He then decided to become 
an officer and went to the University of New South Wales 
Regiment completing components of his training at Royal 
Military College Duntroon before graduating as an officer 
into the Corps of Royal Australian Engineers.

James was a very active member of the Army Reserve, 
serving with 5th and 8th Combat Engineer Regiments. He 
also provided instructional assistance on a number of Army 
Reserve Regimental Officer Basic courses and Counter 
Surveillance courses conducted at the School of Military 
Engineering.

In 2008, Captain Cooper deployed on full-time service as 
a United Nations Peace Keeping Military Observer to Sudan. 
For his very high standard of professionalism unmatched of 
his rank and limited exposure on multi national operations 
he was awarded the Commanders Commendation.

Tragically, James was killed on 26 September 2008 in 
an industrial accident at a mining site during his civilian 
employment.

Sapper
OBITUARY

CAPTAIN JAMES COOPER



When a serving member of the military retires after a long 
and distinguished career they leave their unit environs 
returning only every now and then to attend reunions 

or an occasional parade as a distinguished guest.
However, some soldiers never leave.
Tractor, Full Tracked with Blade and Ripper, International 

Harvester, TD-15C, Army Registered Number 31-608 is one of the 
latter.

31-608 was manufactured by International Harvester Company 
Australia Pty Ltd at their factory in Melbourne in 1980 specifi-
cally for the Australian Army. It was delivered to 32nd Supply Bat-
talion in Kensington, Victoria on 11 November 1980 along with 
other TD-15Cs the Army had purchased. Her time in Victoria 
was short and she and her sisters were soon on their way to New 
South Wales where they were delivered to 21st Supply Battalion at 
Moorebank, arriving there in December 1980. There she stayed for 
some months before she was allocated to the Regular Army’s 22nd 
Construction Squadron and made her way westward to Perth. She 
was taken on unit strength in March of 1981 at her new home in 
Irwin Barracks at Karrakatta.

It was at 22nd Construction Squadron that she toiled faithfully 
and diligently for the next nine years, amassing nearly 3,600 op-
erating hours. She served in all corners of the State with the oc-
casional trip interstate to training areas in Victoria and New South 
Wales for regimental exercises as a part of 1st Construction Regi-
ment, of which 22nd Construction Squadron was a sub-unit. She 
also made a long and memorable trip to the Northern Territory for 
Exercise Kangaroo ‘89.

Whilst she did a lot of travelling, her main use by 22nd Con-
struction Squadron was in the construction of the roads and facili-
ties at Bindoon Military Training area. So, for those who use these 
roads and facilities in the training area, spare a thought for 31-608 
who made it all possible.

Following 22nd Construction Squadron’s disbandment in early 
1990, 31-608 was transferred to 13th Field Squadron, an Army Re-
serve unit located at Irwin Barracks.

For the next 15 years, 31-608 continued her faithful service with 
13th Field Squadron, serving in all corners of the state and par-
ticipating in many construction tasks undertaken by the Squadron 
and amassing a further 1,500 hours.

Whilst only a sprightly 28 years old and with a very low total op-
erating hours (in plant equipment terms) of 5,132 hours, time was 
catching up with 31-608. The TD-15C model was no longer being 
manufactured and by the late 1980s International Harvester Com-
pany ceased manufacturing earthmoving equipment, which meant 
that replacement and repair parts were becoming very scarce. Time 
had finally caught up with 31-308 and it was time to retire her 
from service.

With an eye on unit heritage, the Squadron’s then Training War-
rant Officer, Warrant Officer Class Two Michael ‘Mick’ Durnin 
started the process of having 31-608 retained by the Squadron as an 

historical artefact. A submission to retain the dozer was raised and 
despatched eastward where it lay dormant for what seemed a long, 
long time. A flurry of chase-up phone calls and e-mails followed 
and after an even longer delay approval was finally received for the 
Squadron to retain 31-608.

Once approval had been granted the Squadron called on its 
serving and ex-serving members for ideas on how 31-608 should be 
displayed. Consensus was reached that she should be displayed on 
a plinth in front of the Squadron’s Devil’s Inn and so the Squadron 
set about the task. Whilst the plinth was being constructed, 31-608 
was restored to her former glory with a repaint and a replacement 
of all of the original manufacturer’s logos and stencilling which 
had long ago been abraded from her flanks during her operation 
in the red gravel of the Bindoon Military Training Area.

With the restoration and construction tasks completed in early 
December 2007, 

31-608 was walked to her new home and positioned on her 
plinth. Her engine was then shut down for the final time.

31-608 now sits, resplendent in her retired in her unit lines, sur-
rounded by those who operated her and worked beside her whilst 
she was serving. She will be admired by one and all and serves as a 
reminder of how it was way back when.

WO2 RODGER KELLY
Unit Recruiting Liason Officer, 13th Field Squadron

13th Field Squadron
RETIRES AN OLD SOLDIER

SPRs John ‘Snow’ Snowden and James ‘Spinko’ Spink visit an old friend at 
her new home. SPR Snowden spent many hours operating 31-608 whilst he 
was a member of 22nd Construction Squadron and 13th Field Squadron 
whilst SPR Spink operated 31-608 at 13th Field Squadron for more than 
15 years.
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